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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
VISION
Create a master planned community that embodies
time-tested planning principles and architectural styles
and promotes the heritage and values of Azusa. This
new community will be part of and enhance the existing
community of Azusa while implementing the Guiding
Principles of the General Plan.

INTRODUCTION
e 517.5-acre Monrovia Nursery site presents a
unique opportunity to blend the latest thinking in
neighborhood, home and open space design with
the traditions and heritage of Azusa. e landowner,
City leaders and residents have recognized that this
cannot be just another "conventional subdivision
development," but instead, should set a new standard
for the region and produce a model for neighborhood
and town development.

Chapter 1 Introduction: Vision

•

•

We are a family community that believes in the
American Dream of homeownership and economic
opportunity.
We treasure our small-town character and community
involvement. Proud of our diversity, our shared goal is
a brighter future for our children.
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View of Arroyo looking north at the Village Core
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e creation of this master planned community began
with multiple stakeholders and visions through a
national design competition. Proposals from firms from
all over the country resulted in the selection of four
firms who would participate in a design competition
as part of the larger effort to create a new General Plan
for the City of Azusa through a Citizens’ Congress
process. e Citizens’ Congress workshops started
by confirming the fundamental values held by the
community:
• Azusa is a spiritual place blessed with a unique
natural, historical and cultural heritage.
• Strong in faith, our citizens are caring people who
work hard and value lifelong learning.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
e next step arising out of the Citizen’s Congress was
the creation of the following guiding principles to direct
the process and to clearly reflect the community’s values
and aspirations:

1“

Natural & Community Environment

Vision: Protect the foothills, preserve natural

habitat and terrain, and integrate nature into
future development and use. Enhance the
existing fabric of Azusa neighborhoods with
new development integrated into the rest of
the community by open access and compatible
neighborhood design:
• Natural and historic flow of water enhances
the area.
• Historic resources are preserved within the
development.
• Public and private views are protected and
development is compatible with surrounding
neighborhoods and uses, including the
Dhammakaya International Meditation
Center.

2“

Quality Neighborhoods & Homes
Vision: Maintain Azusa’s family-oriented

3“

4“

Mobility & Mix of Uses

community identity by offering a diversity
of home ownership opportunities, reflecting
traditional neighborhood patterns:
• Dominant housing type is single-family
detached homes attractive to middle and
upper income home buyers.
• Architectural styles and features draw on
historic patterns and scale.
• High quality construction, home design,
and neighborhood amenities promote wellbeing and maintain value.

Green Spaces & Public Uses

Vision: Create a walkable mixed-use core,

suitable for business or residential uses
adjacent to a future Gold Line light rail
stop blending and connected with adjacent
residential neighborhoods and the emerging
University District to the south:
• Main Street oriented office space suitable for
high tech corporate or institutional uses is
an option.
• A shared pedestrian-oriented neighborhood
core with small-scale retail/service
businesses for transit riders, business park
employees and surrounding residents.
• Compatible townhomes and apartments.

”

”

”

Vision: Build on the green and open

character of the natural setting and history by
incorporating passive green space and active
recreational facilities. Incorporate abundant
public and neighborhood-serving facilities such
as schools, child-care, and gathering places:
• A system of neighborhood parks to serve
local residents and larger parks as a resource
for the entire community.
• A comprehensive trail system for walking,
hiking, and biking.
• Distinctive landscaping/greenery/greenbelts/
trees.
• Hillside open space.

”

Source: Citizens’ Congress dated September 2001

Park Neighborhood

Chapter 1 Introduction: Guiding Principles
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e Citizens’ Congress created the following overriding
goals to address the opportunities and constraints for the
Monrovia Nursery site:
• Make Azusa a better place to live.
• Create a model of excellence for development in
Azusa.
• Benefits must clearly outweigh the costs.

•

•

•

•

•

Citizens’ Congress Meeting

Increasing property values: Seek to raise home values
as the City’s reputation for quality housing and
neighborhoods improves.
A new school: Provide new, better classrooms and
current technology for Azusa children by building a
new school campus.
More open space and parks: Design the Central Park
with play fields, play grounds, picnic areas, and
special function areas that serve the whole city, not
just the new residents.
New Services: Integrate local-retail, professional office
or possible live-work in the Promenade District to
provide convenient places for residents to meet their
daily needs while mingling with fellow Azusans.
Provide the Choice of Transit: Design a Promenade
District that allows residents to be less dependent
on the automobile for all of their travel needs.
Enhance the value of the proposed Gold Line
train service by concentrating residents within
convenient walking distance of the train station.

Make Azusa a Better Place to Live

e first overriding opportunity is to improve the
quality of life for the overall City. is is possible only
by listening to the direct feedback from the residents
through the various Citizens’ Congress meetings and
other workshops that occurred during the planning
process. e following elements were proposed:
• A better supply of housing: Infuse the housing supply
of the City with new, modern homes based on the
latest technology and lifestyle innovations.
• Housing for all stages of life: Include homes for
young professionals that are first-time buyers,
young families, move-up buyers, corporate,
executive and empty nesters, so people of all ages
can stay in the City without being forced to leave
because of the limited housing stock.

Chapter 1 Introduction: Opportunities and Constraints

•

Sensitivity/compatibility with surrounding land uses:
Acknowledge the Dhammakaya International
Meditation Center as a valued institution. Preserve
the landscaped grounds, provide better access and
adjoin it to major park and open space elements.
Provide connectivity, rail crossing, and minimize
traffic impacts through the plan.

•

Create a Model of Excellence for Development in

•

•

Azusa

In building a model for development, care was taken
to avoid just copying the latest trends and fads in
neighborhood and town design. Instead, three “big
ideas” were merged to provide a Master Plan that is not
only grounded in solid town planning principles, but
also reflective of the Azusa locality. ese three “big
ideas,” a) the romantic streetcar suburbs of the Olmsteadian
tradition and b) influence of new urbanism, and c) the
link to local heritage, will be described in the following
sections in greater detail. e fundamental elements
drawn from these ideas are:
• Neighborhood scale and character: Create small,
visually rich, walkable and diverse neighborhoods
oriented around notable town features, rather than
neighborhoods defined as only large single-product
developments.

•

•

Systems allowing connectivity and choice: e street
pattern, trail, and open space system design forms a
connected network that encourages residents to walk,
bike, and engage, with multiple-route choices between
homes, parks, schools and services.
People-gathering places: Facilitate neighbor-toneighbor interaction by providing gathering places
within every neighborhood and district.
People friendly streets: Recapture the romantic
tree-lined streets of yesteryear by separating the
walkways from the curb, putting street trees back in
the public realm and facing homes onto the streets.
Diversity and variety in housing: Emulate the
richness of early 20th century neighborhoods, when
homes were built by local craftsman one by one
with varying styles, materials, colors and smaller
clusters of similar houses.
Styles, patterns and landscape reflecting Azusa
heritage: Use architecture that is reflective of the
100-year history of the City, as well as landscape
drawn from 75 years of Monrovia Nursery practice.

e resulting model for development will create
strikingly fresh neighborhood forms with great
landscape features and less mass-produced character,
streets designed to encourage walk-ability, and a
diversity of architecture, materials and color.
Benefits Must Clearly Outweigh the Costs

A number of constraints must be addressed for the
benefits of the project to clearly outweigh the costs.
Traffic impacts, adjacent land uses and maintaining
neighborhood quality over time are issues that must
be addressed through this Specific Plan and the related
environmental documentation.

Dhammakaya International Meditation Center

Azusa Neighborhood
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e inspiration for the resulting form of the Land Plan
comes from three timeless ideas: the enlightened forms
of the early 20th century transit-based suburbs of the
Olmsteadian tradition, the influence of new urbanism,
and the link to local heritage.
The Romantic Streetcar Suburbs of the
Olmsteadian Tradition

In the late 19th century two forces were acting to
restructure how planners were to think about the
outlying sectors of the major cities across the country.
e first was an outward migration of the mobile upper
class from the congested inner cities in search of a
healthier, more wholesome quality of life. Secondly, the
search for an alternative town-building form that would
capture the best of both the cultural sophistication of the
City and the open spaces and fresh air of the countryside.
Frederick Law Olmstead, the most famous landscape
architect and park planner of the day, suggested a
hybrid of town and country living that consisted of a
relaxed, connected grid street pattern organized around
a central linear park. e streets would conform to, and
not conflict with, the natural lay of the land. Natural
drainage systems would not only be preserved, but also
used as the framework for open space, trails and parks.
Streets would be gently curved and lead to various
special spaces and places within the town, so that every
street was slightly different and unique.
e resulting new community of Riverside, Illinois
embraced all of these ideas and became one of the new
models for town building of its day. e parallels of this
century-old project and the Monrovia Nursery site are
uncanny: gentle hillsides, bisected by a drainage corridor,

Chapter 1 Introduction: The Foundation of the Plan

Riverside, Illinois General Plan

overlooking flatter land surrounding a rail line recently
designated for a new station and commuter use.
On the hillsides, Olmstead rejected an overly efficient
“grid-iron” plan as “too stiff and formal for such
adornment and
rusticity as should
be combined in
a model suburb.”
Olmstead
introduced a
curvilinear street
system to distinguish
the district from
the more formal
lowlands. e
central park and
Railroad Suburb
the linear trail and
drainage system formed the central open space feature.
At the center of the community was a civic boulevard
lined with local merchants and professional services. At

M O NR O VIA® Nursery

the core of this mixed use district was the commuter rail
station. is district had smaller lots and apartments so
more residents could be within walking distance of the
train station.

parts of the original plan focused on the rail line, which
ran down Santa Monica Boulevard, where an adjacent
business district was planned around the grand, highly
landscaped boulevard.

e notion of combining the best of town and country
living became a model that inspired many of the most
famous and still highly valued communities across the
country. Towns like Myers Park, North Carolina, Oak
Park, Illinois, and Forest Hills Gardens, New York are
a few. Several of these are actually in our back yard.
Beverly Hills and Palos Verdes incorporated many of
the Olmstead design concepts and have increased in
value consistently.

e other local example is Palos Verdes. Designed by
Frederick Law Olmstead Jr., Myron Hunt and Charles
Cheney, the 1923-initiated project utilized many of the
same ideas as Riverside and Beverly Hills. Protective
restrictions were drawn up to control architectural
styles and a gently curving street system was laid out to
match the undulating topography of the site. A mixeduse village core was developed to provide local retail
and professional services with higher density housing
adjacent. ousands of trees were planted to give the
community an informal park-like character.

Surprisingly, Beverly Hills was not initially developed
for the automobile, but like Riverside, for rail
commuters. e construction of the Southern Pacific’s
Santa Monica line in 1875, made the location too
valuable to lay fallow. Designed by Wilbur D. Cook,
who also designed the romantic, classic suburb of
Highland Park in Dallas, and the famous architect
Myron Hunt of Los Angeles, a plan was devised with
“curving streets instead of the ordinary, checker-board
subdivision.” e curvilinear streets were unusual for
their long blocks which creates the sweeping character
for which the famous neighborhood is known. Other

Palos Verdes Estates Plan

Beverly Hills Master Plan
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THE FOUNDATION OF THE PLAN
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ese examples of classic, romantic communities in
the Olmstead tradition have provided inspiration for
the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan. e connected,
curvilinear tree-lined street system, central park,
linear open space system and higher density mixeduse core adjacent to the rail station are all time-tested
elements that will help ensure long term, high quality
neighborhoods.
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The Link to Local Heritage

e second idea for the master plan is the fundamental
shift in thinking in the design of new development called
New Urbanism. is new (or actually rather timeless)
perspective rejects the standard convention that the
form and character of new communities must be driven
by the requirements of mass production, prevalence of
the automobile and the stark separation of land uses
required by the Euclidean model of zoning. Pre-war
towns and neighborhoods were more walkable, sociable
and expressed a visual richness and diversity that has
been lost with the wider, garage-dominated streets, large,
monotonous subdivisions and strip centers of modern
times. e New Urbanism reinstates many of the classic
town-building principles evolved by western civilization
over the centuries prior to the automobile age.

Azusa, throughout its history, has reflected both
its foothill settings and the aspiration of its people.
Located along the base of the San Gabriel Mountains
at the mouth of the San Gabriel Canyon; this ideal
setting provided water, soil, mineral resources,
weather, and opportunity.

e principles of New Urbanism often require a more
thoughtful and crafted approach to development,
including:
• A more connected and linked street and walkway
pattern.
• A mix of uses and a diversity of housing types.
• Streets designed to encourage walking and social
interaction within the neighborhoods.
• e design of homes and commercial buildings so
that the street level is engaging and interactive.
• e distribution of services such that more people
can walk to them.
• Neighborhoods organized around town features
rather than builder tracts.
• Town centers and mixed use cores as centers of
services, activity and people gathering.

Chapter 1 Introduction: Influence of New Urbanism and
The Link to Local Heritage

From the original Shoshonean Indians, early Hispanic
and eastern settlers, the post-war population boom to
today’s latest arrivals, each group both benefited from
and contributed to the fabric and the heritage of the
“Canyon City.”
e impact of the arrival of the railroad in the 1880s
and the resulting citrus boom can still be seen in
the old downtown main streets and the surrounding
neighborhoods that were so representative of the late
19th and early 20th Century small-town America.
Azusa became a City of storefronts/mixed-uses, spired
churches, parks, community icons, Spanish Colonial
styled civic buildings and schools. Neighborhoods of
gridded and curved streets had neat rows of eclectic
homes and canopied trees.
e City was backdropped by majestic mountains with
vast groves of citrus, edged with eucalyptus and palms
stretching into the distance. e citrus groves receded
with the arrival of post-war suburbanization. However,
the mountain backdrop remains along with the heart
and soul of the original town.

M O NR O VIA® Nursery

To better connect these new districts with their
surroundings, Azusan history and culture, six
historical components have been integrated into the
Specific Plan. ey are:
• Street patterns reflecting existing neighborhoods
within Azusa.
• Architectural styles borrowed from pre-war Azusan
neighborhoods.
• Landscape character and plantings reflective
of the heritage of Monrovia Nursery and great
neighborhoods.
• Street character in the Promenade district similar to
those found in the early Azusa downtown.
• Open space linkage to the San Gabriel mountains
reflecting original drainage patterns.
• Variety of park and plaza spaces designed for civic
and community events, extending the tradition of
Azusa citizen participation into the future.
ese elements will act as bridges between the past and
future and help instill the project with historical and
cultural meaning.
ese principles, combined with the other major
influences discussed, have formed the Monrovia
Nursery Specific Plan. e result should be three new
districts for the City of Azusa, each unique, walkable
and contributing some of the best neighborhoods yet to
the San Gabriel Valley.

m

Influence of New Urbanism
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CHAPTER 2
LAND PLAN
The Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan is designed to:
• Encourage walk-ability
• Respect the existing terrain
• Reserve open space
• Increase connectivity with the community
• Complement and enhance existing Azusa
neighborhoods
• Encompass great landscape features and plantings
The Plan envisions a maximum of 1,250 high quality
homes. Sixty-four percent of the developable land
is located in the Park Neighborhoods that consist of
three different blocks with minimum lot sizes of 4,000,
5,000 and 7,200 square feet, all to be developed with
detached single-family homes (see the legend on the
adjacent Illustrative Plan). The Park neighborhoods,
located generally above Tenth Street, are designed
on a curvilinear romantic grid system exemplified
by neighborhoods such as Azusa’s own Vista Bonita
neighborhood, Rancho Palos Verdes, and Beverly Hills.
Twenty-seven percent of the developable land is
located in the Promenade District (generally between
Ninth and Tenth Streets) which is designed around a
grand pedestrian avenue providing an urban setting
inspired by great streets around the world. This
District is intended to be unique within all of the
San Gabriel Valley and an attraction that citizens and
visitors will visit. The Promenade District includes
three neighborhoods, the Transit Neighborhood, the
Great Park Neighborhood, and the Garden Court
neighborhood.

The rich horticultural heritage of the Monrovia
Nursery provides inspiration for the landscape. A wide
variety of plant materials, high quality of stock, and
the development of an “arboretum character” will help
capture the scientific, agricultural and regional landscape
history of the nursery. The following opportunities exist
for expressing this heritage:
• The development of the Great Park with botanic
garden elements.
• A variety of landscape throughout the project that
exceeds conventional development practices.
• The use of native or naturalized species to create a
natural riparian corridor in the Arroyo.
• The addition of “craftsman” detailing from materials
within the landscape.
• Interactive involvement of the residents with garden
club planting, and conservation of natural resources.

Legend
Park Neighborhoods
7,200+ Blocks

The photographs and artist renderings are conceptual
in nature and are intended to represent the spirit and
intent of the Specific Plan. The actual implementation
of the Specific Plan is not expected to mirror the
photographs and images included in this Plan.

5,000+ Blocks
4,000+ Blocks

Village Core Neighborhood
Promenade District
Garden Court Neighborhood
(up to 12 dwellings per acre)
Great Park Neighborhood
(up to 21 dwellings per acre)
Transit Neighborhood
(up to 25 dwellings per acre)



School
Park
Open Space/Slope



Artist’s concept subject to change.

Further study will be completed to determine
whether 10th Street is connected.

Chapter 2 Land Plan: Introduction
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OPEN SPACE DIAGRAM

4. The Natural Foothills

1. Slope Planting

4
2
6

5

5. Central Arroyo

9
6. The Village Core

2. Sierra Madre Trail

3

7. The Great Park

1


7

8
3. Park Neighborhood Parkways

Chapter 2 Land Plan: Open Space Diagram

8. The Promenade

Further study will be completed to determine
whether 10th Street is connected.
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Open Space Park Summary
Location

Park Type

Size (acres)

Approved Park*
Size (acres)

Tentative
Tract Lot#

Possible Amenities1

Open Space
OP 1

Open Space

192.13

None

672, 674-678, 744,
680-681

OP2

Open Space

8.17

None

668-671

OP 3

Open Space/Gardens

3.15

Community Gardens

Total Open Space

647

203.95

Arroyo
A

Arroyo

9.13

4.80

Nature Trail, Benches, Water Detention/Water Quality

639-644, 660

5.50

5.50

Ball fields, Lights, Shade Structure

638
656

Community Park
CP

Active

Neighborhood Park
NP1

Neighborhood

1.07

1.07

Turf, Shade Structure, Play Equipment

NP2

Neighborhood

0.68

0.68

Turf, Play Equipment

NP3

Neighborhood

0.66

0.66

Turf, Benches

NP4

Neighborhood

0.26

NP5

Neighborhood

0.45

NP6

Neighborhood

NP7

Neighborhood

NP8

Neighborhood

Total Neighborhood Park

657
658-659

Turf, Play Equipment

648

0.45

Turf, Play Equipment

645

0.96

0.82

Turf, Shade Structure, Play Equipment

654

0.98

0.49

Turf, Play Equipment

655

1.58

1.58

Turf, Shade Structure, Play Equipment

646

OP3
NP8
TG2

6.64

Promenade

1.14

TG1

View

1.36

TG2

Active (Sierra Madre)

2.34

Pocket Parks

0.31

Total Trail/Greenbelt

4.01

Trail, Benches, Gardens

661-663

Trail/Greenbelt

PP

Turf, Trail, Benches
2.34

673

Trail, Landscape, Benches

649-653

Turf, Landscape in 2 Separate Locations

665-666

PP

NP4

Promenade
P

OP1

TG1

OP2
NP3

NP5

NP2

A

NP6

NP7

NP1
A

Plaza

1.00

Plaza, Benches, Train Station

View

0.07

Bench

within 623

View Park
VP

TG2

RC TG2

Transit Plaza
T

PP

VP

664

Slopes

1

Landscape

58.79

GRAND TOTAL

290.23



18.39

The list of amenities is conceptual. The Development Agreement will establish a park amenity budget.

P

P
T

*Park credit was used to show compliance with the Quimby Act.
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CP
P

Further study will be completed to determine
whether 10th Street is connected.
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CENTRAL ARROYO
Small ponds will be designed where storm drain outlets
drain into the Arroyo. These ponds will include a rip
rap splash pad. Riparian habitat such as cattails will
be planted in the lower portion of these ponds, with
black willow, arroyo willow and/or sandbar willows
surrounding the ponds.
Transitioning in elevation from the ponds, the Arroyo
will be planted using habitat understories with trees such
as oak, walnut and sycamore trees forming canopies.
• Provides a spiritual connection from the City to the
natural foothills.
• Begins in the foothills and arrives at the Great Park.
• Incorporates a grade-separated crossing under Sierra
Madre Avenue.
• Includes water quality wetlands filled with riparian
species such as cattails and willow, cottonwood, and
sycamore trees.
• Multi-purpose trail meandering along the riparian
corridor.
• Oaks, walnuts and sycamore trees provide a
transition to upland vegetation.

ARROYO TRAIL
•
•
•
•
•

The Arroyo trail will be elevated above the lower
areas of the Arroyo bottom.
Lighting will be shielded on the arroyo trail.
The Arroyo trail shall be grade separated under
Sierra Madre Avenue.
The Arroyo trail will link to the Garcia Trail.
Trash receptacles and dog bag stations will be
placed periodically along the trail.

•
•
•

Trail provides access to the Arroyo and surrounding
neighborhoods.
Trail can be stabilized decomposed granite or other
all-weather surface.
Trail should be wide enough to allow walkers and
joggers to travel side by side in opposite directions.

Chapter 2 Land Plan: Open Space: Central Arroyo
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THE VILLAGE CORE OPEN SPACE
•
•
•
•

GREAT PARK
•

Anchored by a private community recreation
facility with a pool, spa and clubhouse.
Recreation facility faces Sierra Madre Avenue and is
surrounded by homes.
The recreation facility shall include adjacent
outdoor seating areas for public use.
Hiking and pedestrian links converge here.

•
•

•
•
•

Borders the Promenade and provides 5.5 acres of
active and civic recreational opportunities.
Anchors the Arroyo and its spiritual connection to
the natural foothills.
Park is utilized during school hours by the adjacent
K-8 school and together the Great Park and school
form the heart of the neighborhoods.
Incorporates a botanical garden along the street
edges.
Homes frame the southern edge of the Great Park.
The Great Park functions as a village square,
promoting community gathering and recreation.

School

Chapter 2 Land Plan: Open Space: The Village Core
and The Great Park
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SIERRA MADRE TRAIL
•
•
•

NATURAL FOOTHILLS
•

Located along the southern edge of Sierra Madre
Avenue.
Multi-purpose trail overlooks the San Gabriel
Valley.
Trail separated from traffic by a minimum of a tenfoot parkway planted with a variety of landscaping.

•

•
•

Neighborhoods will not encroach upon the natural
foothills above current Nursery operations with the
exception of the City’s water tank at elevation 1,023.
Almost 204 acres of open space will be protected
through a conservation easement to ensure they
remain natural in perpetuity.
The Arroyo will provide a connection to the Garcia
Trail and Sierra Madre Trail.
A new trail head and small parking area will be
created for better access to the Garcia Trail.

INTERIOR SLOPE PLANTINGS
•
•
•
•

Approximately 59 acres of slopes will be created
and/or preserved within the neighborhoods.
Slopes provide an opportunity to showcase the
Nursery heritage.
Shrubs will be used on slopes to provide a feeling of
living within gardens.
Plants may be grouped to replicate the planting
beds seen on the Nursery.

Chapter 2 Land Plan: Open Space: Sierra Madre Trail, Natural
Foothills, and Interior Slope Plantings
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THE PARK NEIGHBORHOODS OPEN SPACE
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

PROMENADE DISTRICT OPEN SPACE
•

All homes are within a five minute walk to parks
and/or open space features.
Parks are sized to allow active recreational
opportunities.
Landscaping includes a mix of turf and shrub
planting with a variety of shrub species.
Roads open onto parks and open spaces.
Parks include play structures and/or activity
elements such as half-court basketball, sand
volleyball, picnic tables, etc.
Homes front onto parks.
Roads are oriented around parks.

•

•
•
•
•

•

Elevated Promenade filled with gardens, trees and
gathering spots.
Linear path meanders through the elevated
Promenade, which stretches from the transit plaza
to the Great Park for a distance of approximately
2,100 linear feet.
Homes face Promenade with parkway separated
sidewalks.
The Great Park borders the Promenade for over
800 linear feet.
The transit plaza and residences portray an urban
character.
Trees are located within the elevated Promenade as
well as on the sidewalks providing a tree-lined street
with canopy accents.
Palms are utilized along with other canopy street
trees to memorialize the Palm Drive heritage of
the Nursery.



Chapter 2 Land Plan: Open Space: The Park District
and Promenade District
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Further study will be completed to determine whether 10th Street is connected.
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NEIGHBORHOODS
Rather than position the Monrovia Nursery as a freestanding, singular “village” or “community” distinct
from the existing City, it is envisioned to be a series
of neighborhoods that are added to and become a
contributing part of Azusa. The Specific Plan adopts
the traditional town-building principle that over time
neighborhoods evolve in various parts of a town,
each reflecting the unique attributes of the landform,
proximity to services and adjacencies. The result is a
more complex and sustainable town pattern offering a
diverse mix of uses, housing types and visual interests.
So called “sprawl” is avoided by creating variations in
density and levels of activity and intensity within the
fabric of the city.

Land Use

% of Total

7,200+ Blocks

15.5

3.0%

5,000+ Blocks

29.5

5.7%

4,000+ Blocks

42.6

8.2%

Village Core

10.7

2.1%

Promenade District

38.8

7.5%

137.1

26.5%

School

9.0

1.7%

Recreation Center (Village Core)

2.1

0.4%

Parks/Recreation Open Space

27.5

5.3%

Slopes

58.8

11.3%

203.9

39.4%

12.7

2.5%

Village Core
(Neighborhood Center)

3.4

0.7%

Promenade District

317.4

61.3%

61.6

11.9%

Fire Station

0.7

0.1%

Water Tank Pad

0.7

0.1%

Railroad

0.8

0.2%

63.8

12.3%

517.5*

100%*

Sub-Total

Natural Open Space

The Specific Plan proposes a number of neighborhoods,
each with a distinctive character and array of housing
types and uses. The neighborhoods are organized around
"formative parks" that are less than five minutes away. In
addition, the Transit Plaza, Village Core and school are
all within a quarter mile of the majority of homes.

Total acres

Detention Basins
Nursery Headquarters/
Vosburg House
Sub-Total
Streets

Sub-Total
TOTAL

Legend
North Park Neighborhood

East Park Neighborhood

West Park Neighborhood

Park Neighborhoods
7,200+ Blocks
5,000+ Blocks
4,000+ Blocks

Village Core Neighborhood
Promenade District
Garden Court Neighborhood
(up to 12 dwellings per acre)

* Rounded

Great Park Neighborhood
(up to 21 dwellings per acre)
Transit Neighborhood
(up to 25 dwellings per acre)



Park
School
Open Space/Slope



Artist’s concept subject to change.

Further study will be completed to
determine whether 10th Street is
connected.

Chapter 2 Land Plan: Districts
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THE PARK NEIGHBORHOODS
The roots of the Park Neighborhoods are found in
the romantic streetcar suburbs of the Olmsteadian
tradition. Consisting entirely of single-family detached
homes of moderate to large lot size, small, intimate
neighborhoods are organized around “formative” parks.
Each gently curving street is unique and most lead to
an open space element or other community feature.

The community features will include passive recreation
areas of open lawns and canopy trees, formal gardens
of planting varieties and an "overlook" park with a
panoramic view of the City below.

4,000+ Blocks

4,000+ Blocks

Artist’s concept subject to change.

Key Map
5,000+ Blocks

5,000+ Blocks

Key Map

Chapter 2 Land Plan: Districts: The Park District

Artist’s concept subject to change.

Key Map

Artist’s concept subject to change.

7,200+ Blocks

7,200+ Blocks
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Design guidelines will require builders to utilize
elements borrowed from pre-war neighborhoods that
contributed to their charm and timeless character
as described in Chapter 3 of the Design Guidelines.
These guidelines include locating garages so they are
not prominent on the street, wider lots on corners
to provide architectural elements on side elevations,
adding front porches, moving the sidewalks away
from the curb and re-introducing street trees, using
historically-based and authentic architectural styles.

SPECIFIC PLAN
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THE VILLAGE CORE
The Village Core is the activity center for the Park
Neighborhoods. At its center is a Recreation Center
serving residents and a village green, designed for special
events, concerts and free-play recreation. The Arroyo also
passes through the Village Core providing trail linkage to
the mountains to the north and to the Central Park and
Promenade District to the south.
Housing types are more compact and street scenes
are more pedestrian-scale and tightly knit. Design
guidelines will require builders to place garages
completely behind the homes so that the street scenes
have a highly articulated architectural character,
dominated by porches, stoops and active living
area. Heritage architectural styles will be used and
landscaping with street trees and parkways is required
on all streets as described in Chapter 3 Design
Guidelines.

Rear Loaded Homes Fronting Neighborhood Park

Individual Entry

Shared Recreation

Chapter 2 Land Plan: Districts: The Village Core
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Key Map
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THE PROMENADE DISTRICT
Town planning over the last century has supported the
concept of mixed-use cores incorporating a variety of
service uses and housing types adjacent to commuter rail
stations especially where supported by level topography
and good access. The intent of the Promenade District is
to provide a variety of services and housing opportunities
in a unique, energetic, pedestrian precinct organized
around a grand, civic boulevard. This grand civic
boulevard or “promenade” can be found historically in
the previously mentioned examples of both Riverside,
Illinois and Beverly Hills and also in well known streets
such as Commonwealth Avenue in Boston, Mizner Park
in Boca Raton, and Water Street in Celebration, Florida.

of the transit station is outside the scope of this project.
However within the Transit Neighborhood, a number
of amenities have been provided, including:
• Local-serving retail
• Service commercial
• Professional office
• Walkable promenade
• Local-serving recreational facilities
• Adjacency to university and college facilities.
These amenities, which are sufficiently rich in
activity-generating uses, and the number of residential
homes together will create an exciting mixed-use area
regardless of whether the transit station is realized.

By creating a promenade, the open space and unique
“address street” identity helps to increase the value
of the neighborhood. Such districts have not only
maintained their integrity over time but are often the
“premier” neighborhoods of a city.
The Promenade will function primarily as a walking
and meeting space. The center will be raised, protected
from traffic by low walls or fences and accessible
at frequent intervals all along the District. It will
also contain a series of green spaces and gathering
places. Use of the automobile will be discouraged.
This pedestrian-oriented grand civic boulevard will
invigorate the energy level of the district.



The District consists of three neighborhoods:
• Transit
• Great Park
• Garden Court

Chapter 2 Land Plan: Districts: The Promenade District



Further study will be completed to determine whether 10th Street is connected.
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While the design of the Promenade District provides
transit-oriented development, the actual construction
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Transit Neighborhood

The Transit Neighborhood is envisioned to be the hub
of activity in the district. Here residents, students and
workers can gather at the outdoor plaza, coffee shop,
deli or pick up convenience goods at the small shops.
Small local businesses, such as dentist, opticians, real
estate and tax professionals, given market opportunity,
will serve Azusa residents.
At approximately 16.5 acres, the Transit Neighborhood
is bounded by the extension of Citrus Avenue on the
east, the Dhammakaya International Meditation Center
on the north, Palm Drive on the west and the rail lines
on the south. It is bisected by, and linked to, the other
neighborhoods by the Promenade.

Key Map

The center of focus is the Transit Plaza, an outdoor
gathering place with seating, trees, a fountain and
room to mingle with neighbors or wait for the next
Gold Line train. A modest array of shops and retail
will provide the backdrop for the plaza and the transit
station, catering to transit riders.

Artist’s concept subject to change.

Chapter 2 Land Plan: Districts: The Promenade District:
Transit Neighborhood
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Artist’s concept subject to change.
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Stacked Flats Facing Landscaped Plaza

Promenade View at the Transit Plaza
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Great Park Neighborhood

Garden Court Neighborhood

As the name implies, the Great Park Neighborhood
surrounds the community park and new school. At
approximately 10.7 acres, the neighborhood is defined
by Palm Drive on the east, the rail line on the south
and the proposed westerly north/south collector street
on the west.

Immediately east of the Henry Dalton elementary
school, north of the rail line, and west of the Great
Park, this approximately 11.7-acre neighborhood is a
neighborhood of detached cottage homes within the
Promenade District. The quaint tree-lined streets all
connect to a local open space, school or park feature.

Chapter 2 Land Plan: Districts: The Promenade District:
Great Park and Garden Court Neighborhoods

Key Map

Key Map
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In the tradition of great central parks, public tree lined
streets bounded by residential, and possible live/work
buildings will frame the park, providing good views,
access and natural surveillance for the park. The
neighborhood street plans will be formed so that almost
every home is only a block or two from the park so
residents can easily stroll down to watch a ball game or
let the kids play on the playground.

SPECIFIC PLAN
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN GUIDELINES

Cohesive neighborhoods will be organized around
parks sized to provide intimacy and a strong sense of
place. Parks are located throughout the community so
that almost everyone is within a five-minute walk of a
park or open space, creating the opportunity to bring
neighbors together.

Recreational Opportunity

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Introduction

ese neighborhood characteristics are intended to
prevent singular builder/product identity (i.e. cookiecutter) while providing an underlying diversity and rich
mix of housing styles.
Architecture will provide individuality by increasing
choice in architectural styles. A variety of related styles,
as if multiple builders had worked together to create the
neighborhood, will be encouraged. A “Simple House”
concept is encouraged to promote simple plan forms
that focus on providing authentic architectural massing
and details in the most efficient manner.
e final result and impact of these guidelines is to
create more of a small town without mass-produced
feel. is will be achieved through smaller tracts
of a single home type, greater diversity of style,
smoother transitions between builders and increasing
neighborhood landscape. In the end, the new
neighborhoods will be more walkable, attractive, feel
safer, encourage neighborliness, and age with elegance
and visual richness because of these Design Guidelines.

Neighborhood Park

Neighborhood Park

Canopy Streetscape

M O NR O VIA® Nursery
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e purpose of the Design Guidelines is to ensure that
quality neighborhoods are developed based on timeless
town building principles and architectural heritage of the
San Gabriel Valley. A primary role of the street will be to
create a pedestrian/social space with every street having
“its own story” by orienting or connecting to parks,
natural open spaces or to the Promenade. Neighborhood
streets will be narrow to slow traffic. Street trees within
landscaped parkways will be introduced to complement
front-oriented porches and active living spaces: creating a
pleasant walkable streetscape. In general, the garage will
be de-emphasized by placing more living space of the
home in front of the garage.

SPECIFIC PLAN
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OPEN SPACE DESIGN GUIDELINES

e community’s trail system will link both the
new and existing neighborhoods of Azusa with the
Park. Active sports fields, the children’s play area and
historically-inspired gardens offer organized activities
and relaxation for all residents. e south end, adjacent
to the Promenade, will provide opportunities for
community festivals and exhibits. A public school will
anchor the north end of the site.
e landscape treatment of the Great Park should
include the following criteria:
• Selected trees may be of an exotic or historically
significant variety in order to showcase the
horticultural heritage of Monrovia Nursery.
• Monuments and markers crafted from wood, brick,
stone, and metal will be placed in the landscape for
identification and wayfinding.
• Area for community gatherings will be located
in the Great Park providing a transition to
the Promenade District. Provisions for public
exhibitions will be included.
• Active playing fields will include two multi-purpose
fields.
• An interpretive and/or botanical garden and
childrens’ play area will be included.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Open Space Design Guidelines

Arroyo
Connecting the Great Park, the Arroyo will be
developed with the following:
• Riparian planting of willows and sycamores will be
planted within the flowline of the Arroyo.
• Informal groves of sycamores, willows and oaks will
be planted within and on the outside edges.
• Informal gardens will be placed at pedestrian
connectors that also include botanical markers of
historical nursery material.

Neighborhood Park Image

M O NR O VIA® Nursery

Neighborhood Parks
e following criteria should be considered when
designing neighborhood parks within the Monrovia
Nursery Site:
• Between 35% and 60% of the park area should be
reserved for turfed, generally level, unstructured
active play space.
• Most parks should include a play structure or tot
play area. ese should be modest and support the
family character living around the park. Equipment
will be of natural materials with earth tone finishes to
blend with the surrounding landscape.
• Most parks should include group picnic, individual
picnic apparatus or both.
• Park benches and trash receptacles shall be included
in all parks.
• Each park should have a distinctive character,
theme and name, to support individuality in the
surrounding neighborhood.
• e periphery of each park should be defined by
trees that may match those on the opposite side of
the bordering street.
• Modest berming, shrub massing and/or groundcover
should be used to help contain errant balls and add
in visual interest to the landscape.
• When streets intersect on-axis with a neighborhood
park, design elements within the park should be
located to terminate and provide a distinctive view
object on the intersecting street sight-line.

m

The Great Park
e Great Park, which encompasses the 5.5-acre active
recreation park, K-8 school, Arroyo, and natural open
space in the southern hills of the San Gabriel Mountains
forms the largest public open space in the city. It serves
as a symbolic connection between the San Gabriel
Mountains and the greater city as well as a primary
corridor to the canyon.

SPECIFIC PLAN
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PARK NEIGHBORHOOD LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES

Design
Neighborhood parks will in most cases be surrounded
by homes facing the park. Park design will take into
account the views from neighborhood homes to enhance
park depth and visual character. Parks will include turfed
activity areas and planters around the park.
Planting
Plant material chosen for the parks will be a continuation
of the predominant architectural and nursery themes
selected for the neighborhood.

Prototypical park design may include one or more of
the following:

F. Open Play Areas

•

•

A. Display Garden

•

•
•

Parks and Gardens
• Parks are sized to allow active recreational
opportunities.
• Landscaping includes a mix of turf and shrub
planting with a mix of textures of shrub species.
• Parks may include play structures and/or activity
elements such as half-court basketball, sand
volleyball, picnic tables, etc.
• Homes front onto parks.

B. Hedges

Public garden displaying a wide variety of species
from a particular type of plant, for example,
display gardens of rose, camellia, edible, or drought
tolerant.
Display gardens are educational and may contain
labels or plaques for significant plants.
e public is also encouraged to stay in these
gardens with comfortable benches and shade.

A

Neighborhood parks may be enclosed by a low
hedge to create a sense of enclosure and security
from the adjacent road.

G. Botanical Garden Style Plantings

•

C. Circulation and Paths

•
•

Parks shall complement pedestrian circulation.
Provide easy and varied circulation throughout.

•

Reinforce pedestrian linkages from the parks to the
larger community.

•

E. Benches

•

Parks and open space are furnished with benches to
encourage neighborhood use.

Shrub areas to be planted with consideration to
overall leaf color and texture to create a visually
exciting palette.

H. Community Gathering/Social Spaces

•

D. Reinforce Linkages

Provide large, open turf areas for casual play.

Neighborhood parks and open space may include
hardscape areas for small gatherings and meetings.
Arbors, tables, and barbecue units could be used to
activate the parks.

I. Specimen Plantings

•

Trees planted provide a sense of a mature park.

E
F
G

B
C

H

D

I

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Park Neighborhood
Landscape Guidelines
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Park District Landscape Elements
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
e Land Plan provides maximum connectivity to the
existing community at Citrus Avenue, Palm Drive,
Ninth Street, Tenth Street* and View Crest Drive.
Sierra Madre Avenue is realigned and redesigned to
become a beautiful neighborhood roadway, paralleling
a multi-purpose trail separated from the road by
lush landscaping and homes fronting on the street in
the Village Core. Within the Park Neighborhoods,
parkway-separated sidewalks are proposed, while the
urban Promenade includes a continuous raised and
fenced pedestrian walkway and community gathering
areas. In almost all cases, roadways in both the Park
Neighborhoods and Promenade Neighborhoods lead to
or are adjacent to a public open space.
* e 10th Street extension will be studied further.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Streetscape Design Guidelines
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Parkway-Separated Sidewalk
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LOCAL STREET LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES
e street landscape is an integral component of
the Azusa traditional neighborhood street scene.
Continuous over-arching street trees are a hallmark of
the classic, romantic turn-of-the-century communities
on which the District neighborhoods are based.
• Street tree planting should be formal, reflecting the
“traditional town character” of turn-of-the-century
Azusa.
• Street trees shall be planted within a landscape
parkway located between the curb and sidewalk.
• Street trees shall be a minimum 2 to 3-inch caliper
in size, however specified caliper size will be
established on the final landscape plans.
• Species shall be thoughtfully selected to match the
street space and product massing/setback. In all
cases the species should be selected to maximize
crown size, shade and the ultimate goal to arch over
and provide scale to the street space.
• Street trees will also be selected for their low
maintenance and safety.
• Where no sidewalks are provided, landscape shall
be located adjacent to the curb.

M O NR O VIA® Nursery
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Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Local Street Landscape Guidelines

Local Street Landscape Elevation Plan
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Tapered Streets
Tapered streets are encouraged at intersections and
mid-block along long streets to slow traffic and allow
placement of tree planting along the street.

Parkway Separated Sidewalks
Sidewalks shall be separated from the curb by a
minimum 6-foot side planted parkway on all streets
except the Promenade. All neighborhood sidewalks are
to be natural color concrete, medium sand blast finish,
with a 2-foot saw-cut grid.

Varied garage setbacks are
required to provide enlarged
landscape pockets and create
architectural diversity.

22' min.
24' typ.

Typical Alley Drive Access Conditions for Attached Products
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Curbs
Vertical curbs are required for all streets.
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5'*
max.

Landscaped Alleys
e following guidelines are recommended to create
landscaped alleys in the Village Core neighborhood and
Promenade District.
• Incorporate planting areas between homes. ese
planting areas should allow for one 2 to 3-inch
caliper tree or shrub or vine plantings.

28'
backout space

K1

30' min.
garage door
separation

Street Trees
• Continuous street trees shall be planted within a
landscape parkway located between the curb and
sidewalk.
• Street trees shall be a minimum of 2 to 3-inch
caliper in size.
• Street trees should be selected for their ability to
form canopies.
• Trees should require minimal maintenance.
• Trees with roots that damage infrastructure should
be avoided.
• Uniform canopy street tree planting is encouraged
to promote human scale and provide a shaded
walking experience.
• Trees must be located to respect vehicular sight
lines.
• Discontinue street trees at neighborhood parks to
allow visual access.
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Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Streetscape Design Guidelines
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Typical Alley Drive Access Conditions for Detached Products
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THE PROMENADE LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES
e primary east/west connector street in the
Promenade District is a “high image address street”
with visual interest, human scale, sidewalk, landscape
and architectural detailing that encourages walking,
promenading, and people watching.
e street shall include the following elements:
• A 30-foot wide Promenade shall be incorporated
between the travel lanes and shall be slightly
elevated (minimum 12 inches) and bordered by low
walls to create pedestrian separation from vehicular
travel lanes.
• e Promenade includes an elevated walkway
surrounded at different intervals by trees, gardens
and benches.
• e Promenade shall be squared off to meet the
curb face at each intersection allowing pedestrians
to walk across intersections from one end of the
elevated Promenade to the next.
• A “hardscape dominant” street character should be
achieved with special attention to paving texture,
low architectural planters, tree grates (if used), and
accent paving elements.
• Strong formality of tree planting and ground plane
treatments will be utilized.

•

•

•
•

oughtful use of street furniture, including
benches, light standards, bike racks, and bollards.
ese elements should be of a cohesive design that
suggests a unified visual character.
Street trees shall be planted within a landscape
parkway (or tree grates) located between the curb and
sidewalk and be of a more vertical, symmetrical form.
Street trees shall be a minimum 2 to 3-inch caliper
in size and should be well matched.
Tree massing shall be vertical to soften the
massing of the building forms, but also (through
a secondary species) provide low overstory canopy
and human scale for pedestrians. A preferred
solution would be alternating palms and canopy
trees. A system of interlacing these two tree forms
should be developed in the conceptual design
process.

The Promenade Landscape Section

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: The Promenade
Landscape Guidelines
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The Promenade Landscape Plan
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PALM DRIVE LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES
•

•

e character of the existing stately, historic palms
shall be maintained, where possible, as a historic
landmark for the City.
As intersection, railway crossing, grading, or other
infrastructure improvements are required, tree
removal and transplants may be necessary.

SIERRA MADRE AVENUE OUTSIDE THE VILLAGE
CORE LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES

SIERRA MADRE AVENUE WITHIN THE VILLAGE
CORE LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES

•

•

•

•

•

Sierra Madre shall be designed with an expanded
parkway along its southerly edge to provide a multipurpose trail and view enjoyment of the dramatic
views over the City.
e landscape character should be informal with a
meandering walkway and trees organized in groves
allowing maximum views to the south.
e north parkway should take advantage of the
typical adjacent up-slopes to extend the theme of
the parkway landscape.
To support the informal character of the
streetscape, a mixture of 2 to 3-inch caliper and
select 4 to 5-inch caliper trees shall be utilized.

•

•
•

Within the Village Core, Sierra Madre shall take
on a more formal, tighter character supportive of a
more urban, town-like form.
Street trees shall be planted within a landscape
parkway located between the curb and sidewalk and
be of a more vertical, symmetrical form.
Street trees shall be a minimum 2 to 3-inch caliper
in size and should be well matched.
Parkway ground plane should be turf panels with
shrub/ground cover plantings in formal masses.

Palm Drive Section

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Palm Drive and Sierra Madre
Landscape Guidelines
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Sierra Madre Section - Outside Village Core
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e goal of the planting criteria is to offer a rich variety
of plant material that is consistent with the overall
community character. Both formal and informal styles
are encouraged.
Planting Material
Specific plant material concepts to be applied to the
softscape within the community include:
• Planting design shall respond to the historical
context of the site. Botanical and interpretive
gardens with identification marks are encouraged.
• Layers of planting should be used to soften building
masses and integrated architectural forms.
• e landscape shall establish a strong, clear spatial
and thematic concept that works with and is
responsive to the site and the architecture.
• Trees and shrubs shall be chosen for their ability
to reinforce the neighborhood character and
architectural theme. Ultimate size should be
considered to insure that the neighborhood scale is
maintained.
• Trees and shrubs shall be used with regard to
climate, water usage and maintenance needs.
• In informal areas, trees shall be planted as informal
groves, creating a strong rhythm yet avoiding the
formality of evenly spaced trees. Tree sizes should
vary in these spaces.
• In formal areas, trees should be planted in a grid
pattern with consistent spacing to reinforce the
formal character. Tree sizes should be consistent in
these spaces.
• Consider maintenance requirements of plants and
avoid severe pruning.
• Group plants with similar water requirements.
• Native or naturalized species may be included.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Planting Design Guidelines

Master Street Tree Palette
Street trees shall be installed following a Master Plant
Palette. e intent is to create the character of traditional
neighborhoods with large canopy trees. Trees selected
are a mix of evergreen and deciduous trees to provide
variety and texture to the neighborhoods. Root barriers
and arbors are suggested for all trees within 5 feet of
hardscape or utility lines. A master landscape plan will
be developed that includes a Master Plant Palette.
Minimum Sizes

It is strongly recommended to plant trees in the
following sizes:
Streets/Parkways
2 to 3-inch caliper
Pocket Parks/Paseos
2 to 3-inch caliper
Edges
1/2 to 3-inch caliper
Medians/Cul-de-Sac Medians
4 to 5-inch caliper

M O NR O VIA® Nursery
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PLANTING DESIGN GUIDELINES
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WALL AND FENCE GUIDELINES

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Wall and Fence Guidelines
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Maintaining quality and character of all aspects of
the public realm is a key town building principle.
erefore, walls of solid masonry or painted wood shall
occur when a rear or side yard abuts a public street.
• All retaining walls, courtyard walls, gates and
fences shall be designed to be compatible with the
architecture.
• Design and location of all retaining and
freestanding walls shall be coordinated so that they
become an integral part of the site design concept.
• Retaining walls over 6 feet (as measured from the
top of grade in front of the wall to the top of wall
cap) shall be separated into two shorter walls with a
minimum of 2 feet between upper and lower wall,
where feasible.
• Except on the Promenade, retaining walls shall have
a minimum 2-foot setback from any sidewalks or
curbs.
• On corner lots, walls should conceal no more than
approximately 30% of the home.
• Visible precision block walls are prohibited except
when finished/covered with stucco.
• e visible portion of courtyard and garden walls
and fences visible from the street shall be no taller
than 42 inches as measured from top of grade to
top of wall cap or top rail. Landscaping with shrubs
and vines shall be used to reduce the visible height
of walls when necessary.
• Where accessible to the public, area for planting of
vines shall be provided.
• Decorative wood fencing is allowed only if
consistent with the architectural style and if fully
painted or stained in the front yard or the first 30%
of a corner lot.

SPECIFIC PLAN
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Similar to the softscape design, the hardscape should
create a strong community framework that relates
to the character of the architectural style. Natural
materials with quality construction are strongly
encouraged.
e goal is to conceive of site elements as part of an
integrated and related system that tie to the site and to
the architecture. e hardscape elements may include
but are not limited to enhanced paving (sidewalks and
paving), walls and fences, arbors and shade structures,
gates, seating, lighting, signage, finishes, grade
elevations and drain structures.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Hardscape Design Guidelines

Paving
e following are suggested guidelines for hardscape
design:
• e hardscape should be used to enhance the
pedestrian and vehicular experience.
• Enhanced paving may be used in special areas
in conjunction with fountains, trellis structures,
special features, site furnishings, and landscape to
make the areas more visually prominent.
• Types of paving may include tile, brick, flagstone,
interlocking pavers, seeded or exposed aggregate,
natural or colored concrete, and decomposed
granite.
• Tile and brick may be used in courtyards,
pedestrian entry ways and areas of frequent
pedestrian use where special accents are desired,
such as the street and/or trail intersection.
• Interlocking pavers and stamped concrete, except
for Bomanite and Bomocron, may be used in
median islands, entry streets, pedestrian crossings
and vehicular traffic areas.
• Concrete should have color added to give an
aged appearance. Acid washing or sandblasting is
suggested.

M O NR O VIA® Nursery
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN GUIDELINES
GENERAL

Varied Garage Setbacks and Placement
Consistent with the goal to create a pleasant streetscape
is the desire to minimize the visual impact of the
garage. Front-loaded garages shall be located behind the
building face by a shallow, minimum 5-foot setback.
Front-loaded garages shall have a minimum 18-foot
driveway measured from the face of garage to the back
of sidewalk. Mid- and rear-placed garages are also
required. Varied garage treatments include corner side
plot, tandem garages, and porte-cocheres (a vehicular
passageway leading through a building or screen wall
into an interior courtyard).

Architecture Varied Garage Door Treatments
A variety of treatments can reduce the impact of the
garage. Recessed garage doors and decorative garage
treatments such as porte-cochere and trellis elements
are encouraged.
Living Space Forward
e living portions of the house shall be pulled forward
on the lot so that animated and articulated architecture
can visually dominate the street scene.
• House designs shall place entries, windows, front
porches, covered terraces, and living areas directly
facing the street on at least 66% of plan variations.
• Side-loaded garages may be located in front of
living portions of the house on a maximum of 33%
of plan variations.

Porches and Covered Terraces
Unenclosed, covered architectural elements such as
porches and covered terraces extend and integrate indoor
living spaces with the outdoors. ey provide articulation
to façades and transitions from two story (or higher)
elements to more approachable human scale spaces.
• ese elements are highly encouraged and shall be
located on style-appropriate plans.
• In order to be usable, front porches should be
a minimum of 6-feet deep and 8-feet wide, not
including front door stoop.
• At least 50% of plans shall include porches or
covered terraces.
• Porches may be at grade but it is encouraged that
porches be elevated 2 to 3 feet where conditions
allow, such as grade changes between the home and
the street.

Artist’s concept subject to change.

Balconies
Balconies should be designed as integral elements of the
home with details, eaves, supports, and railings keeping
with the architectural style of the building.
• Balconies are allowed only with the Spanish
Colonial and Monterey styles. Balconies that
project beyond the plane of the building should be
supported by brackets of matching material either
timber or wrought iron.
• Form and placement of balconies should vary
within alternate elevations and between plans.
• Covered rear yard decks, patios, or balconies shall
be consistent in design, materials and colors as the
main structure.
Rear Architectural Treatment
Maintaining the quality of the homes visible from the
rear is also important. Rear elevations visible from the
public right-of-way shall:
• Be designed to maximize visual appeal by using
vertical and horizontal plan breaks.
• Maximize the rear yard setback where possible.
• Minimize repetitive elements such as continuous
gable-ends and similar building silhouettes and ridge
heights.
• Window enhancements shall be provided on all
windows.

Artist’s concept subject to change.

Corner Lot

Mid-Recessed

Split Swing-In

One-Story Dominant Homes
One-story and one-story dominant homes, and first
floor master bedrooms are encouraged as market
conditions permit.

Shallow Recessed

Split

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Architectural Design Guidelines
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Authentic Styles
e architectural theme and specific styles are based on
and find inspiration rooted in the heritage of Azusa and
the other communities stretching along the base of the
San Gabriel Mountains from Pasadena to Claremont.
e architecture should represent Azusa’s vision of small
town agricultural America but with Southern California
regional interpretations of styles and plant materials.
Massing, roof forms, materials, and details should
accurately reflect these historic regional styles.
Styles must be carefully matched to the floor plans
so costly changes in the roof and structures can
be avoided. e expected degree of detail or finish
expressed in these guidelines should be relative to
the size of the dwelling. Authentic representations of
historic styles is a key element of great neighborhoods.
e massing of the building as well as the application
of details and overall character of the architectural styles
should be as authentic as possible.

Heritage Styles
For concept and inspiration, Azusa’s own architectural
past was used. e Azusan architectural lineage includes:
• Spanish Colonial
• Monterey
• European Cottage
• American Traditional
• Craftsman
• American Farmhouse
Additional architectural styles compatible with the
intent of these guidelines may be added when it can
be demonstrated to the Community Development
Director that they are regionally appropriate.

Spanish Colonial

American Traditional

Monterey

Craftsman

European Cottage

American Farmhouse

e following pages provide sketches and individual
“style elements” that best illustrate and describe the
key elements of each style. ey are not all mandatory
elements, nor are they a comprehensive list of
possibilities. Photographs of historic and current
interpretations of each style are provided to inspire and
assist the designer in achieving strong, recognizable
architectural style elevations. e degree of detailing
and/or finish expressed in these guidelines should be
relative to the size and type of building upon which
they are applied.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Architectural Design Guidelines
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SPANISH COLONIAL

Round tile
attic vents

Historical Precedent

Spanish Colonial, also known as Spanish Eclectic is an
adaptation of Mission Revival enriched with additional
Latin American details and elements. The style attained
widespread popularity after its use in the PanamaCalifornia Exposition of 1915.

Gabled roof forms
with barrel or “S” tile
Stucco walls
Arched stucco
recessed entry
Feature window

The simple courtyards of the Spanish Colonial
heritage with hanging pots, a flowering gardens
and sprawling shade trees are hardly surpassed as
foreground design elements.
Moreover, further architectural distinction was
established through the use of tile roofs, stucco walls,
heavily textured wooden doors and highlighted
ornamental ironwork.

SPANISH COLONIAL STYLE ELEMENTS
Element

Key features of this style were adapted to Southern
California. The plans were informally organized
around a courtyard with the front elevation very simply
articulated and detailed. The charm of this style lies in
the directness, adaptability and contrast of materials
and textures.

M O NR O VIA® Nursery
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Attached Homes

Form

 2 story massing with strong one story element

 Asymmetrical, 2 and 3-story massing
 Massing surrounds court on at least 3 sides

Roof

 4:12 to 5:12 roof pitch
 12” to 18” overhangs
 Hipped and gabled roof
 Barrel or ‘S’ shape concrete tiles
 Shed roof at entry
 Shed roof over porch

 Gabled roof
 4:12 to 5:12 roof pitch
 12” to 18” overhangs
 Barrel or S shape concrete tiles
 Shed roof on single story elements

Walls

 Stucco

 Stucco

Windows

 Vertical, multi-paned windows at front elevation and in
high visibility areas
 2 or more windows may be placed together on the front
 Single pane windows at sides and rears
 Feature recessed arched window

 Vertical, multi-paned windows
 Arched windows

Details

 Stucco over foam window and door trim
 Arched stucco column porches
 Round tile attic vents

 Detailed entries
 Stucco over foam window & door trim
 Arched forms at entry elements, arcades and
windows

 White toned body with deep jewel tones of red, green, blue
or accent trim.
 Dark brown trims

 White tone body with jewel toned accent trim
 Dark brown trims

Color
Spanish Colonial Inspiration Imagery

Detached Homes
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CRAFTSMAN

Shingled appearance
roof
Gabled roof forms
with exposed
rafter tails when
appropriate

Historical Precedent

e Craftsman style was inspired by the English Arts
and Crafts Movement of the late 19th century. Of the
utmost importance was that all exterior and interior
elements received both tasteful and “artful” attention.
e movement influenced numerous California architects
such as Green and Green, and Bernard Maybeck.

Multi-Pitched
roof forms
Battered columns
with stone base

e resulting Craftsman style responded with extensive
built-in elements and by treating details such as
windows or ceilings as if they were furniture. e
overall affect was the creation of a natural, warm and
livable home.

Full width entry
porch
Wood railing or
balustrade

CRAFTSMAN STYLE ELEMENTS

e style is further characterized by the rustic texture of
the building materials, broad overhangs with exposed
rafter tails at the eaves and trellises over the porches. In
Southern California, the Craftsman style spun out of
bungalows that were the production home of the time.
is type of architecture can be found in the classic tree
lined neighborhoods of Pasadena, Orange and Santa
Ana. is unique predominant look promoted hand
crafted quality; thus the name Craftsman.

Element

Detached Homes

Form

 Simple 2 story boxed massing with vertical and horizontal
breaks

Roof






Walls

 Siding and stucco

 Siding and stucco

Windows

 Vertical upper-mullioned windows at front elevation and in
high visibility areas

 Vertical upper-mullioned windows at front
elevation and in high visibility areas

Details

 Entry porches with battered or heavy square columns or
posts on stone piers
 Wood railings or solid balustrade at front porch
 Shaped wood header trim at windows and doors
 Simple knee brace
 Outlooker dormer
 Stone and/or brick base accents
 Arts and crafts style lighting fixtures

 Entries accented with battered or heavysquared posts
• Stone and/or brick base accents at entries and
piers

 Light earth tone colors with contrasting trim colors
 Contrasting color accents on trim and shutters
 Deep earth tones

 Light earth tone colors with contrasting trim
colors
 Contrasting color accents on trim and shutters
 Deep earth tone trim and/or accents

Color

31⁄2:12 to 41⁄2:12 roof pitch
18” to 24” overhangs
Shingled appearance-composition or flat tile
Gabled roof side to side or front to back with cross gables
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Craftsman Inspiration Imagery
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Attached Homes

SPECIFIC PLAN

 Simple 2-story and 3-story boxed massing with
vertical and horizontal breaks
 31⁄2:12 to 41⁄2:12 roof pitch
 12” to 24” overhangs
 Shingled appearance
• Gabled roof side to side or front to back with
cross gables
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AMERICAN FARMHOUSE
Historical Precedent

The American Farmhouse represents a practical
and picturesque country house. Its beginnings are
traced to Colonial and Cape Cod styles begun in
New England. As the American Frontier moved
westward, the American Farmhouse style evolved
according to availability of materials and technological
advancements, such as balloon framing.

Gabled roof forms

Shutters
Horizontal siding
and stucco

Predominant features of the style are large wrapping
front porches with a variety of wood columns and
railings. Two story massing, dormers and symmetrical
elevations occur most often on the New England
Farmhouse variations. e asymmetrical, casual
cottage look, with a more decorated appearance, is
typical of the Midwest American Farmhouse. Roof
ornamentation is a characteristic detail consisting of
cupolas, weather vanes and dovecotes.

Full width porches
and columns

AMERICAN FARMHOUSE STYLE ELEMENTS
Element

Detached Homes

Form

 Simple plan form massing and simple roof design

Roof

 5:12 to 9:12 roof pitch
 Front to back main gable roof

Attached Homes
 Use of this style for attached product requires
City review under the minor modification process

 12” overhangs
 Shingled appearance

Walls

 Horizontal siding and stucco

Windows

 Vertical multi-paned windows at front elevations and in
high visibility public view areas
 Single paned windows on sides and rear elevations
 Bay windows encouraged

Details
Color

m
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 Pale blues, yellows, whites or dark body colors
 Light toned bodies with contrasting cool
or warm trims
 White or dark color accent trims

American Farmhouse Inspiration Imagery

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Architectural Design Guidelines

 Porches with simple columns and railings
 Siding or stucco wrapped chimney
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EUROPEAN COTTAGE

Steep roof pitch with
swooping roof forms
encouraged

Historical Precedent

e European Cottage is a style that evolved out
of medieval Tudor and Norman architecture. is
evolving character that eventually resulted in the
English and French “Cottage” became extremely
popular when the addition of stone and brick veneer
details were developed in the 1920s.

Accents on projecting
gable ends

Flat tile or shingle roof
Recessed entry
alcoves

Although the cottage is looked upon as small and
unpretentious, the style was quickly recognized as
one of the most popular in America. Designs for the
homes typically reflected the rural settings in which
they evolved in. Many established older neighborhoods
across the United States contain homes with the charm
and character of this unpretentious style.

Bay window
Stucco walls
Stone/brick accents

EUROPEAN COTTAGE STYLE ELEMENTS
Element

Roof pitches for these homes are steeper than
traditional homes, and are comprised of gables, hips
and half-hip roof forms. e primary material is stucco
with heavy use of stone and brick at bases, chimneys
and entry elements. Some of the most recognizable
features for this style are the accent details in gable
ends, sculptured swooping walls at the front elevation
and tower or alcove elements at the entry.

Detached Homes

Form

 Rectangular plan form massing with some recessed 2nd
floor area

Roof

 Main roof hip or gable with intersecting gable roofs
 5:12 to 12:12 roof pitch

Attached Homes
 Use of this style for attached product requires
City review under the minor modification process

 2” to 12” overhangs
 Shingle or slate appearance
 Swooped roofline on front encouraged

Walls

 Stucco

Windows

 Vertical windows with mullions and simple 2x trim at front
elevation and at high visibility areas
 Single paned windows on sides and rears
 Curved or round top accent windows
 Bay windows

Details

 Stone or brick accents at base, entry and chimney elements
 Horizontal siding accents
 Shutters
 Wrought iron or wood balconies and potshelves

Color
European Cottage Inspiration Imagery
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 Pastel to cool colors
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 Whites and earth tones
 Dark color accents / trim (shutters)
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MONTEREY

Shallow pitch roof
with “S” or barrel tile

Historical Precedent

The Monterey style is a combination of the original
Spanish Colonial adobe construction methods with the
basic two-story New England colonial house. Prior to
this innovation in Monterey, all Spanish colonial houses
were of single story construction.

Shed roof break over
balcony
Partial or full width
balcony
Wood columns and
railing at balcony

First built by omas Larkin in 1835, this style
introduced two story residential construction and
shingle roofs to California. is Monterey style and
its single story counterpart eventually had a major
influence on the development of modern architecture
in the 1930s.

Spanish details
Stucco walls

e style was popularized by the use of simple building
forms. Roofs featured gables or hips with broad
overhangs, often with exposed rafter tails. Shutters,
balconies, verandas and porches are integral to the
Monterey character. Traditionally, the first and second
stories had distinctly different cladding materials;
respectively siding above with stucco and brick veneer
base below.

MONTEREY STYLE ELEMENTS
Element

Detached Homes

Attached Homes

Form

 Simple box plan form

 Simple box plan form with intersecting elements
at entries

Roof

 Main hip roof front to back at 4:12 to 6:12 and shed roof
break over balcony at 31⁄2 to 41⁄2:12 roof pitch
 12” to 24” overhangs
 Barrel or ‘S’ tile

 Main hip roof front to back at 4:12 to 6:12 and
shed roof break over balcony at 31⁄2 to 41⁄2:12 roof
pitch
 12” to 24” overhangs
 Barrel or ‘S’ tile

Walls

 Stucco with horizontal siding accents at gable ends and 2nd
story walls

Windows

 Vertical windows with multiple panes, often grouped
 Simplified Colonial style window and door trim
 Single paned windows at sides and rears

 Vertical windows with multiple panes, often
grouped
 Simplified Colonial style window and door trim
 Single paned windows at sides and rears

Details

 Wood balcony and railing-avoid location over living space
 Brick or stucco chimney with top trim detail
 Round tile attic vents
 Shutters
 Wood corbels preferred
 Recessed accent windows preferred
 Decorative wrought iron accents
 Arched and sloping fin walls

 Wood balcony and railing
 Brick or stucco chimney with top trim detail
 Round tile attic vents
 Shutters
 Wood corbels preferred
 Recessed accent windows preferred
 Decorative wrought iron accents
 Arched and sloping fin walls

 White or light toned stucco
 White or dark brown trims, balconies
 Dark accents on doors and shutters
 Natural brick accents






Color

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Architectural Design Guidelines
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White or light toned stucco
White or dark brown trims, balconies
Dark accents on doors and shutters
Natural brick accents
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AMERICAN TRADITIONAL

Concrete roof tiles
with shingle look

Historical Precedent

e American Traditional style evolved in the early
twentieth century being influenced by American
Colonial styles as formal as Georgian Revival and those
as simple and functional as Cape Cod, New England
Colonial and Farmhouse.

Traditional window
surrounds with shutters

With respect to American traditions and regional
culture, the Colonial Revival vocabulary of whitepainted columns, clapboards and shuttered windows
were combined with the less symmetrical, unpretentious
massing and functional forms of the Cape Cod and
farmhouse. Combined one and two story massing with
single story wings, gabled roofs with dormered windows,
or occasional saltbox roof forms were favored solutions,
later becoming classic forms of the traditional style.
ese inspirations yielded a truly American inspired
architecture for a more relaxed, yet still dignified style
that would become the new American dream.

Transom window with
sidelights at entry

Horizontal siding and
stucco walls
Portico with decorative
broken pediment

Brick accented
columns

AMERICAN TRADITIONAL STYLE ELEMENTS
Element

e characteristic elements and details of this style
further demonstrate the blend of American Colonial
influences. Use of brick and/or wood siding with
somewhat formal character elements and generous trim
above the doors and windows is typical. Some of these
character details include dormered windows, wood
shutters, rounded or squared columns at porch or entry
statement and decorative broken pediment trim and
painted wood vents in gables.

Detached Homes

Attached Homes

Form

 Simple box plan form massing with a vertical and a horizontal
break

 Simple box plan form massing with a vertical and
a horizontal break

Roof

 5:12 to 12:12 pitch
 18” to 24” overhangs

 5:12 to 12:12 pitch

 Shingled appearance

 Shingled appearance

 Front to back gable or hip roof with intersecting hip or gable
roofs
 Horizontal siding blended with stucco

 Horizontal siding blended with stucco

Windows

 Single paned windows at sides and rears
 Vertical windows, multi-paned at front elevation

 Single paned windows at sides and rears

 Fan lights, round, oval or transom accent windows

 Fan lights, round, oval or transom accent windows

Details

 Rounded or square columns

 Rounded or square columns

 Dormers preferred

m
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 Bay windows encouraged where appropriate
 Pediment forms at entry elements, windows or
roof lines

 Shutters

Color

 Vertical windows, multi-paned at front elevation

 Full porches, and porticos or balconies with wood columns
and railings
 Cornice trim at gable ends
 Brick accents and chimney wrap

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Architectural Design Guidelines

 Front to back gable or hip roof with intersecting
hip or gable roofs

Walls

 Bay windows encouraged where appropriate

American Traditional Inspiration Imagery

 12” to 24” overhangs

 Cornice trim at roof edge
 Brick accents and chimney wrap
 Shutters
 Dormers preferred

 Pastel to cool colors, fascias and trim elements
 White or off-white details

 Pastel to cool colors, fascias and trim elements

 Dark color shutters and accents

 Dark color shutters and accents

SPECIFIC PLAN

 White or off-white details
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STORE FRONT MIXED-USE
Historical Precedent

Where mixed-use buildings occur, traditional brick
storefront and Spanish Colonial architectural styles
may be used intermittently. Examples of this style
combination can be found in older established cities such
as Pasadena and many others in Southern California.

Brick storefront

Brick Storefront
Built as a single building or in groups with party walls,
the brick front store could extend up to a block in
length. It was the most popular storefront in the 19th
and early 20th centuries, varied in height from one to
three stories. Single story buildings were not often built
alone, but rather as a series of stores along a portion of
a block. In urban settings this building type was often
occupied by a business on the ground floor and offices
or owner’s residence above.

Brick storefront

STORE FRONT - MIXED USE STYLE ELEMENTS
Element
Form

Entrances were located on or off center. e lower
level was dominated by large windows framed by the
building’s corners and the panel of brick between
floors. e upper levels often included single or double
oriel windows, brick friezes, panels and decorative tin
cornices. Other options included the use of parapet
walls, continuous sills or decorative lintels and string
or belt courses dividing the wall laterally. e cornice
functioned as a cap under which other elements were
arranged and balanced.

Detached Homes

Attached Homes

 This style not applicable for Detached homes

 Simple box, multi-story ‘storefront’ form with
accent elements at entries

Roof

 Parapet roof
 Hip or gabled roof
 4:12 to 12:12 pitch

Walls

 Brick or brick veneer

Windows

 Vertical, may be single or multi-paned on upper
stories, often grouped
 Large single-paned or vertical multi-paned on
ground floor

Details

 Recessed doorways, tower elements or applied
architectural
accents at entries
 Balconies, awnings
 Arched windows

Spanish Colonial
For a description and examples of Spanish Colonial
elements and character appropriate to this building type
please refer to those listed under “Community Buildings”
in the style/character section.

Color

 Natural brick - reds, browns, or grays

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Architectural Design Guidelines
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COMMUNITY BUILDINGS
Historical Precedent

Community buildings often act as focal points or
landmarks and therefore will be held to a high degree
of quality in both design concept and execution. e
architectural expression of these buildings must be one
of substance; one that conveys a sense of permanence
and importance in the community.
So designed and implemented, the image associated
with these structures will become “public” or “civic”
in nature, contributing to a sense of “civic pride” in
the community.
at civic pride in Azusa is expressed in the city’s public
buildings as a number of variations on the Spanish
Colonial Style. Elements of original Spanish Colonial,
Spanish Colonial Revival, Mission, Monterey and
Andalusian styles can be seen in Azusa’s civic center, the
old library structures, and the Auditorium buildings.

COMMUNITY BUILDINGS STYLE ELEMENTS
Element

Transit station, schools and park buildings should be
characterized by elements of the same Spanish Colonial
style. Variations of this style including any of those
described or shown here may be used with respect to
the individual building function to express the desired
community image.

Form

 Varied - simple box forms with symmetrical facades or intersecting elements

Roof

 4:12 to 12:12 pitch
 Gabled, hipped, domed or sculpted parapet roof
 18” to 24” overhangs
 Barrel or ‘S’ shaped concrete tile

Walls

 Stucco

Windows

 Vertical, multi-paned, often grouped

 Applied stone architectural details
 Recessed, arched feature window
 Arched windows

Details

 Arcades at entries and/or pedestrian spaces
 Plazas and/or courtyards for meeting/gathering
 Sculpted walls at facades, courtyards and sidewalks
 Wrought iron balconies or accents

Color
Community Buildings Inspiration Imagery
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 Dark brown or deep jewel-toned wood trim or accents
 Natural stone detail elements
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 Soft whites or light toned field
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NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN GUIDELINES
Good Place Making Elements

e tightly knit, walking streets, parks, plazas and
grand civic boulevard of the Promenade District are
designed to create some of the best, unique “lifestyle”
neighborhoods in the San Gabriel Valley. Young
professionals and active seniors can mingle at a coffee
shop, or outside a deli, or buy a paper before catching
the Gold Line into work. ey can people-watch in
the Transit Plaza or move via the raised pedestrian
walkway of the Promenade Street to the Great Park to
watch a concert or attend a community celebration.
e distinctive qualities of this “pedestrian precinct”
derive from the grand civic boulevard, the compact
building forms, connected street pattern of small
blocks, walkable destinations of local retail, food, play
and learning and an interplay of landscape and urban
open space. In other words, prime ingredients found in
desirable, sophisticated urban neighborhoods around
the world.

Building Typologies






A concentration of people within walking distance
to support local retail and services.
A great walking environment created by rich
ground-level architecture and landscape.
Places to walk to, such as parks, recreation, schools,
shops, businesses, transit, and civic activities.
Reduced influence of the automobile – design of
spaces for people, not cars.
A richness in the variety of building types, styles,
dwelling size and character.

In order to achieve the desired character for the variety
of street types, but at the same time allow flexibility to
respond to market conditions at the time of building,
certain land use/building form combinations, or building
typologies, have been identified as desirable options for
each street. Because the various streets play different roles
in how the district lives and is perceived, the building
typology options also vary street to street. e following
criteria define each building category and the attributes
necessary to achieve the desired street character.

Legend

Building Types

Garden Court Neighborhood

1- Vertical Mixed Use with Arcade

Great Park Neighborhood

2- Vertical Mixed Use No Arcade

Transit Neighborhood

3- Live Work

Building Types 1,2,3,5,6,7

4- Courtyard

Building Types 3,4,5,6,7

5- Residential Attached (3-Story)

Building Types 4,5,6,7

6- Residential; Attached (2-Story)

Building Types 7

7- Residential; Detached

Architectural Focal Point
Transit Station
Plaza/Green

Great urban neighborhoods are not accidental. ey
are the result of purposeful commitments to quality
site design, open space and architecture. ese three
components must be interwoven so that the higher
densities that provide diversity and attainability
are infused with quality of “place making,” open
space and amenity so that home and neighborhood
values are preserved for many decades to come. Such
neighborhoods generally have the following in common:
 Good “place making” features such as gardens,
parks and boulevards.
 A rich, urban landscape of shade trees, garden
courtyards and building fore-court plantings.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Neighborhood Design Guidelines
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Type 1: Vertical Mixed Use with Arcade

Type 2: Vertical Mixed Use Without Arcade

Mixed use buildings located primarily around the
Transit Center. Arcades provide shelter from sun/rain
and create more intimate walking relationships to
store fronts. Promenade Street right-of-way would be
located at back of curb to allow private arcade over the
sidewalk. Location of utilities will be placed outside of
the arcade. Leasable square footage is allowed over the
arcade as incentive for this building typology. Local
professional services or residential over retail or office
will be permitted.

Mixed use buildings located primarily around the Transit
Center. Local professional services and/or residential over
retail or office are permitted. ere is a close building
relationship with ground level store fronts and the
sidewalk to encourage pedestrian traffic. Parking will be
designed to encourage convenient visitor parking while
reserving parking for residents and office workers.

Arcade
Street Tree

Sidewalk
Second Story Office or Residential

Street Tree

Sidewalk

Second Story Element

’
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Vertical Mixed Use Without Arcade (Housing Type 2)
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Vertical Mixed-Use with Arcade (Housing Type 1)
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Type 3 – Live/Work
Primarily residential with the opportunity for galleries,
offices or small shops on the ground floor with
residential use above or behind. e ground floor can
be either shop front or residential in character. e
housing type is suggested only for portions of buildings
facing the Promenade. Professional offices would be
permitted as provided in the Code. Parking is provided
off of private drives at the rear of building, with
additional parking for visitors as required.

Type 4 – Courtyard

In the tradition of the Los Angeles courtyard buildings,
these buildings are oriented onto interior landscaped
courtyards and paseo open spaces. Garden-like in
character, this housing type provides internal open
space to off-set higher densities while still providing
a strong architectural presence on the street. Parking
is usually located around the exterior periphery of
the building except on the street frontage. Individual
entries are expressed on the street frontage and within
the courtyard.

Courtyard Entrance

Alternating Palm Tree

Second Story Element

Garage Around
Periphery

Second Story Element

Auto Court

Landscape Courtyard
Ground Floor Story Front

Sidewalk

Second Story Element

Ri

of

ne

e

ce

rb

cu

Courtyard Housing (Housing Type 4)
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Live/Work Housing (Housing Type 3)
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Type 5 – Residential Attached (3-Story)

Type 7 – Residential Detached

Type 6 – Residential Attached (2-Story)

Residential-only with a lower density, family oriented
character. is housing type will have deeper front yards
and setbacks to increase impact of landscape. Private
individual open space on either front courtyard, side
courtyard or rear yard will be provided. Parking will
be located in the rear to allow entry stoops, porches,
courtyards to predominate the street scene. A balance
of architecture and landscape will be provided through
front landscape and street trees.

Residential-only with a strong architectural presence
on the street. ese housing types will have undulation
of the front façade to create garden court landscape
opportunities. Parking is located in the rear to allow
entry stoops, porches, and courtyards to predominate
the street scene. A balance of architecture and landscape
will be provided through front yard landscape and
street trees. Private individual open space will be
provided in the form of patios and balconies.

Street Tree
Parkway

Street Front Unit Entry/Stoop

Sidewalk
Residential Attached (2-Story Housing Type 6)

Street Tree
Alley
Garage

Sidewalk

Street Tree

Individual/Unit Entry
Sidewalk

Individual Entry Character

Parkway

ce

Fa

Corner WrapAround Porch

of

Residential Attached (3-Story Housing Type 5)

Residential Detached (Alley-Loaded Type 7)
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Building Typologies Promenade District and Village Core
Promenade Street Frontage Only
Ground Floor
Use

Upper Floor
Use

Ground
Floor Character

Minimum
Height1

Side Yard2

Min.
Setback
Stoops

Min. Setback
Porches

Min.
Setback
Living3

Max.
Setback
Living4

% Min
Setback

Type 1

Mixed Use with Arcade
Attached

retail
office

office
residential
fitness
community
services

shop front

28'

0

n/a
Arcade 2’
from curb

n/a

4'
Upper floor
2’ from curb

n/a

n/a

Type 2

Mixed Use w/o Arcade
Attached

retail
office

office
residential
fitness
community
services

shop front

28'

0

n/a

n/a

4'

8'

90%

Type 3

Live/Work
Attached

gallery
office
retail

residential

shop front/
residential

28'

0

2'

n/a

4'

10'

80%

Type 4

Courtyard Attached

residential
(live/work on
Promenade
St.)

residential

individual
entries/
stoops

28'

0

2'

n/a

4'

10'

70%

Type 5

Residential Attached
(3-Story)

residential

residential

individual
stoops/
porches

28'

0

2'

n/a

4'

10'

70%

Type 6

Residential Attached
(2-Story)

residential

residential

individual
stoops/
porches

24'

0

2'

n/a

4'

10'

80%

Type 7

Residential Detached

residential

residential

individual
stoops/
porches

24'

0

2'

n/a

4'

10'

80%

Other Streets
Type 4

Courtyard Attached

residential
(live/work on
Promenade
St.)

residential

individual
entries/
stoops

none

0

2'

4'

6'

12'

70%

Type 5

Residential Attached
(3-Story)

residential

residential

individual
stoops/
porches

none

0

2'

4'

6'

12'

70%

Type 6

Residential Attached
(2-Story)

residential

residential

individual
stoops/
porches

none

0

2'

4'

6'

12'

80%

Type 7

Residential Detached

residential

residential

individual
stoops/
porches

none

0

2'

4'

6'

12'

80%

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Building Typologies
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Notes:
Front setbacks are measured from the front lot line.
1
Height measured to ridgeline, maximum heights are provided under Neighborhood Specific Criteria.
2
Type 1 & 2 building types within the Transit Neighborhood may have the entire frontage at the minimum setbacks.
3
For Type 1 & 2 Living setbacks includes the office/retail uses.
4
While side yard setback is 0, building separations shall be maintained as provided for in these design guidelines.
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Building types in the Transit Neighborhood can
range from single use retail, office, or residential to
combinations of mixed use with office over retail,
residential over office, or residential over retail. Mixed
use buildings, to the extent market opportunity allows,
would be generally located around the Transit Plaza and
along the Promenade Street adjacent to the Transit Plaza.
Other streets within the neighborhood are planned as
residential with densities up to 25 dwellings per net acre.
While the Transit Neighborhood is designed to
accommodate a transit station, the neighborhood is not
dependent on transit. In the event that the Gold Line is
not extended from Pasadena adjacent to the community,
the Transit Neighborhood would continue to function as
planned, with the exception of the transit station itself.
Market forces would dictate the appropriate building
typologies and the Transit Plaza would continue to
function as a place-making feature of the new community.

•
•
•

•
•

Streets are to be laid out in a generally
interconnected grid pattern, however special
accommodation for parking, service, transit
operations and other requirements of a mixed use
building program will be made.
Fire access is provided via rear building private
drives for buildings facing the Promenade Street.
Garages and off-street parking are accessed via
private drives located behind the buildings.

Open Space Features
Transit Plaza

•

A “Transit Plaza” shall be incorporated into the site
plan directly adjacent to the transit station when it
is developed.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Transit Neighborhood
Specific Criteria

Type 6: Residential Attached (2-Story)
Type 7: Residential Detached
(See page 43 for a detailed description)

•

Density

•

•

Density shall not exceed 25 dwellings per net acre.

Shared Recreation

Height

•

•

•

•

A commonly shared recreation facility shall
be provided within the Transit or Great Park
neighborhoods.
e facility shall be of a size and program determined
by market analysis related to adjacent residential
characteristics but should be at least one acre.
Facility may be private for the exclusive use of
surrounding residents or open to membership
purchased by the public.

Height shall not exceed 45 feet.

GREAT PARK NEIGHBORHOOD STANDARDS
Residential building types in the Great Park
Neighborhood cannot exceed 21 units per net acre
with residential or live/work housing fronting the
Promenade Street. e retention basin park fronting the
rail line, although not usable as recreation space, will be
landscaped to the extent engineering allows to provide an
open space, visual amenity for the neighborhood.

•

•

•
•

All streets shall have curb-separated sidewalks with
minimum 5-foot parkway planting strips except the
Promenade.
All streets shall have street trees generally not
exceeding 25 feet apart, depending on species and
size at maturity except the Promenade.
All building types shall be rear-loaded with no garages
taking direct access from the backbone street grid.
Promenade frontage will have a separate elevation
design from side or secondary streets.

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Streets shall be laid out in a generally
interconnected grid pattern providing connectivity
to other adjacent streets, parks and schools.
Fire access should be provided via rear building
private drives for buildings facing the Promenade.
Garages and off-street parking shall be accessed via
private drives located behind the buildings.

Building Types

e following building types are allowed:
Type 3: Live/work
Type 4: Courtyard
Type 5: Residential Attached (3-story)
Type 6: Residential Attached (2-Story)
Type 7: Residential Detached
(See page 43 for a detailed description)

Open Space Features

Building Types

M O NR O VIA® Nursery

All streets shall have curb-separated sidewalks with
minimum 5-foot parkway planting strips.
Streets shall have street trees generally not exceeding
25 feet apart, depending on species and size at
maturity except the Promenade.
All building types shall be rear-loaded with no
garages taking direct access from the backbone
street grid.
Promenade frontage will be a separate elevation
design from side or secondary streets.

Street Pattern

•
e following building types are allowed:
Type 1: Vertical mixed use with arcade
Type 2: Vertical mixed use without arcade
Type 3: Live/work
Type 4: Courtyard
Type 5: Residential Attached (3-story)

performance criteria while providing a landscape
edge.
Slopes shall be landscaped with canopy tree plantings
of appropriate species to survive periodic inundation.
Basin bottom shall be planted with appropriate
riparian species to provide to the extent possible a
layered appearance.

Street Character

Street Character

Street Pattern

•

e Transit Plaza will incorporate seating, modest
water feature, information kiosk, tree plantings.
e Transit Plaza periphery shall be defined by
buildings on at least three sides.
No less than 30% of the Transit Plaza surface shall
be available for landscape planting.

Due to the direct adjacency and access to the Great
Park, no additional park space is required for this
neighborhood.

Density

•

Density shall not exceed 21 dwellings per net acre.

Height

Detention Basin

•

m

TRANSIT NEIGHBORHOOD STANDARDS

•

Height shall not exceed 45 feet.

e Detention Basin is for engineered retention
purposes and shall be designed to achieve required
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GARDEN COURT NEIGHBORHOOD STANDARDS

Street Character

VILLAGE CORE NEIGHBORHOOD STANDARDS

Street Character

Building forms shall be detached not exceeding 12
dwellings per acre. Garages must be located off the
street so the required historically thematic architecture,
rather than garages, can dominate the pedestrianoriented street design.

•

Half the building forms shall be detached with the
remaining attached. Density shall not exceed 15
dwellings per acre. Building forms can be either detached
or attached not exceeding 15 dwellings per acre. Garages
must be located off the street so the required historically
thematic architecture, rather than garages, can dominate
the pedestrian-oriented street design.

•

Street Pattern

•

•

•
Street Pattern

•

•
•

Streets shall be laid out in a generally interconnected
grid pattern providing connectivity to other adjacent
streets and parks
Block lengths shall not exceed 600 feet.
Garages and off-street parking shall be accessed via
private drives located behind the buildings.

Open Space Features

•

All streets shall have curb-separated sidewalks with
minimum 5 foot parkway planting strips.
All streets shall have street trees generally not
exceeding 25 feet apart, depending on species and
size at maturity.
All building types shall be rear-loaded with no
garages taking direct access off of the backbone
street grid.
To the extent possible, buildings should have
elevated porches and stoops.

Building Types

Allowed building type:
Type 7: Residential Detached
(See page 43 for a detailed description)

•
•

A neighborhood feature shall be provided along axis
of the Promenade.
is open space should be programmed for public
uses or private shared recreation.
Landscape, seating or other amenities will be
incorporated.

•

Density

Neighborhood Park

•

•

Density shall not exceed 12 dwellings per net acre
per definition in zoning code.

Height

•

Height shall not exceed 35 feet per definition in
zoning code.

•

Detention Basin

•
•

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Garden Court Neighborhood
Specific Criteria

Due to the direct adjacency and access to the
Arroyo, no additional park space is required for this
neighborhood but the Village Green serves as open
space.
A pedestrian connection shall be provided between
the shared recreation facility and the neighborhood
park to the southwest.

•

Building Types

Allowed building types:
Type 6: Residential Attached (2-story)
Type 7: Residential Detached
(See page 43 for a detailed description)
At least 50% of the acreage in the Village Core shall be
single family detached product.
Density

•

Density shall not exceed 15 dwellings per net acre
per definition in zoning code.

Height

e Detention Basin is for engineered retention
purposes and shall be designed to achieve required
performance criteria while providing a landscape
edge.
Slopes shall be landscaped with canopy tree plantings
of appropriate species to survive periodic inundation.
Basin bottom shall be planted with appropriate
riparian species to provide to the extent possible a
layered appearance.

Shared Recreation Facility

•
•

•

M O NR O VIA® Nursery
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•

Streets shall be laid out in a generally
interconnected grid pattern providing connectivity
to other adjacent streets and parks
Garages and off-street parking should be alleyloaded.

Open Space Features

Neighborhood Organizing Feature

•

•

•

Streets shall have curb-separated sidewalks with
minimum 5 foot parkway planting strips.
Streets shall have street trees generally not exceeding
25 feet apart, depending on species and size at
maturity.
All building types shall be rear-loaded with no
garages taking direct access off of the backbone
street grid.
To the extent possible, buildings should have
elevated porches and stoops.

•

Height shall not exceed 35 feet.

A minimum of one recreation facility shall be
provided within the Village Core.
Facility shall be of a size and program determined
by market analysis related to adjacent residential
characteristics and should be at least 1.7 acres.
Facility may be private for the exclusive use of
surrounding residents and/or membership may be
purchased by the public.
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PARK NEIGHBORHOOD STANDARDS
e following design elements will ensure the Park
Neighborhoods will achieve the desired character.
Builder Development Entries
e separation between builder developments are
purposefully blurred and blended. Distinctive, individual
entry monumentation that is not consistent with the
neighborhood design objectives will not be allowed.
• Temporary signage may be used during the sales
program.
• Permanent individual builder development
monument signage is not permitted.

and the side facing the corner. e homes on these lots
provide the opportunity to embellish the elevation and
possibly add square footage.
• Primary corners are encouraged to be ten feet wider
to allow the opportunity to wrap the porch around
the side of the house.
• Corner lots are a minimum 5 feet wider in the
Promenade and Village Core Districts than
standard lots to allow for additional landscape
adjacent to the street.
• Corner lots in the Park Neighborhoods shall be
10 feet wider to allow for enhanced architectural
treatments.

•

Variable Lot Width
Within the Park Neighborhoods, variable lot widths are
required to allow large units to be plotted on wider lots
and smaller units on narrower lots. It provides a more
interesting street scene and efficient use of the land.
• When variable lot widths are used, the average lot
width may not be less than the minimum lot width.
• Providing variable lot width within an individual
product line is encouraged but not required.

Building Orientation
Building orientation on lots located around
neighborhood parks require special attention in order
for the park to achieve its intended character and
role in place making and neighborhood identity. e
buildings will be oriented so that the front face of
the building is parallel with the curb of the street or
perpendicular to the radius of a curve.

55’
(Lot is 5’ Wider
on Corner)

4000+
Lot Size

5000+
Lot Size

7200+
Lot Size

Porch

12'

15'

15'

Living Space

17'

20'

20'

Front Yard

Garage

5' behind Living Space

Side Yard
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Interior

5'

5'

5'

Street

10'

10'

10'

Living Space

15'

15'

20'

Garage

5'

5'

5'

Patio**

5'

5'

5'

Rear Yard

* All front setbacks are measured from the front lot line.
** Patio covers can extend to rear yard for 66% of width of lot.

M O NR O VIA® Nursery
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48’

Architectural Styles
Typically, there are three floor plans in a housing
development of 100 homes. A minimum of three styles
for each floor plan shall be provided. Each elevation
shall have three color schemes.
Staggered Front Yard Setbacks
In general, a variable front yard setback should be
achieved within each block. Staggered off-sets will be
measured from the standard setback, which will be
established for each product type.
• Generally 20% of the homes in the Park
Neighborhoods shall have a 5-foot front setback
variation from adjacent homes.
• Floor plans should be designed to accentuate the
added setback on standard lot depths.

52’

50’ Average

Minimum Lot Width
e minimum lot width in the Park Neighborhoods
shall be as follows:
• 4000+: 45 feet
• 5000+: 50 feet
• 7000+: 60 feet
In any particular 4000+ block grouping of adjacent lots
in the same block category, the number of lots less than
50 feet wide shall not exceed the number of lots 50 feet
wide or wider. At least one of the floor plans used in
that 4000+ block grouping shall have a deep recessed
garage floor plan. e lot width shall be measured at
the front yard setback line.

m

Park Neighborhood Setbacks

Corner Lots
In keeping with the desired character of traditional
neighborhoods built in small increments, homes on
corner lots should be designed for a two-sided, corner
exposure. ese homes traditionally are larger and have
both one- and two-story articulation on both the front

Side elevation to include enhanced materials and
details compatible with front elevation.
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Driveways
Driveway widths should be minimized as much as
possible.
• On a deep recessed garage condition, where
driveways are greater than 30 feet in length, the
driveway shall taper to 12 feet at the sidewalk.
• Hollywood drives (concrete strips separated by
groundcover strip) are encouraged.

12'
Min.

4.5' 3' 4.5'

Sidewalk
Sidewalk

Parkway

Hollywood Driveway

12’
Min.

18’
Max.

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

Parkway

Parkway

Parkway

Parkway

4’

R

R

4’

Typical Single and Double Driveways

PARKING DESIGN GUIDELINES

Design for “natural surveillance” from adjacent

e number of parking spaces shall meet the standards
required by the Monrovia Specific Plan Code as
provided below:

buildings

Design Criteria
e following design criteria shall be followed:
• Parallel parking is permitted.
• Angled parking is allowed.
• On-site parking should be minimized adjacent to
streets.
• Required parking spaces shall be conveniently
located close to the use or uses they serve within
400 feet.
• Additional parking space must be provided when
the driveway is less than 17 feet deep.
 Full parking credit shall be given for spaces located
on adjacent public or private streets.





Parking courts shall be well-landscaped

•



Garages
Garages integrated into buildings



18'

18'



18'

30'
Min.

In neighborhoods with 21 units per net acre or less,
required garages for two cars shall have direct access
to individual dwellings.
In neighborhoods over 21 dwellings per net acre,
one required garage shall have direct access to
the individual dwelling. e other garage may be
located nearby.

•

12'

Tapered Driveway

Parking courts shall be well-lighted




Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Park Neighborhood Design Criteria
and Parking Design Guidelines
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Parking shall be lit to a level that meet or exceeds
City of Azusa standards.
Fixtures shall be of a design and style consistent
with the architectural style of the building.
Fixture height shall not exceed 20 feet above grade.

SPECIFIC PLAN

Parking courts should be located and integrated
into the neighborhood such that natural
surveillance occurs from adjacent streets, sidewalks
and overlooking balconies.
Parking courts shall be open to surveillance from
the above elements on at least two sides.

•



Although alleys serve primarily for garage access
and trash pick-up, they will be experienced daily by
neighborhood residents.
Surface parking courts shall be landscaped along the
edges:
- Planter area shall be 8 feet minimum in width
(including car overhang).
- Trees shall be planted at a spacing not less than 30
feet on center.
- Vertical growing shrubs shall be minimum 18
inches in height at maturity.
- Horizontal growing shrubs shall be minimum 12
inches across at maturity.
Within the middle of parking courts, tree planters
shall be placed:
- One tree per 4 spaces in a single row minimum.
- 4x4 foot diamond planters minimum.
- 2-inch caliper in size minimum.
- Full canopy shade species for parking areas.
Tree and shrub plantings must be incorporated into
alley designs with trash and utilities thoughtfully
located to avoid a utilitarian character.
Perimeter landscape shall be planted with a
hedge maintained high enough to screen cars and
headlights from street.
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ATTACHED HOUSING DESIGN GUIDELINES
Housing Design
is section of the Specific Plan identifies those
elements that differentiate high quality compact
housing that maintains long term value and integrity
- from cheap, poorly designed housing that deteriorates
to over-crowded, poorly maintained developments.
After in-depth research and field study, Ten Principles
for Quality Compact Housing have been identified
as the foundation of the attached housing guidelines.
In contrast to typical zoning codes, these guidelines
address directly the issue of what makes a good or bad
neighborhood and what attributes make the difference
over the generations.

Ten Principles for Quality Compact Housing
 Create the Character of Single-Family Detached
Housing (vs. Conventional Attached)
 Facilitate “Pride of Ownership”
 Provide Private and Semi-Private Open Space
 Create a Balance Between Building and Landscape
 Build Housing that Doesn’t Look Cheap
 Provide “Custom Like” Appearance
 Provide Individual, Safe Parking
 Encourage Orderly Appearance
 Provide Street Character Elements with High
Quality Landscape
 Create Great Neighborhood Charm

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines
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ese attributes are defined within the following
Design Guidelines to ensure the desired outcome. e
result is more restrictive than typical in order to create
great neighborhoods.
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CREATE THE CHARACTER OF SINGLE-FAMILY DETACHED HOUSING (VS. CONVENTIONAL ATTACHED)

m

DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

ROOFS

Roof massing and forms suggest individual
dwellings






m



A front to back gable, roofline break, roof ridgeline
variation or individual roof form shall be provided
at least every three units except in the Transit
Neighborhoods to accentuate individual dwellings.
Roof line breaks, gables, overhangs and other roof
elements shall relate to and emphasize individual
dwelling entries.
Roof plans shall be developed that are generally
reflective of the specific Azusa Heritage
architectural styles.
In the Transit Neighborhoods, architectural
techniques shall be employed where appropriate to
accentuate individual dwellings.

Visible utilities
One large building mass and
no one-story elements
Lack of color and
material mix

Continuous roof mass

MASSING

One large building mass

Lower building heights along edges


Building massing shall generally be lower (1-1/2
to 1 story average) along the edges of an attached
neighborhood adjacent to existing homes.

Single story elements on street elevations



One story elements shall be incorporated into a
majority of the building elevations fronting onto
public streets:
- Transit Neighborhoods: one-story elements
- Great Park Neighborhoods: 4 feet deep massing
- Garden Court Neighborhoods: 8 feet deep massing
Side elevations that face public streets shall
incorporate at least one single story element:
- Transit Neighborhoods: no requirement
- Great Park Neighborhoods: 2 feet deep
- Garden Court Neighborhoods: 4 feet deep

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines

One large building mass
No single story elements
adjacent to street
Negative wall element as
side elevation
Blank walls
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FACILITATE “PRIDE OF OWNERSHIP”

m

DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

ENTRIES

Each dwelling shall have an individual entry from
street or courtyard








Each dwelling shall have an exterior individual entry.
Entries must have sufficient separation or
articulation to provide individuality.
Double loaded corridor buildings are discouraged.
Ground floor dwellings directly adjacent to a public
street shall take access from that street with an
individual entry.
Non-ground floor dwelling may take access from
either the adjacent street or an interior courtyard.
Primary dwelling access may not be taken from an alley.

Exposed utilities
No entry sequence
or sense of place

Individual landscape space




Overhang an
afterthought

Homeowners shall have the right to landscape
their patios, decks, and courtyards in a manner
expressing individual preferences, consistent with
Homeowners Association Requirements.
Maintenance criteria for private open space shall
be established and enforced through Homeowners
Association Requirements.

No distinction
between doors
No separation
between entries

Lack of entry
sequence
Exposed utilities

Diversity of architectural style, color, materials





Elevations shall be developed that emphasize the
individuality of dwellings within a building.
e extent of the dwelling should be visually
apparent, for those that are not, a general appearance
of the individual dwellings (versus a large, single
building) shall be achieved.
At least two of the following elements shall be used
to create dwelling identity:
- One primary and one secondary color scheme
- Material change (siding, stucco, brick veneer, and
stone accents)
- Detailing and trim (light fixtures/door surrounds)
- Building articulation or architectural detailing

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines

Dark narrow entry

No street trees
Unattractive steps
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PROVIDE PRIVATE AND SEMI-PRIVATE OPEN SPACE

m

DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

OUTDOOR SPACE

Each dwelling has a private yard, private
courtyard, balcony, or patio


Each dwelling shall have usable outdoor space for
outdoor living and for planted or potted plants:
- Transit Neighborhoods: 60 square feet minimum, 6foot minimum depth
- Great Park Neighborhood: 100 square feet
minimum, 6-foot minimum depth
- Garden Court Neighborhoods: 100 square feet
minimum, 8-foot minimum depth

Security fence
Unusable open space

Street-facing dwellings have elements of separation






On building types that do not include ground floor
commercial uses, a landscape planting area shall be
provided in the front yard setback.
Ground floor should be elevated above the sidewalk
grade a minimum of 2 to 3 steps where grading
permits (excluding retail/live/work).
Shrub hedges, low walls, and/or low fencing shall be
used to provide a visual separation between public
and private open spaces.

Outdoor space appears to
be leftover area between
buildings
No common play areas
No private open space

Non-street oriented dwellings shall face onto
open space



Non-street facing dwellings shall orient to either a
courtyard or paseo/greenbelt open space.
If paseos/greenbelts and courtyards are
incorporated, they shall be sized to provide
adequate light, air and landscape plantings:
- Interior pass-through paseos/greenbelts:
25 feet average width 2-story building separation
(15 feet minimum)
30 feet average width 3-story building separation
(20 feet minimum)
16 feet average patio to patio

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines

Private use in
public space
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PROVIDE PRIVATE AND SEMI-PRIVATE OPEN SPACE (CONTINUED)
DO THIS....



-



Spanish Colonial: masonry, wrought iron
Craftsman: masonry
Monterey: masonry, wrought iron
American Traditional: painted picket-type fences,
composite materials, wrought iron
- American Farmhouse: painted picket-type fences,
composite materials, wrought iron
- European Cottage: painted picket-type fences,
composite materials, wrought iron
ematic wood fences where used shall be painted.

Fencing and walls create identity/charm and

Ensure adequate building separation

separation

















Wall and fence designs will vary depending on the
architectural style of the associated building. If more
than one architectural style is used, then fencing
should vary accordingly.
Special accent features such as off-sets, inlays, material
changes and pilasters should be incorporated into
wall and fence design where practical.
Wall and fence designs and their heights should
allow visual penetration into front yards and the
front one-half of the street adjacent side yards.
Privacy walls exceeding 42 inches in height should
be avoided where feasible except along alleys and
around rear yards on detached housing types.
Full height walls (five feet in height and greater)
shall be masonry.
Entry gateway elements to the neighborhood such as
arbors and columns are encouraged.
e use of plants to soften walls is required.
No chain link fences are permitted.
Wall and fence finishes shall complement the adjacent
architectural style.



Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines

Fencing is used as a form
of separation, not transition

Front-on-front conditions: 2 and 3 story, 24 feet
minimum
Front-on to side-on conditions: 20 feet minimum

Leftover open space
separation that encourages
storage and trash collection

M O NR O VIA® Nursery
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- Interior courtyards:
35 feet average width and depth (20 feet minimum)
20 feet average patio to patio
- Entry court: 16 feet average
Public courtyards shall not exceed 60% hardscape
paving and paseos shall not exceed 30% hardscape
paving with the remaining providing space for
landscape planting, potted plants or architectural
feature such as fountains, etc.
Entry courts can include 100% hardscape paving.

DON’T DO THIS...
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CREATE A BALANCE BETWEEN BUILDING AND LANDSCAPE

m

DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

LANDSCAPE

Provide common area landscape space around
all buildings





Landscape planting space shall be provided along
the base of all buildings:
- Promenade Street frontage: 4 feet minimum
dimension.
- Other street frontages: 6 feet minimum dimension.
- Between buildings and driveways: 6 feet minimum
dimension.
- Between buildings and parking: 8 feet minimum
dimension (includes parking overhang).
- Between buildings and sidewalks: 6 feet minimum
dimension.
Landscape area shall be maintained by Homeowner’s
Association or professional.

Lack of articulation
and massing on side
elevation
No landscape adjacent
to buildings

Provide open space areas that allow landscape

Blank wall facing street
frontage

mass to balance building mass



Shrubs and tree plantings shall be used to soften the
visual mass of buildings.
- At least one canopy or vertical tree shall be planted
for every 30 linear feet of building edge.
- In addition, at least one understory flowering or
evergreen shrub or tree shall be planted at least
every 40 linear feet of building edge.
- Shrubs and trees may be grouped depending on
composition.

No landscape adjacent
to buildings

Landscape blank walls

All privacy or retaining walls greater than 42 inches
in height shall be set back from adjacent walks,
driveways, or parking at least 2 feet to allow shrub
or vine planting.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines
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CREATE A BALANCE BETWEEN BUILDING AND LANDSCAPE (CONTINUED)
DO THIS....


DON’T DO THIS...

Privacy or retaining walls 42 inches or less shall be
set back from adjacent walks, driveways, or parking
at least 18 inches for planting purposes.

Create landscaped gardens, courtyards and paseos





Buildings and site plans should be designed so
that small entry and/or internal courtyards are
created that provide the opportunity for enhanced
landscape and hardscape elements for eating and
social gathering.
Small fountains, special accent paving, murals, inlays,
trelliswork, sculpture, and/or other design features
should be incorporated into courtyard design.
Planting as a design element should be consistent with
architectural style through the use of authentic materials
and detailing.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines

No landscape between
alley and common open
space
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BUILD HOUSING THAT DOESN’T LOOK CHEAP

m

DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

QUALITY DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

High quality construction/materials without
increasing housing cost

Utilitarian light fixtures

Simple building forms and roof forms lead to the most
authentic expression of a style. Controlling building
costs begins with the floor plan that should be designed
to minimize the number of foundation breaks to be
economical. is simple plan approach has additional
benefits realized when elevating building walls; the
simple floor plan creates fewer wall plane jogs. e
building mass then dictates a simple roof.

Aluminum window
frames

Plain stucco
treatment

e roof plan, building mass, and the floor plan must
be developed together not separately in a linear fashion.
e form a roof takes is one of the most powerful ways
of describing a style correctly.
 Floor plans – design plans and elevations jointly.
is will allow building volumes that are consistent
with a specified architectural style.
 Elevation massing – form mass to reflect interior
uses and to improve the massing viewed from the
street.
 Roof types – Provide variations in roof types,
heights, fascias, and orientation.
 Single story elements – provide a variety of single
story heights and profiles to reduce 2 and 3 story
mass along street edges.

Window mounted air
conditioning units

Poor maintenance
No articulation

Utility units not
screened from public
view

Single-room air
conditioning units

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines
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BUILD HOUSING THAT DOESN’T LOOK CHEAP (CONTINUED)
DO THIS....
Provide for variety and greater individuality





Minimum two building types.
ree elevations per building type (one being the
dominant Promenade Specific treatment).
More than one architectural style may be used, if
compatible.

Implement authentic architectural styles





All buildings in the Promenade District shall express
one of the allowed Azusa heritage architectural styles
(Spanish Colonial, Craftsman, Monterey, American
Traditional).
A sufficient level of authenticity shall be achieved
that the style is immediately recognizable. is shall
be achieved by addressing:
- form
- roof
- walls
- windows
- details
- colors
Refer to Architectural Design Elements for specific
applications (see page 31).

DON’T DO THIS...







Public utility company access must be considered
when devising a screening technique and is not
sufficient reason for inadequate screening.
Air conditioning units shall be placed in nonprominent low impact areas and screened.
Rooftop placement of utilities screened from view is
encouraged, where possible.
Window-mounted air conditioning units are
prohibited.
Provide adequate private storage (see page 61).

Poor maintenance
Visible meters

No architectural style

Unpainted wood fence

Screen meters and utilities from public view



Meters and other utility structures should be located
away from high use and high visibility walkways
or streets. Coordination with utility companies
should occur with sufficient time to guide structure
locations.
All above ground utility structures not located in the
public right-of-way shall be screened from public
view by using one of the following methods:
- Masonry screen walls of a height at least as equal
to that of the meter or device.
- Dense hedge shrub planting in a location to screen
views from public space or parking areas.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines

Chain link fence
No storage
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PROVIDE “CUSTOM-LIKE” APPEARANCE

m

DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

GREAT NEIGHBORHOODS

Orient dwellings onto streets that connect to
other City-wide streets




Buildings should generally orient to public streets
that connect to other streets within the district.
Such streets shall be full width with curb-separated
sidewalks, landscaped parkways, and street trees.

Security fence

Avoid “super-block” site plans with single entries






Large, single block site plans with interior-facing
buildings shall be avoided.
Large sites should be divided into individual blocks
that link to and function as part of a
interconnected City block pattern.
Front entry arch detailing may vary between
dwellings to reinforce individuality.

Front yard landscape
fenced off from street

Avoid “shared parking” solutions





Full height fence
separates buildings

To the extent possible, parking should be
incorporated into or attached to residential
buildings.
Grouped, exterior parking (when necessary) shall be
distributed throughout the site.

Continuous asphalt
paving without
articulation

Don’t fence off front yard landscape






Parking lined up on
property line

Full height privacy or patio walls should be avoided
when feasible along street frontages, limit to a 42-inch
height wall measured from inside of courtyard or patio.
Landscape shall screen privacy walls.
Buildings shall generally orient to the street with
front entries, porches, courtyards, and transitional
landscape located between sidewalk and building.
Incorporate common area landscape concepts that
respond to individual dwellings through:
~ use of similar plantings and hedges; and
~ vary accent trees and flowering masses by
dwellings where appropriate.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines

Shared parking with
no landscape
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PROVIDE INDIVIDUAL, SAFE PARKING

m

DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

PARKING

Garages integrated into buildings





In neighborhoods of 21 units per acre or less,
required garages for two cars shall have direct access
to individual dwellings.
In neighborhoods of over 21 dwellings per acre, at
least one required garage shall have direct access to
the individual dwelling. e other garage may be
located nearby.

Carports
No trash enclosures
no landscape

Parking courts shall be well-lighted






Parking shall be lit to a level that meets or exceeds
City of Azusa standards.
Fixtures shall be of a design and style consistent
with the architectural style of the building or at a
minimum “black shoe box” style.
Fixture height shall not exceed 20 feet above grade.

Design for “natural surveillance” from adjacent

Inadequate fencing

buildings



No landscape to soften
architecture

Parking courts should be located and integrated into
the neighborhood such that natural surveillance
occurs from adjacent streets, sidewalks, and
overlooking balconies.
Parking courts shall be open to surveillance from the
above elements on at least two sides.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines
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PROVIDE INDIVIDUAL, SAFE PARKING (CONTINUED)
DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

Parking courts shall be well-landscaped



•

•



Although alleys serve primarily for garage access
and trash pick-up, they will be experienced daily by
neighborhood residents.
Surface parking courts shall be landscaped along the
edges:
- Planter area shall be 8 feet minimum in width
(including car overhang).
- Trees shall be planted at a spacing not less than 30
feet on center.
- Vertical growing shrubs shall be minimum 18
inches in height at maturity.
- Horizontal growing shrubs shall be minimum 12
inches across at maturity.
Within the middle of parking courts, tree planters
shall be placed:
- One tree per 4 spaces in a single row minimum.
- 4x4 foot diamond planters minimum.
- 2-inch caliper minimum.
- Full canopy shade species appropriate for parking
areas.
Tree and shrub plantings must be incorporated into
alley designs with trash and utilities thoughtfully
located to avoid a utilitarian character.
Perimeter landscape shall be planted with a
hedge maintained high enough to screen cars and
headlights from street.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines

No landscape and
long row of garages

Carports

Inoperable vehicles
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ENCOURAGE ORDERLY APPEARANCE

m

DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

QUALITY NEIGHBORHOODS

No outdoor storage visible from street

•

•
•

Balconies and patios adjacent to streets should be
designed to minimize the visibility of stored items:
- Solid balcony railings
- Integrated wing walls to screen taller items
Orient balconies to internal courtyards or to
building recesses 90° from street wall.
Homeowner Associations shall ensure maintenance.

Balcony storage

Provide adequate private storage space

•

Provide a minimum of 100 cubic feet of lockable
storage per residential unit.

Provide private areas that promote outdoor living

•

Consistent with the requirement to provide outdoor
space, each dwelling shall have a private outdoor
space defined by low walls or fencing:
- Transit Neighborhoods: 60 square feet minimum,
6-foot minimum depth
- Great Park Neighborhoods: 100 square feet
minimum, 6-foot minimum depth
- Garden Court Neighborhoods: 100 square feet
minimum, 8-foot minimum depth

Poorly located mailboxes

Poor maintenance

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines
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ENCOURAGE ORDERLY APPEARANCE (CONTINUED)
DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

Provide locations for trash (within individual
garages or trash enclosures)

•

•



Trash bins shall be enclosed within an alcove or
recess integrated into the building design and not
directly visible from public streets, walkways, or
open space, or
By masonry wall surrounds no less than 6 feet in
height.
- With a swinging door with pressure spring hinges.
- 30 inches planting area around enclosure except at
door.
Landscape with plants and vines to soften
appearance.

No landscape
Visible meters

Provide maintenance standards

•

Each development shall have, or be a part of, a
Homeowners Association organized and operated
per California Department of Real Estate minimum
regulations.
Homeowners Association requirements shall be
devised and implemented by the Homeowners
Association such that:
- Exterior building walls will be maintained to a
standard similar to new construction.
- Wood elements are restained and painted to reduce
deterioration and maintain an appearance similar
to new construction.
- Landscape is maintained in a healthy condition.
- Exterior storage, other than patio furniture, visible
from public spaces is prohibited and policed.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines

Air conditioning unit

Exposed wiring

Poor maintenance
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PROVIDE STREET CHARACTER WITH HIGH QUALITY LANDSCAPE

m

DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

STREET CHARACTER

Continuous parkways

•

•

Similar to the Park Neighborhoods, all streets
shall have sidewalks separated from the curb by a
landscaped parkway no less than 5 feet in width
(excepting the Promenade).
Curb adjacent, integral sidewalks are not allowed on
public streets or private streets with direct residential
building frontage (excepting the Promenade).

Sidewalk adjacent to street
no street trees

Continuous Street trees

•

Street trees shall be planted on all public and private
streets.
- Species should generally be of a full shade, canopy
character but with root structures that do not
disrupt sidewalks.
- Shall be planted no less than 25 feet on center
on all public and private streets, (excepting rear
alleys).
- Street trees shall be maintained by a Homeowners
Association or Community Facilities District.
Alleys shall be designed so that landscape and trees
are an integral part:
- Trees shall be planted at a frequency no less than
one per three garage doors.
- Planters shall be a minimum of 5 feet wide and 5
feet deep.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines
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PROVIDE STREET CHARACTER WITH HIGH QUALITY LANDSCAPE (CONTINUED)
DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

Landscape Element/Feature

•

Neighborhoods shall have parks, squares, and/or
plazas to provide open space relief, opportunities for
recreation, and long-term amenity value.
- Each neighborhood shall have at least one open
space or landscape feature
- A neighborhood is characterized by approximately
200 dwellings
- Landscape features may be any of the following:
~ square or green – 0.5 acre minimum
~ paseo or greenbelt – 30 feet wide average
~ boulevard central linear parkway – 30 feet
wide minimum
~ plaza or courtyard – 10,000 square feet
minimum
~ dramatic landscape element or planting – e.g.
Palm Drive palm trees

No landscape feature and
fencing prevents access

Streets connect to special places

Similar to the Park Neighborhoods, neighborhood
streets should be designed so that most have unique
characteristics providing long-term amenity value,
such as one of the following:
- Terminating on or bordering a riparian wetland
open space.
- Terminating or bordering on a park.
- Locating across from a park or open space.
- Providing high-quality views.
- Leading to the Village Core District or the
Promenade District.
- Offering a dramatic landscape element such as
Palm Drive.
- Locating across from a school.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines
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CREATE GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD CHARM

m

DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

STREETSCAPES

Street lights

•
•
•

Street lights shall be of a thematic design reflecting
the stylistic heritage of Azusa.
Cobra head fixtures are not allowed.
Lighting levels shall be established by the City that
allow pedestrian level lights, not exceeding 16 feet
in height, to be adequate for general street lighting.

Garage doors face street

Walls

•

•
•

•
•

Patio, privacy, and retaining walls shall be designed
to complement the architectural style of the
buildings.
Exposed precision block is not allowed within
public view.
Decorative wood fencing is allowed only if
consistent with the architectural style and if fully
painted or stained in the front yard or the first 30%
of a corner lot.
Accent elements should be designed into wall
systems at high visibility locations.
Walls should be designed to step, jog, utilize
pilasters or be screened with landscape and
otherwise maintain visual interest.

Rear of units face street
Unpainted wood fence
on property line

Paving

Special paving should be used in moderate
quantities at locations of especially high foot traffic,
such as entry courtyards, intersections, plazas, and
courtyards.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines
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CREATE GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD CHARM (CONTINUED)
DO THIS....

DON’T DO THIS...

Garden landscape character

•

•
•
•

In keeping with the Monrovia Nursery heritage,
landscaping should be lush and garden-like in
character but designed to conserve water and to
reduce maintenance.
In highly visible accent locations, plantings should
be accentuated.
Canopy or shade trees should be integrated into the
street and walkway planting design.
Plant selections should express a variety of texture,
shape and changing color.

No architectural expression
No landscape

Richness of architectural expression

•

•

Building architecture should provide a rich
and articulated backdrop for the Promenade
District streets, parks and boulevards (see page 31
Architectural Style section).
Building elevations should be authentic in
architectural expression (see style guideline
requirements page 30) and provide both horizontal
and vertical movement in massing and bulk.
Detailing may be modest, according to style, but
should be well proportioned and historically well
represented.

Chapter 3 Design Guidelines: Attached Housing Design Guidelines

Landscape is not garden-like
No architectural expression
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Section II General Provisions

A. All construction and development within the Monrovia
Nursery Specific Plan area shall comply with applicable
provisions of the most recent adopted version of the Uniform
Building Code (including all related mechanical, electrical
and plumbing codes) and the Subdivision Regulations. In
case of a conflict between the specific provisions of any such
regulations and the Specific Plan regulations, the provisions of
Uniform Building Code and the Subdivision Regulations shall
prevail.

Chapter 4 The Code
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Section III Regulating Plan
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A. Purpose
e purpose of the Regulating Plan is to function as the Land Use
Map for the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan. e Regulating Plan
identifies land uses for implementation of the standards contained
in the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan.
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In order to ensure consistency with the General Plan and the
Specific Plan, the ultimate control for residential development
is the minimum lot sizes and maximum densities permitted in
each residential category as indicated on the Regulating Plan.
e Regulating Plan may be revised in accordance with Section
VI, "Specific Plan Implementation." Development standards for
residential projects shall be as described in this Section.
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e purpose of these provisions is to regulate the planning
and development of residential and associated transit related
development uses within the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan
area. While the General Plan and zoning designation for the
Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan area is SP-6, these regulations
provide for a variety of residential uses, community facilities
(e.g., schools), parks, home-based businesses, recreation facilities,
accessory structures, mixed-use business and retail uses. It is
the intent of these regulations to be responsive to changing
community needs and goals and to allow and encourage
innovative community design and a mixture of neighborhood
components.
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Section I Purpose and Intent
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is section of the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan provides the
land use standards, development standards and the design review
procedures for development of the Monrovia Nursery Site. e
standards are to work in conjunction with the Regulating Plan,
Design Guidelines, and the Community Facilities Plan of this
Specific Plan. e Code is organized as follows:
I.
Purpose and Intent
II.
General Provisions
III. Regulating Plan
IV. Permitted Uses
V.
Site Development Standards
VI. Specific Plan Implementation
VII. Definitions

B. All construction and development within the Monrovia
Nursery Specific Plan area shall comply with the setback and
building height requirements established herein. e methods
used for determining building setbacks and building heights
shall be the same as the methods prescribed in the Zoning
section of the Azusa Municipal Code.
C. If an issue, condition or situation arises or occurs that is
not sufficiently covered or provided for in the Specific
Plan so as to be clearly understandable, the Community
Development Director, shall determine which regulations
are applicable. ose regulations of the Azusa Zoning Code
that are applicable for the most similar use, issue, condition
or situation shall be used by the Community Development
Director as guidelines to resolve the unclear issue, condition
or situation.
D. If any portion of these requirements is, for any reason,
declared by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid
or ineffective, in whole or in part, such decision shall not
affect the validity of the remaining portions hereof. e
City Council hereby declares that it would have enacted
these regulations and each portion thereof irrespective of
the fact that any one or more portions be declared invalid or
ineffective.
E. e meaning and construction of words, phrases, titles and
terms used in this Specific Plan shall be provided in Section
VII, "Definitions."
F. Nursery and Nursery-related uses may continue indefinitely.
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B. Adoption
e Regulating Plan shall be adopted by ordinance of the City
Council concurrent with the initial adoption of the overall
Specific Plan. ereafter, the Regulating Plan may be amended in
accordance with the procedures outlined within this Specific Plan.
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Prior to the approval of discretionary actions (including Precise
Plan of Design and tentative subdivision maps), the approving
authority shall find that the subject discretionary action is
consistent with the Regulating Plan.
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The 10th Street extension will be studied further.
Regulating Plan
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C. Maximum Development
e total number of dwelling units permitted within the Monrovia
Nursery Specific Plan area shall not exceed 1,250. is total
number of dwelling units shall be further limited by the maximum
densities and minimum lot sizes shown on the Regulating Plan
and as follows:
1. Park Neighborhoods: Minimum lot sizes: Four thousand
(4,000) square-feet; five thousand (5,000) square-feet; and
seven thousand two hundred (7,200) square-feet as designated
on the Development Map.
2. Village Core Neighborhoods: Maximum dwelling units:
Fifteen (15) dwelling units per net acre.
3. Promenade District maximum dwelling units:
a. Transit Neighborhoods: Twenty-five (25) dwelling units
per net acre.
b. Great Park Neighborhoods: Twenty-one (21) dwelling
units per net acre.
c. Garden Court Neighborhoods: Twelve (12) dwelling
units per net acre.

B. Live/Work Uses Permitted Subject to Staff-Level
Precise Plan of Design Review
ese Live/Work provisions allow opportunities for small,
entrepreneurial business owners to operate out of their homes,
or in facilities on the same lot as their homes, within the context
of a neighborhood geared toward the special needs of homebased business owners. ese special needs include additional
parking and signage criteria that would not typically be allowed
in a residential neighborhood and include the following site
development standards:
1. Allowed uses include, but are not be limited to, professional
office such as tax preparation, accounting, financial, design
architecture, graphics and arts, attorney, internet or web
oriented businesses, or any other similar uses which do not
require intensive customer traffic.
2. Prohibited uses include medical, dental, veterinarian, tattoo
parlors, fortune tellers and any business where products/
inventory are made on the premises. In addition, no
hazardous materials are allowed.
3. Hours of operation for businesses serving customers on-site
shall be 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
4. A signage program shall be submitted as part of the precise
plan of design.
5. e plan shall include details and elevations specifically
addressing the compatibility of the proposed Live/Work Use
with adjacent roadways and surrounding neighborhoods.

Section IV Permitted Uses
A. Permitted Uses
Any use not listed on this table is not permitted unless the
Community Development Director finds the use to be consistent
with the purpose of the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan.

Promenade District

Park
Neighboroods

Village
Core

Transit

Great
Park

Garden
Court

P

P

P

P

P

Maintenance facilities and structures (private)

P

P

P

P

P

Private schools

C1

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Community Identification Signs

P

P

P

P

P

Home based businesses

P

P

P

P

P

Homeowner association facilities

P

P

P

P

P

Live / Work

X

X

P

P

X

Use

Flood control facilities

Public or quasi-public utility facilities and accessory storage and
maintenance
Public schools
Public use and public utility facilities including, but not limited to, buildings
and structures necessary and convenient for the storage, distribution,
treatment and production of natural gas, electricity, water, waste, telephone
and communications.
Security facilities and structures (private)

Nursery Related uses

P

P

P

P

P

Office Uses

X

X

P

P

X

Open space and open space related use

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

X

C

P

P

X

X

X

P

P

P

X

X

P

P

X

X

X

P

X

X

Other uses as determined by the Community Development Director to be
consistent with the purpose and intent of these regulations similar to those listed
and the Specific Plan generally
Public and private neighborhood or community non-commercial recreation
centers and facilities including, but not limited to, parks, playgrounds, swimming
pools, tennis courts, lakes, clubhouses, and hiking and bicycle trails
Retail uses such as book stores, florist shops, gift shops, ice cream parlors,

Use

Park
Neighboroods

Village
Core

Promenade District
Transit

Great
Park

music stores, restaurants, coffee shops
Senior citizen housing

Garden
Court

Service related facilities such as barber or beauty shops, dry cleaning services,
laundromats, tailor shops, postal annexes

dwellings, including but not limited to: a private garage, parking space(s), and

P

P

P

P

private recreation facilities
X

X

Facing Promenade
only

Facing Promenade
only

P

X

C

C

X

X

X

P

P

P

X

P

P

P

P

P

Child care facilities1

C1

P

P

P

P

Churches

P

P

P

P

P

Civic and cultural facilities

P

P

P

P

P

Community care facilities serving greater than six (6) persons

X

X

C

C

C

Community centers

P

P

P

P

P

Fire stations

P

P

P

P

P

Arcade
Alcohol Sales
Attached Housing (all units shall have two or more bedrooms or be more than
1,200 square feet in size to allow for lofts)
Single-family detached dwellings (all units shall have two or more bedrooms or
be more than 1,200 square feet in size to allow for lofts)
Community facilities:

1

In Park District only on minimum half-acre parcel with frontage on Sierra Madre Avenue.
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Transit-related uses

P
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P = Use permitted by right with Precise Plan of Design review.
C = Use requires Conditional Use Permit.
X = Use prohibited.

C. Temporary Uses Permitted Subject to Staff-Level
Precise Plan of Design Review
All temporary uses listed below shall be allowed within all Districts
including, but not limited to:
1. Model home complex/sales center. e model home complex/
sales center includes temporary real estate offices to be used
solely for the sale of homes within the Monrovia Specific Plan
area and for facilitating marketing of the development.
a. A model home or temporary trailer may be erected or
installed consistent with the Uniform Building Code
requirements for temporary buildings. A plan shall be
submitted to the City for approval.

m

Accessory buildings and uses customarily incidental to single-family detached

SPECIFIC PLAN

b.

c.

A building permit may be issued for a model home
or temporary trailer prior to recordation of a Final
Map encompassing the subject property with the
stipulation that the model home and the location thereof
must comply with the City of Azusa Building Code,
Development Regulations, and the requirements of the
City Public Works Department for utilities and roads to
serve the site.
Issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy may be permitted
for the model home or temporary trailer prior to the
recordation of a Final Map encompassing the subject
property, pursuant to provisions of the Subdivision Map
Act.
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d.

D. Accessory Uses Permitted
1. Satellite dish antennas shall be permitted provided that the
size of the dish is one meter or less in diameter and the dish is
screened to the extent feasible.
2. Swimming pools shall not be constructed within three (3) feet
of an ultimate vehicular right-of-way or property line.
3. Fences and walls, provided that they comply with Section V,
"Site Development Standards."
4. Greenhouses, private non-commercial.
5. Signs in accordance with the provisions of the Zoning
Ordinance, Article VIII, “Signs.”
6. Non-commercial keeping of animals and poultry, as provided
in Zoning Ordinance Section 88-790 “Animal Regulations."
Any poultry or rabbits maintained on a property out of doors
shall be kept in a fully enclosed structure located a minimum
distance of twenty (20) feet from any lot line, fifty (50) feet
from any dwelling unit, and one hundred (100) feet from any
school, hospital, or similar institution.
7. Home occupations are uses that generally do not interrupt
or interfere with the general nature or residential character
of the residential neighborhood and complies with all of the
following performance standards:
a. A business license shall be obtained for the home
occupation use.
b. e primary use of the unit shall be as a dwelling.
c. No person, other than a resident of the dwelling unit,
shall be engaged in commercial use or employed in the
home occupation.
d. No sign shall be displayed on the premises advertising the
business conducted in the dwelling.
e. No mechanical equipment shall be used other than
that necessarily, ordinarily, and customarily used for
household or leisure purposes.
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f.

8.

No physical commodities or products shall be sold on the
premises.
g. No outside storage, display of materials or products, or
operations shall occur on the premises.
h. No alteration of the residential appearance of the
premises shall be allowed.
i. No processes shall be used which pose potential hazards
to public health, safety, or general welfare.
j. Visitors, customers, or deliveries shall not exceed that
normally and reasonably occurring for a residence.
k. e home occupation shall not displace nor impede use
of parking spaces required by the Zoning Ordinance for
the residential use.
l. Activities conducted and equipment and materials use
shall not change the fire safety or occupancy classification
of the premises.
m. No offensive odors shall be emitted.
n. Compliance with the noise performance standards
contained in Article IV, Section 88-675 of the Zoning
Ordinance shall be required.
o. Any required garage parking area shall not be converted
into a work area or storage area for the home occupation.
Any other accessory use or structure which the Community
Development Director finds consistent with the purpose and
intent of this Specific Plan.

Section V Site Development Standards

4.

C. Fences and walls
All fences and walls, shall be designed as provided in the design
guidelines.
D. Trash enclosures
For attached product developments receiving common trash
collection services once per week, one trash enclosure and trash bin
shall be provided for every seven dwelling units. For developments
receiving trash collection services twice or more weekly, one such
facility shall be provided for every 15 dwelling units. If the total
enclosure requirement results in a fractional number, the fraction
shall be rounded to the next highest number. e trash enclosure
shall be designed as provided in the design guidelines.
E. Residential Off-Street Parking Requirements
Off-street parking facilities shall be designed per the Design
Guidelines and provided as follows:

All development shall be subject to the following regulations
and the Design Guidelines, except as otherwise established by
an approved Precise Plan of Design in accordance with Section
VI, "Specific Plan Implementation." After first occupancy of an
individual dwelling unit, the site development standards contained
in this Section V and any applicable Precise Plan of Design shall
apply to that dwelling unit and shall be modified as provided in
Section VI. "Specific Plan Implementation."
All development shall be in compliance with the standards relating
to the housing type as provided in the Monrovia Nursery Design
Guidelines.
A. Height
e Maximum Height Limits shall not exceed the following:
1. Park District: Two and one-half stories or thirty-five (35) feet.
2. Village Core: Two and one-half stories or thirty-five (35) feet.
3. Promenade District:
a. Transit Neighborhood: Forty-five (45) feet with
architectural features allowed to a maximum to fifty-five
(55) feet.
c. Great Park Neighborhood: Forty (40) feet.
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b. Garden Court Neighborhood: irty-five (35) feet.
All accessory structures shall be limited in height to one story
or twenty (20) feet, whichever is less.

B. Setbacks.
1. Accessory structures shall not be permitted in any front yard.
2. e setback standards included in the Design Guidelines
eliminate the need for a separate standard for lot coverage and
floor area ratio (FAR).

Parking Requirements
Enclosed

Guest

Total Parking

Parking
Detached

2

1

3

Attached

2

.3

2.3

Parking on streets and driveways may be counted toward required
guest parking.

1.

Senior Citizen Apartments
a. One (1) space per unit in carport, plus one (1) guest
space for every four (4) units.

F.

Commercial, Professional, and Institutional OffStreet Parking Requirements
All land uses shall provide off-street parking in compliance with
the following requirements unless otherwise modified by the
provisions contained in Section VI Specific Plan Administration.

m

2.
3.

Prior to the issuance of a building permit for any model
home or temporary trailer, security shall be provided in
the form of cash, bond, or any other form satisfactory
to the City Attorney and the Community Development
Director guaranteeing the discharge of any obligation
required to ensure demolition of a model home or
temporary trailer and the removal of all structures and
buildings from the site or the conversion of such model
home to a standard dwelling unit. Such bond and or
other instrument shall be released after conversion of
the model home for sale, at issuance of the Certificate of
Occupancy.
Intra-community directional signs, future facility signs.
Other temporary uses consistent with the purpose and intent
of this Section and the Specific Plan generally.
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1.

2.

3.

Off-street parking shall be provided in the amount of one (1)
space per two hundred and fifty (250) square feet of gross
leasable floor area for all commercial uses.
For churches and community buildings, and similar places of
assembly.
a. Minimum one parking space on the same lot or within
four hundred (400) feet for every eight (8) permanent
seats in the buildings or structures or minimum one
parking space for each one hundred (100) square feet of
floor area used for amusement or assembly, whichever
requires the most parking spaces.
For uses not specifically mentioned here, the requirements
shall be as provided in the Azusa Zoning Code.

G. Joint Use or Shared Parking
Joint use or shared parking facilities, either on or off site, may be
approved in conjunction with the Precise Plan of Design when the
findings can be made that the hours of operation do not conflict.

Section VI Specific Plan Implementation

e provision of the Specific Plan shall be implemented through
the normal administrative and development review procedures
contained in the Zoning Ordinance, except as modified by the
Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan.
A. Procedures
1. e Regulating Plan is intended to eliminate the need for
Council action in order to accomplish refinement to the
precise development program.
2. Any revision proposing to increase or decrease the number
of acres assigned to a neighborhood or District (as a result
of a boundary refinement) shall be offset by a corresponding
increase or decrease of acreage to the adjacent neighborhood
or District. Such adjustments are considered a necessary and
routine result of the more refined planning process and shall
not require a Precise Plan of Design so long as a substantial
change in policy would not result. e total dwelling unit
count and the total square footage for nonresidential uses shall
not be exceeded.
3. All applications to amend the Regulating Plan shall, subject to
the request of the Community Development Director, include
the following:
a. A statement or analysis of the effects, if any, that such
changes would have on the enhancement or enlargement
of open space and any potential effects on surrounding
land uses and circulation.
b. A statement explaining clearly the land use areas and
statistical components proposed to be revised.
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A revised Regulating Plan depicting the proposed
revisions.

B. Concurrent Approvals
When more than one application (such as a Conditional Use
Permit, Tentative Map, or Precise Plan of Design) is processed and
approved concurrently, the time frame for the expiration of all
such applications shall be based upon the duration of the longest
of the applications concurrently approved. In addition, requests for
extensions of such time periods shall apply to all the concurrently
approved applications.
Consultation with the City of Azusa to determine other permit
requirements that may be in addition to those required to abrogate
any additional requirements of the City of Azusa is advised. ese
requirements shall not modify the applicability of any Federal, State,
or City of Azusa codes and ordinances that would otherwise pertain
to the development of the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan area.
C. Development Review / Precise Plan of Design
To ensure implementation of the Monrovia Nursery Specific
Plan Design Guidelines, development plans for residential and
commercial sites shall be reviewed and approved by the City of
Azusa through this combined Development Review/Precise Plan
Process.
e implementation and development of the Specific Plan shall
require Precise Plan of Design review:
When design of a project begins, submittal to the Planning
Division, a Development Review/Precise Plan(s) for the overall
District compatible with the architectural criteria, site planning,
and landscape guidelines as defined in the Design Guidelines and
other portions of the Specific Plan shall be required.
1. e Development Review/Precise Plan process and submittal
requirements shall be as follows:
a. An application for Development Review / Precise
Plan shall contain:
(1) Conceptual Site Plan / Grading Plan;
(2) Conceptual Floor Plans; and
(3) Conceptual Architectural Elevations.
b. When the Development Review / Precise Plan
application is deemed complete by the Planning
Division, the application will be scheduled for a public
hearing with the Planning Commission within 30 days.
Such public hearing shall be noticed as required by the
Zoning Ordinance.
c. e Planning Commission shall approve the
Development Review / Precise Plan application where the
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information submitted by the applicant and/or presented
at the public hearing substantiates the following findings:
(1) e project is consistent with the intent and
provisions of the City’s General Plan, applicable
portions of the Zoning Ordinance, including findings
for Development Review / Precise Plan.
(2) e proposed project is in substantial conformance
with this Specific Plan.
(3) e proposed project does not unreasonably interfere
with the use or enjoyment of property in the vicinity.
(4) e proposed project does not adversely affect the
public peace, health, safety, or general welfare.
d. e Development Review / Precise Plan application may
be approved subject to conditions deemed necessary to
assure that the general purpose and intent of this Specific
Plan are met.

8.

D. Minor Modifications
Certain modifications to the Specific Plan text, graphics and
the Regulating Map are specifically exempted from the formal
amendment process (i.e., public hearing on the Specific Plan as
originally approved); they are subject to review and approval by the
Community Development Director. ese are minor changes that
may occur during implementation of the Specific Plan and that do
not materially affect the overall purpose and intent of the Specific
Plan as specifically defined below:
1. Minor changes to the Specific Plan text and/or maps that
are not extensive enough to be considered a substantial
or fundamental change in land use relative to the original
approval, as determined by the Community Development
Director.
2. Minor changes to the Specific Plan that would not have a
substantial adverse impact on surrounding properties, as
determined by the Community Development Director.
3. Minor changes to the Specific Plan that would not alter
any findings contained in the environmental document
prepared for the approval, as determined by the Community
Development Director.
4. Minor changes to the Specific Plan that would not affect
the total maximum number of dwelling units and overall
development area as approved in the Specific Plan.
5. Minor changes to the Specific Plan that would not affect the
ability to meet infrastructure and service provisions contained
in the Specific Plan.
6. Minor changes to the Specific Plan that would not
significantly affect the overall design and visual quality of the
planned community.
7. Minor changes to the Design Guideline criteria when
character of the specific product and the exact dimensions of
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9.

the site may impact the ability to develop a more desirable
product type.
Examples: e following are examples of minor modifications
that do not require a Specific Plan Amendment and are
subject to review and approval by the Director of Community
Development:
a. Minor landscape and streetscape design modifications
that are consistent with the design guidelines contained
in this Specific Plan.
b. Final facility sizing and precise location of water, sewer,
and storm drainage improvements when directed by the
City Engineer.
c. Revisions to roadways shown on “Circulation Plan” when
the centerline moves less than two hundred (200) feet,
and no other aspects of the Specific Plan are significantly
affected as a result.
d. Off-site connections or four-way intersections for
roadways shown on “Circulation Plan” when already
reviewed and approved by the Director of Community
Development and the City Engineer.
e. Alignment of hiking trails.
f. Minor revisions to the “Conceptual Phasing Plan.”
g. Specific modifications of a similar nature to those
listed above, that are deemed minor by the Director of
Community Development, that are in keeping with the
intent of the Specific Plan and in conformance with the
General Plan.
Minor modification applications must include findings that
demonstrate consistency with the Specific Plan goals and
objectives.

E. Applications for Minor Modifications
An application shall be filed pursuant to the provisions of Section
88-110 of Zoning Ordinance for any proposed modification as
described in Section D above. Upon acceptance of an application
and upon receipt of fees, the Community Development Director
shall determine if the application is complete and shall notify the
applicant in writing of the completing date. Subsequently, the
Community Development Director shall review the application
for conformance with the provisions of this Specific Plan. e
Director shall act to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the
application; however, the Director shall have the discretion to refer
any such request for modification to the Zoning Administrator for
a public hearing. e application shall then be processed pursuant
to Section 88 – 125 to 155 of the Zoning Ordinance.

of rendering a decision, the Director shall notify the applicant, in
writing, of the decision. e notice of decision shall recite, among
other things, the facts and reasons that make the granting or denial
of the application necessary to carry out the provisions and general
purpose of the Specific Plan.
e decision of the Director is considered final on the date that
the report is issued. e decision shall become effective after the
appeal period. An appeal may be filed in accordance with the
procedures specified in Sections 88-170 through 88-200 of Zoning
Ordinance. e appeal period is twenty (20) days. Following the
Director’s decision, a record of the decision shall be made and
provided to the Planning Commission.
A Minor Modification that is valid and in effect and granted
pursuant to the provisions specified herein shall run with the land
and shall continue to be valid upon change of ownership of the
land or any lawfully existing building or structure on the land.
F. Specific Plan Amendments
In accordance with the California Government Code Section
65450 (et. seq.) Specific Plans shall be prepared, adopted, and
amended in the same manner as General Plans, except that Specific
Plans may be adopted by resolution or by ordinance. is Specific
Plan may be amended, as necessary, in the same manner that it was
adopted. Such amendments shall follow the procedures set forth in
the Zoning Ordinance.
Said amendment shall not require a concurrent General Plan
Amendment unless it is determined by the City that the proposed
amendment would substantively affect the General Plan Goals,
Objectives, Policies, or Programs for the Monrovia Nursery
Specific Plan area.
Any Specific Plan Amendment application shall be subject to
review as required by the California Environmental Quality Act.

e Director shall render a decision on a Minor Modification
application within ten (10) working days of the date that the
application is deemed complete. Within ten (10) working days
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Section VII Definitions

Terms used throughout the code shall take their commonly
accepted meaning unless defined here differently. When there
are conflicts between these definitions and the ones provided in
the Zoning Ordinance these shall take precedence. Where no
definition is provided in this Specific Plan, the definition in the
Zoning Ordinance shall prevail.
e term “City Council” means the City Council of the City of
Azusa.

Architectural Features: Towers, gables, spires, chimneys, flag poles,
and architectural elements which are not Living Areas.
Architectural Projection: An element that articulates the building
elevations, such as architectural pop-outs, pot shelves, balconies,
bay windows, eaves, enhanced window sills, shutter details,
window trim, chimneys, and similar architectural features, but
does not include patio covers, porches, trellises, or other accessory
structures.
Attached single-family dwelling: See definition of “dwelling unit.”

e term “his” is gender neutral and means his or her.
e term “City” means the City of Azusa.
e term “Planning Commission” or “Commission” means the
Planning Commission of the City of Azusa.
e term “shall” and “will” and “must” are mandatory; and the
word “may” is permissive.

DEFINITIONS (B)
Bedroom: Any habitable room other than a bathroom, kitchen,
dining room, living room or family room.
Building: Defined as set forth in the Uniform Building Code. A
structure having a roof supported by columns or walls.
Building Face: e outside elevation of the living portion of the
dwelling.

e word “State” shall mean the State of California.
DEFINITIONS (A)
Accessory Building: A building or structure detached from, on
the same lot as, and customarily incidental and subordinate to the
principal building.
Accessory Use: A use of portion of land or building that is
customarily and clearly incidental and subordinate to the principal
use of the land or building and is located on the same lot with
such principal use. Accessory uses typically are very small in
proportion to the principal use.
Acreage, Gross: e total land area within a defined boundary
before the exclusion of public rights-of-way, public parks, and
public school sites.
Acreage, Net: at portion of gross acreage exclusive of public
streets and all public lands and rights-of-way. e area within the
lot lines of a lot exclusive of any dedications for public rights-ofway, public parks, and public school sites.
Alley: A narrow service way, either public or private, that provides
a permanently reserved but secondary means of public access.
Alleys typically are located along rear property lines.

Building Height: As provided in Section 88-625 of the Zoning
Ordinance.
DEFINITIONS (C)
Centerline: A line in the center of the ultimate street right-of-way.
Child Care Facility: Any child day care facility with a capacity of
more than 12 children, Child care facilities include infant centers,
preschools, and extended day care facilities. Such a facility provides
non-medical care, on a less than a 24-hour basis, to persons
under 18 years of age in need of personal services, supervision, or
assistance essential for sustaining the activities of daily living or for
the protection of the individual.
Community Care Facility: Any facility, place, or building which
is maintained and operated to provide nonmedical residential
care, day treatment, adult day care, or foster family agency services
for children, adults, or children and adults, including, but not
limited to, physically handicapped, mentally impaired, mentally
incompetent persons, and abused or neglected people; and
which includes residential facilities, adult day care facilities, day
treatment facilities, foster family homes, small family homes, social
rehabilitation facilities, community treatment facilities, shelters for
battered women, substance abuse treatment facilities and social day
care facilities.

Common Area - Residential: e area within a residential
development that is not designed as a residential building site,
which is owned in common by homeowners in the development,
and which is available for common use or enjoyment by all
property owners in the development and their invitees. Examples
include: common parking facilities, private streets, recreation areas,
landscaped areas, open space areas and natural areas.
Community Commercial Facility: A commercial use established
primarily to serve the needs of the immediate population of the
community in which it is located, including, but not limited
to, day care centers, nursery schools, commercial or community
recreation centers and related facilities.

Grade: Defined as set forth in the Uniform Building Code.
DEFINITIONS (H)
Heritage Style: Architectural styles from Azusa’s own architectural
past including Spanish Colonial; Monterey; European Cottage;
American Traditional; Craftsman; and American Farmhouse.
Hollywood Driveways: Concrete strips separated by groundcover
strip.

Corner Lot: A lot situated at the intersection of two or more streets.

DEFINITIONS (I)

DEFINITIONS (D)
Density: e number of permanent residential dwelling units per
net acre of land.

DEFINITIONS (J)

Driveway: A private roadway or access way providing vehicular
access to a parking space, parking lot, garage, dwelling, or other
structure.

DEFINITIONS (L)
Living Area: e sum of the area designated for human habitation,
excluding areas used for garage purposes and other areas such as
bay windows, television niches/pop outs, basements, porches,
cellars, chimneys, exterior fireplaces, or attics devoted exclusively
to uses accessory to the primary use of the dwelling.

Dwelling, Single-family Attached: A dwelling unit occupied or
intended for occupancy by only one household that is structurally
connected with at least one other such dwelling unit (for example,
townhouse or condominium).
Dwelling, Single-family Detached: A detached building
containing no more than one dwelling unit which, regardless of
form of ownership, is designed and/or used to house not more
than one household, including all domestic employees of such
family. A single-family dwelling contains only one kitchen.
DEFINITIONS (E)
Educational institution: Private or public elementary or secondary
schools, colleges or universities accredited by the State Board of
Education to give academic instruction.
DEFINITIONS (F)
Fence: A solid or open barrier other than a wall above ground
intended to enclose or mark a boundary made of man-made
materials similar to wood and/or metal.
DEFINITIONS (G)
Garage: A fully enclosed space with a sectional roll-up garage door.

DEFINITIONS (K)

Lot: Land which abuts at least one public street or any numbered
or otherwise designated parcel of land which is shown on: (1) a
recorded tract map, (2) a record of survey map recorded pursuant
to an approved division of land, or (3) a parcel map.
Lot Frontage: e length of the defined front lot line measured at
the street right-of-way line.
Lot Width: e average lineal distance between side lot lines
measured at right angles to the line measuring the lot depth. Lot
width should be measured at the rear line of the front yard setback.
DEFINITIONS (M)
Massing: A unified composition of two-dimensional shapes or
three-dimensional volumes, especially one that has or gives the
impression of weight, density, and bulk.
Maximum Density: e maximum number of dwelling units per
net acre as permitted on the Regulating Plan.
Multiple family dwelling: See definition of “dwelling unit.”
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Arcade: A series of arches supported on piers or columns which
provide a covered walkway.
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General Plan: e General Plan of the City of Azusa, adopted
pursuant to the State of California Government Code Section
65301 et seq. and adopted by the City Council.
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DEFINITIONS (O)
Office: A place of business for the rendering of service or general
administration, but excluding retail sales.
Open Space: Any parcel or area of land or water set aside,
dedicated, designated, or reserved for public or private use or
enjoyment.
DEFINITIONS (P)
Pane: One of the divisions of a window or door consisting of a
single unit of glass set in a frame.
Parking access way: A vehicular passageway that provides access
and circulation from a street access point into and through a
parking lot to parking aisles and between parking areas.
Parkway: A planting strip between the curb and the sidewalk that
contains street trees and landscaping.
Paseo: A promenade used primarily for leisurely strolling or
exercise.
Porch: A covered pedestrian entrance to a building, open on all
three sides, which is located on the first floor level.
Porte-cochere: A vehicular passageway leading through a building
or screen wall into an interior courtyard; or a porch roof projecting
over a driveway at the entrance to a building and sheltering those
getting in or out of vehicles.
Private Open Space: Any space on a lot not enclosed in a building
that is designed for leisure use. “Private open space” may include
yards, courtyards, balconies, decks, and patios, but shall not
include driveways, aisles, parking areas, side yard less than five feet
wide, or any portion of the required front yard setback.
DEFINITIONS (Q)
DEFINITIONS (R)
Regulation Plan: e regulating plan shows certain general
information such as the general location of infrastructure facilities
as described in Section III.
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Retail: e selling of goods, wares or merchandise directly to the
ultimate consumer.
Riding and hiking trails: A trail or way designed for and used by
equestrians, pedestrians and cyclists using non-motorized bicycles.
Right-of-way: A corridor, either public or private, on which a right
of passage has been recorded.
DEFINITIONS (S)
Senior Citizen: A person fifty-five (55) years of age or older.
Senior Citizen Housing: A residential development for senior
citizens.
Setback: e distance from a defined point or line governing the
placement of buildings, structures, parking, or uses on a lot. A line
established by this section to govern the placement of buildings
with respect to streets, drives, buildings, sidewalks, or property
lines. Interior setbacks are measured from the side or rear property
lines. Street setbacks are measured from property lines.
Shared Parking: e shared use of off-street parking facilities
by more than one type of land use. e same parking spaces are
counted to satisfy the off- street parking requirements of more than
one land use, e.g., use of the same parking facility to satisfy the offstreet parking requirements of a church and an office building.
Specific Plan: e land use regulations of the Monrovia Nursery
Specific Plan area, which consists of a Specific Plan, a statistical
summary and a regulating plan.
Stoop: A raised platform, approached by steps and sometimes
having a roof, at the entrance of a house.
Street: A public or private vehicular right-of-way, other than
an alley or driveway, including both local streets and arterial
highways.
Swimming Pool: An artificial body of water having a depth in
excess of eighteen (18) inches, designed, constructed and used for
swimming, dipping or immersion purposes by men, women, or
children.
Swing-in Garage: A garage which requires a left- or right-turn to
enter from the street or alley, as opposed to a direct, straight-entry
garage.
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DEFINITIONS (T)
DEFINITIONS (U)
Uniform Building Code: A building code developed and
published by the International Conference of Building Officials
(ICBO), and used primarily in the central and western U.S.
Usable Area: A relatively flat area having a slope of less than five
(5) percent in any direction within the required setbacks.
Use: e purpose for which land or building is occupied, arranged,
designed or intended, or for which either land or building is or
may be occupied or maintained.
DEFINITIONS (V)
Variance: Permission to depart from the provisions of the Zoning
Ordinance when, due to special circumstances applicable to the
property, strict application of the requirements deprives such
property of privileges enjoyed by other property in the vicinity
which is under identical zoning.
DEFINITIONS (W)
Walls: A barrier intended to mark a boundary that presents a
continuous surface except where pierced with gates, doorways
or decorative masonry. A wall is usually constructed of concrete
block, brick, concrete, stucco, or a combination thereof.
DEFINITIONS (Y)
DEFINITIONS (Z)
Zero Lot Line: A situation where the area between two units is
owned by one of the two property owners. Zero lot line residential
developments are allowed per aggregate setbacks (i.e., a total
aggregate side setback of 10 feet instead of two five foot side
setbacks, one on each side.
Zero Lot Line Dwelling: A development configuration in which
side yards are incorporated into the usable and functional private
open spaces of adjoining dwelling units, while maintaining specified
minimum building separations. Such lots may include the use of
reciprocal use easements. Flexibility in site design shall be balanced
against the need to provide Usable Open Space on the lot.
Zoning Ordinance: e Zoning Ordinance of the City of Azusa,
Title 88 of the Municipal Code.

m

DEFINITIONS (N)
Nursery: Headquartered in Azusa, California, Monrovia Nursery
is a wholesale nursery that will continue operating its business
throughout the Specific Plan area.
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CHAPTER 5
COMMUNITY FACILITIES
View Crest Drive
View Crest Drive is a local roadway that intersects with Nob
Hill Drive. Currently, View Crest Drive provides access
to two homes and terminates at the western boundary of
the Nursery property. e extension of View Crest Drive
will branch into two small cul-de-sac streets that serve
approximately 35 homes. Because of topography constraints,
View Crest Drive is the only access point to serve this small
portion of the Nursery property. View Crest Drive will not
extend east beyond the Beatty Detention Basin nor connect
to any other development areas planned on the Nursery
property. However, emergency access to other portions of the
property will be provided. Both cul-de-sac streets branching
off of View Crest Drive will measure 32 feet from curb to
curb and permit parking on both sides of the street.
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Key Map

Vehicular Circulation
Maximizing connection points to Azusa and minimizing
traffic impacts are the two goals that drove the design of the
circulation system. Roadway connections are provided at
View Crest Drive, Sierra Madre, Tenth Street*, Ninth Street,
Palm Drive and Citrus Avenue. e following describes the
roadways proposed in the Specific Plan.
* The 10th Street extension will be studied further.
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e Monrovia Nursery Circulation Plan was designed to
implement the following goals:
• Maximize roadway and trail connections to integrate
the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan into Azusa’s existing
neighborhoods.
• Create a connected grid of roadways to disperse traffic to
multiple locations.
• Avoid high-speed arterial roadways from bisecting the
community.
• Promote pedestrian activities through trail connections,
parkway separated sidewalks, and human-scale
development.
• Encourage the use of transit as an alternative to the
automobile.
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CIRCULATION PLAN

View Crest Drive
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Sierra Madre Avenue
Currently Sierra Madre Avenue is a two-lane arterial
roadway extending east to west connecting the City of Azusa
with the City of Glendora. A combination of speed, the
“dip,” and lack of shoulders make Sierra Madre Avenue a
potentially dangerous roadway in its current configuration.
e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan proposes to realign
Sierra Madre Avenue to create a safer, slower, and more
pleasant neighborhood roadway.
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Following the roundabouts, Sierra Madre Avenue would
leave its current alignment and curve approximately 600
feet to the south as the roadway passes through the Village
Core and crosses the Arroyo. e Village Core provides an
activity center anchored by a private recreation facility. e
recreation facility as well as housing in the Village Core will
front onto Sierra Madre Avenue creating a neighborhood
setting. Outside of the Village Core, a landscape slope
dominates the north side of Sierra Madre Avenue. Near
the toe of the slope the gradient flattens at a hinge point,
allowing the vegetation to transition to street level. A
linear park parallels the south side of Sierra Madre Avenue,
providing 17 feet of landscaping and a 15-foot wide multipurpose trail that connects Azusa, the Arroyo Trail, and the
City of Glendora.
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Roundabout

Sierra Madre Avenue is planned as a two-lane roadway with
14-foot travel lanes. In the Village Core the street section
provides two, 11-foot travel lanes and a 10-foot center turn
lane. Currently, six homes front onto and take direct access
from Sierra Madre Avenue. Realigning Sierra Madre Avenue
will move the roadway farther away from these residences,
requiring a public street connect the residences to Sierra
Madre Avenue.
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Sierra Madre Avenue A

Tenth Street
Tenth Street is a local roadway that currently terminates at
the western boundary of the Nursery property. e Lakeview
Terrace Condominiums take access off of Tenth Street at
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Key Map

10th Street

the roadway’s terminus. Farther west, Tenth Street intersects
with several local roadways, such as Palm Drive and Old
Mill Drive, as it passes by Dalton Elementary School to
Pasadena Avenue.
e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan envisions the extension
of Tenth Street at its current width approximately 600
feet east of its terminus to the proposed joint use park. By
terminating Tenth Street at the park, Tenth Street provides
an important east/west connection without leading directly
to the majority of the development area. Furthermore, the
extension of Tenth Street may allow for improved drop-off
and access at Dalton Elementary School because vehicles
will be able to make a continuous loop around the school
instead of being forced to make U-turns on Tenth Street.
e Tenth Street extension will be studied further before a
final determination is made.
To provide traffic controls on Tenth Street, stop signs are
proposed at both Palm Drive and Old Mill Road.
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Sierra Madre Avenue B
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Sierra Madre Avenue
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At both the east and west project boundaries a traffic
roundabout would signify a change in roadway character.
e roundabout would slow traffic yet maintain efficiency
in providing roadway capacity. e roundabouts would also
provide connections to other local roadways in the proposed
development in a safer manner than typical intersections.
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Palm Drive is proposed to remain in its current location
and continue to provide access to the Monrovia Nursery
headquarters at the Vosburg House, the Dhammakaya
International Meditation Center, and the Sierra Palm
residences. South of the railroad tracks, Palm Drive will
become two one-way drives separated by a palm-lined median.
is will require reconfiguration of the intersection where
Palm Drive meets Foothill Boulevard. North of the tracks,
Palm Drive will transition to a single, two-lane roadway with
12-foot travel lanes, a center palm-lined median and no onstreet parking.
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e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan proposes to cross the
railroad tracks with grade-separated crossing by lowering the
elevation of Palm Drive and cross underneath the railroad
tracks. Access to the Sierra Palm residential community could
still be provided from the eastern Palm Drive driveway.
Citrus Avenue
Citrus Avenue is currently a four-lane arterial roadway,
with an interchange at the 210 Freeway. As Citrus Avenue
approaches the southern boundary of the Nursery property
it passes through the intersection with Foothill Boulevard
West and then terminates as the road curves east and
becomes known as Foothill Boulevard East.
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Key Map

e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan proposes to extend
Citrus Avenue across the railroad tracks. However,
consistent with the City’s goals, the Specific Plan avoids
turning Citrus Avenue into an arterial roadway that bisects
the property. erefore, after Citrus Avenue crosses the
railroad tracks it terminates southeast of the Dhammakaya
International Meditation Center. Citrus Avenue is planned
as a two-lane roadway with two 14-foot travel lanes
without on-street parking.
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Palm Drive

9th Street
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Palm Drive
Palm Drive currently extends from Foothill Boulevard,
across the railroad tracks, to both the Monrovia Nursery
headquarters and the Dhammakaya International Meditation
Center. Palm Drive is configured as two, two way driveways.
In addition to serving the Nursery and the Dhammakaya
International Meditation Center, the eastern driveway
provides access to the Sierra Palm residential community,
south of the railroad tracks.
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Ninth Street
Like Tenth Street, Ninth Street provides an important
east/west connection between downtown Azusa and the
Monrovia Nursery property. Currently Ninth Street extends
west from the western Nursery boundary to Pasadena
Avenue. Apartment complexes border both sides of Ninth
Street near the intersection with Pasadena Avenue.
Ninth Street is proposed as a frontage road, paralleling the
railroad tracks, from the project boundary to Palm Drive.
At a width of 28 feet from curb to curb, parking will be
permitted on one side of the street.

Citrus Avenue
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Citrus Avenue - Local Without Parking

e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan proposes Citrus Avenue
to cross underneath the railroad tracks.
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Key Map

88'
R.O.W.

Promenade
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Local Streets
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Local Streets
e Park Neighborhoods incorporate a romantic bent grid
street design pioneered by Frederick Law Olmstead. e
romantic bent grid design causes the majority of the streets
to connect, allowing traffic to disperse in many directions.
e bent grid design also incorporates parks and open space
as focal points. In most cases, local streets front or terminate
onto a local park or community open space area. By bending
the streets, the street network respects existing topography
and causes movement in the street scene, minimizing
straight rows of building elevations and roof planes. Local
streets with parking on both sides measure 32 feet from
curb to curb. Local streets with parking on one side only
and local streets without parking both measure 28 feet from
curb to curb (see Ninth Street cross section). A north/south
street provides a link between Sierra Madre Avenue and the
Promenade District.
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11'

18'

North/South Core
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30'

In the Promenade District the topography flattens and
encourages a shift from the bent grid design to a more formal
grid pattern as an extension of existing Azusa streets. e
Promenade as well as the extensions of Ninth Street, Tenth
Street, Cerritos Avenue, Palm Drive, and Citrus Avenue
creates the grid pattern in the Promenade District.
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18'
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e Promenade measures 88 feet in width. On each side is
a 6-foot sidewalk and 5-foot landscaped parkway. e two
travel lanes measure 18 feet each and function as one-way
streets with parking permitted on one side. In between
the two travel lanes is a 30-foot wide raised and fenced
promenade. e promenade is designed for pedestrian travel,
dotted with community gathering areas, such as benches
and tables, surrounded by spectacular landscaping. At
intersections, mid-block crossings and prohibited left turns
will allow pedestrians to remain in the promenade while
safely crossing the street.

11'
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Promenade
e Promenade has been patterned after the great walking
streets found around the world. e Promenade links the
transit plaza on the east with the Great Park to the west.
In between, the Promenade provides numerous areas for
community gathering and discovery.
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Pedestrian Circulation
e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan was designed to
encourage pedestrian activity. Pedestrian-friendly streets,
human-scale development, trails, parks, transit, retail, and a
school all promote walking. e following is a description of
the pedestrian highlights of the Specific Plan.
Local Streets
All of the local streets in Park Neighborhoods are planned as
pedestrian friendly. By dispersing traffic to many locations,
no one street is burdened with heavy traffic. Each street will
have parkway-separated sidewalks. A six foot landscaped
parkway with street trees will separate a five-foot sidewalk
from the street. Sidewalks will line both sides of the street
where parking is permitted on both sides. In cases where
parking is permitted on only one side of the street, sidewalks
will be located only on that side. Streets in the Promenade
District will also have parkway-separated sidewalks. On
certain streets, such as Citrus Avenue and Palm Drive,
parking is not permitted, however parkway-separated
sidewalks will line both sides of those streets.
Human-scale Development
Development constructed at a human-scale is more
interesting to walk near. For example, in the Park
Neighborhoods the living portion of the homes is pulled
forward on the lot and the garage is de-emphasized. Instead
of walking next to a row of sterile garage doors, pedestrians
will be treated with architectural variety and the opportunity
for community interaction. e same standard applies in
the Promenade District. Interesting and varied architecture
that fronts and opens onto the street, and in certain cases
envelopes the street such as an arcade, is more appealing
to walk near than long rows of blank walls so often seen in
urban areas.
Trails
Two trails, the Sierra Madre Linear Park Trail and the
Promenade, provide east/west trail connections within and
through the Nursery property. e Arroyo Trail provides the
primary north/south trail connection.

Madre Linear Park Trail, Village Core, Recreation Center,
and the Garcia Trail together. e Arroyo Trail will meander
through riparian habitat such as willows, cattails, mulefat,
and sycamore trees. At Sierra Madre Avenue, the trail will
extend under the roadway allowing trail users to pass under
Sierra Madre Avenue safely, connecting to the Garcia Trail
that extends into the foothills.
Parks
Parks in close proximity to residences provide a pedestrianoriented destination. In the Park Neighborhoods,
parks dictate the residential design. Usable parks are
designed within a five-minute walk from the residential
neighborhoods. Parks and open space are also designed
along streets and at their terminus to create visual corridors.
In the Promenade District parks and community gathering
areas play the same role. e Promenade forms a walkway
and community gathering area that connects the Great Park
with the transit plaza. e result is that the residences in the
Promenade District are within a short walk of public open
space and gathering areas.
Transit
e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan encourages transit by
providing space for a future light rail stop on Phase II of
the Gold Line. Within the Promenade District, residential
dwellings are within walking distance of the rail stop.
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Retail
Similar to parks, retail uses provide a destination for
pedestrian activities. In the Promenade District, a small
amount of retail uses are planned around the transit plaza.
e retail uses might include a coffee house, bakery, deli,
cleaners, or postal annex, which are uses conducive to
pedestrian activities.
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e Arroyo is a riparian corridor that links the Promenade
District, Great Park, School, Park Neighborhoods, Sierra
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Bicycle Circulation
Bicycling east and west between the City of Azusa and the
City of Glendora is currently a challenge. One option is
Sierra Madre Avenue. However the narrow roadway width,
lack of shoulder, and high speeds are not conducive to safe
bicycling. e other option is Foothill Boulevard, also a
crowded roadway that does not encourage bicycling.
e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan accommodates bicycles
much the same way it accommodates pedestrians. e Sierra
Madre Linear Park trail will provide an off-street alternative
for bicyclists who want to travel east/west through the new
development. e Arroyo Trail will provide bicyclists with
a north/south link through the site and a connection to the
Sierra Madre Linear Park trail.
e local roadways within the proposed development will
also be conducive to bicycling. e loop road through
the Park Neighborhoods provides an on-street alternative
to the Sierra Madre Linear Park trail. Ninth Street in the
southern portion of the property would provide bicyclists
an alternative to Foothill Boulevard.

5 Community Facilities:

Transit Circulation
e Blue Line Construction Authority owns the railway
that forms the southern boundary of the Monrovia Nursery
property. e Blue Line Construction Authority has identified
this railway for the Phase II extension of the Gold Line
commuter rail. Phase I of the Gold Line provides a light
rail connection between Los Angeles and Pasadena. Phase II
would extend the rail line from Pasadena to Claremont.
e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan recognizes the
importance of commuter rail to local and regional
circulation patterns. erefore, the Specific Plan has
reserved land for a future light rail stop. is stop would
be in addition to rail stops planned in downtown Azusa
and downtown Glendora. e proposed stop would serve
the future Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan development
as well as provide rail access to Citrus College, Azusa
Pacific University and the existing surrounding residential
communities.
Bus Transportation
Bus transportation within the City of Azusa is provided by
Foothill Transit and Azusa Transit. Azusa Transit operates a
Dial-A-Ride and Metrolink shuttle services. e Dial-A-Ride
program provides a curb-to-curb service designed to provide
continuing independence for senior citizens (60+) and
disabled residents. e Metrolink shuttle service operates
between the City of Azusa and the Covina Metrolink
Station. Azusa residents and employees of local businesses
are transported free of charge to meet six morning and five
afternoon trains. As many as 153 passengers are transported
on a daily basis. Azusa Transit provides generous monthly
pass subsidies to city residents and employees of local
businesses to encourage the use of Foothill Transit and the
Metrolink train.
Foothill Transit provides bus service for the San Gabriel and
Pomona Valleys and operates a 32 fixed-route local, express
and rail-feed lines. Four routes (187, 189, 494, and 498)
currently run along Foothill Boulevard located near the
Monrovia Nursery Site. Route 280 loops through downtown
Azusa to the west of the site. e Transit Station will allow
for bus turn around within the facility.
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School
Unfortunately today many schools are located on crowded,
high speed, arterial roadways, which are not conducive to
walking. e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan breaks that
mold by locating a new Kindergarten through 8th Grade
school in the Great Park between the Promenade District
and the Park Neighborhoods. Local neighborhood roads
will border the school instead of a high-speed arterial
roadway. Trails, such as the Arroyo Trail and Promenade
provide direct access to the school and create a link
between the school and other trails and local streets spread
throughout the community. Finally, the school and joint
use park will provide a community gathering area that
offers another destination for pedestrian activity.
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WATER FACILITIES
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Two existing water reservoirs are located adjacent to the
site. e Heth Reservoir sits between Sierra Madre Avenue
and Tenth Street, along the Nursery’s western boundary,
near the terminus of Canyon Heights Drive (formerly
known as Jubuedly Drive). is reservoir was abandoned
several years ago and is no longer operational. e City is
considering demolishing this reservoir. e other existing
reservoir is known as the Nursery reservoir, which is located
north of Sierra Madre Avenue adjacent to the Beatty Basin.
e Nursery reservoir is a City of Azusa Light and Water
Department owned and operated 3 million gallon (mg)
reservoir that serves the City’s pressure zone 830.
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e Nursery operates an on-site water recycling system that
collects virtually all of the fugitive irrigation in an elaborate
system of ditches and basins. e collected runoff is pumped
to a central recycling facility where it is treated, blended, and
reused as irrigation water.
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Historically, the Nursery’s water use over the past 20 years
has ranged from 828 to 2,604 acre-feet per year with an
average of approximately 1,609 acre-feet per year.

In addition to the network of pipes supporting the Nursery’s
recycling system, there are several major water lines
traversing the Nursery property. Two parallel waterlines, a
12-inch and 25-inch, traverse the southwest corner of the
site roughly from the Lakeview Terrace Condominiums.
e 25-inch line exits the site at a point near Rockvale
Avenue and the 12-inch line continues east, parallel to the
railroad tracks, and leaves the site along Palm Drive. ese
lines supply potable water from the Azusa Light and Water
Department. ree waterlines exist in Sierra Madre Avenue,
a 16-inch, 20-inch and 30-inch. e 16-inch is an Azusa
Light and Water pipe serving the existing Nursery reservoir.
e 20-inch and 30-inch run the entire length of the site,
between the east and west project boundaries. e 20inch transmission main provides potable water to the City
of Glendora. e City of Glendora has recently prepared
construction documents for the reconstruction of their
facility including portions of the line within the proposed
project limits. e 30-inch carries untreated State Water
Project water to the San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water
District pressure reducing station located on the north side
of Sierra Madre Avenue near the Beatty Detention Basin.
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Existing Condition
Monrovia Nursery currently obtains its water from several
sources. Primarily, the Nursery relies on water diverted from
the San Gabriel River and pumped from the Main San
Gabriel Groundwater Basin. e untreated water reaches
the Nursery property in an open canal that traverses along
the westerly slope of the project boundary. is canal has
been named the “Covina Canal.” e canal transitions to
two parallel pipes that cross under a deep canyon on the
westerly project limits, then the flow returns to an open
canal. e water in the canal enters a diversion box on the
Nursery property west of the Nursery’s water treatment
facility. e Nursery diverts its needed supply and stores it
on site for non-potable purposes. e water then enters a
42-inch concrete pipe that runs west to east on an alignment
just south of the Nursery office and parallel to the southerly
boundary of the Dhammakaya International Meditation
Center. e pipe continues off-site ultimately terminating
at the Covina Irrigating Company facilities. e Nursery
also has water meter connections that allow the Nursery to
purchase water directly from the City of Azusa Light and
Water Department and the City of Glendora.
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Existing Water Facilities Plan
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Pressure Zone

Ground Elevation Range

1300

Above 880

1023

710 to 880

830

590 to 720

Development of the property includes single-family and
multi-family uses, a school, parks and open space. Average
Day Demand Factors for these uses are summarized in the
following table:

Priority #3: Improve Storage to 830 Zone and Surface Water
Resources
3.1

Construct 3.3 MG Nursery Expansion Reservoir south of Sierra
Madre Avenue (elevation 830 feet)

3.2

Construct 1,400 feet of 20-inch outlet pipe from Nursery
Expansion Reservoir to 830 zone near abandoned Heth
Reservoir Site

3.3

Demolish Nursery Reservoir and rebuild at new site (elevation
830 feet). Construct 200 feet of 24-inch pipeline connecting
Nursery and Nursery Expansion reservoirs

3.4

Construct 1,900 lineal feet of 20-inch pipeline from Dalton
booster station southeast to Nursery reservoir site

Priority #6: Miscellaneous Improvements Contingent on Future
Developments
6.5

Construct 1.2 MG Beatty Reservoir (HWL, 1023 feet)

6.6

Construct 1,800 feet of 16-inch inlet-outlet pipeline to Beatty
Reservoir from 10-inch eastern terminus in Sierra Madre
Avenue

Proposed Condition
e following projected water demand and water storage
estimates are preliminary and subject to change pending the
preparation of a Water Master Plan.
Projected Water Demand
e Nursery property contains three pressure zones. e
high water level (HWL) in the respective tank(s) serving the
zone denotes these pressure zones. Each zone serves a range
of ground elevations to maintain pressures typically ranging
between 40 and 130 pound per square inch (psi). Pressures
exceeding 80 psi typically require a pressure-reducing valve.

Land Use

Average Day Demand Factor
(gpm/acre)

Single Family Residential

1.7

Multi-Family Residential

2.9

School

1.1

Parks / Open Space

0.5

e sum of all three pressure zones results in a total average
day demand of 354 gpm. e projected annual demand of
354 gpm is equivalent to approximately 570 acre-feet per year.
is represents an average water use of approximately 2.3 acrefeet per year per acre.
A comparison of the existing Nursery water demand to the
projected development water demands reveals a substantial
decline in water use. e average existing Nursery demand
of 1,609 acre-feet per year encompasses all of the Nursery
operations, including the water demands on Glendora property.
e 570 acre-feet per year demand projection does not include
future development of the Glendora property. Assuming a
similar demand of 2.3 acre-feet per acre, the Glendora property
would require approximately 230 acre-feet per year. erefore,
the water demand on the Main San Gabriel Groundwater Basin
will decline from 1,609 acre-feet to approximately 800 acre-feet.
Conversion of Monrovia’s property from a nursery
to residential development has the positive benefit of
substantially reducing future Basin water system demands.

e ground elevations (pads) for the proposed development
range between 615 feet and 930 feet above sea level. Based
on these ground elevations, the following water pressure
zones apply to the proposed development.

5 Community Facilities: Water Facilities

Water Storage
e capacity requirement for sizing water storage tanks
requires the tank to supply 30% of Maximum Day
Demands (MDD) for operational purposes, plus maximum
fire flow requirements, plus MDD for 8 hours. e fire flow
requirements for single family detached is assumed to be
1,250 gpm for 2 hours and for multi-family is 2,500 gpm
for 2 hours. Based upon this criteria, the storage capacity
required for the project by pressure zone is shown in the
following table.

plan proposes to demolish the existing nursery reservoir
and construct a new buried reservoir (“Nursery Expansion
Reservoir”) on the triangle parcel just north of Sierra Madre
Avenue. e development plan proposes that the new
reservoir be buried to reduce visual impacts and to reduce
the HWL from 892 to approximately 810. e area above
the buried tank is proposed as a park.
e Master Plan Update identified the need for a new 1.2
MG reservoir under Priority #6, to serve pressure zone 1023.

REQUIRED STORAGE CAPACITY
Maximum Day
Demand (MDD)
(gpm)

Maximum Day
Demand (MDD
@ 24 Hr/Day)
(gal)

Operational
(30% MDD)
(gal)

Fire
Flow
(gal)

Emergency
(8 hrs @ MDD)
(gal)

Total Storage
Capacity (gal)

Total Storage
Capacity (MG)

1300

50

72,148

21,644

150,000

24,049

195,694

0.2

1023

377

542,248

162,674

300,000

180,749

643,424

0.6

830

245

353,491

106,047

300,000

117,830

523,878

0.6

Pressure
Zone

e storage capacity for pressure zone 1300 should be added
to zone 1023 since capacity for zone 1300 will be drawn
from that of zone 1023.
e City of Azusa Light and Water Department’s existing
Nursery Reservoir has a HWL of 892, which is 62 feet
higher than the preferred HWL for zone 830 which it
serves. Priority #3 improvements in the Master Plan Update
recommend constructing a new 3.3 MG reservoir south
of Sierra Madre Avenue at the appropriate elevation for a
HWL of 830; demolishing the existing Nursery reservoir;
and reconstructing a second reservoir with a HWL of 830
adjacent to the new reservoir. e City of Azusa Light
and Water prefers a policy of having dual tanks in each
pressure zone so one tank may be taken out of service for
maintenance without disruption to the system.
e storage capacities referenced in the preceding three
sentences are subject to change following review of the
project demands by Azusa Light & Water.

However, development of the Nursery property only triggers
the combined need for 0.8 MG storage capacity in the 1023
and 1300 pressure zones. is new reservoir, known as the
Beatty Reservoir, is proposed north of Sierra Madre Avenue
and just west of the easterly project boundary. is is the
only viable on site location for this reservoir considering the
required HWL, topography, access, geological constraints
and avoidance of mapped fault zones.
e storage capacities referenced in this paragraph are
subject to change following review of the project demands
by Azusa Light & Water. e new Beatty Reservoir serves a
large portion of the proposed development. is reservoir will
also serve the capacity needs for the 1300 pressure zone within
the project boundary. e limited number of dwelling units
within zone 1300 does not warrant construction of a new
reservoir to serve this pressure zone. Instead, zone 1300 will
operate as a “closed system,” drawing its water supply from a
lower pressure zone through booster pumps that increase the
pressure needed to provide service to this area.

e proposed development plan does not identify new water
reservoirs south of Sierra Madre Avenue. Instead, the land
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e City of Azusa Light and Water Department prepared a
“Year 2000 Water System Master Plan Update.” is Master
Plan updates the previous Master Plan prepared in 1995
and evaluates the entire water system, its operation, existing
and future demands, water supply, recommended capital
improvements and financing alternatives. e Year 2000
Master Plan assumed development of the Nursery property
and incorporated the projected future water demands
into the analysis that identified the following “Priority”
improvements:
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Covina Canal
e Covina Canal conveys water in an open channel through
the Nursery property to the Covina Irrigating Company.
Currently, public access to this water is limited because of
active Nursery operations, which minimizes the presence of
people and therefore the risk of contamination or unauthorized
recreational activities. However, development of the Nursery
property will expose the Covina Canal to greater public access.
e San Gabriel River Water Committee (Committee of 9) and
the Covina Irrigating Company have expressed their concerns
that greater public access increases the risk of contamination,
accidental or intentional, to an important potable water source
and increases the risk of injury or drowning associated with
unauthorized access into the canal.
In 2001, Stetson Engineers Inc. prepared a Canal
Replacement Study for the San Gabriel River Water
Committee. e study examined approximately 1.5 miles
of the canal between the Pasadena powerhouse afterbay
near the San Gabriel River to the Monrovia Nursery. e
report concluded that the overall condition of the canal
is poor, with several areas of potential problems including
cracked and scaling walls, vegetation growing in the canal,
undermining of the canal walls, vulnerable landslide areas,
debris, and erosion.
is study examined five different alternatives for placing
the water that currently flows in the open channel into
an underground pipe. All of the alignments assumed the
replacement pipe would traverse public streets within the
City of Azusa and cross Monrovia Nursery’s private land.
None of the alternatives assume that the underground
pipe would traverse the hillside in a similar location as the
existing Covina Canal.
Regardless of which alternative is selected, the environmental
impacts will be similar. Public streets will be temporarily
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impacted during trenching, installing the underground
pipe, and backfilling the trench. On the Nursery property,
construction of the underground pipe would occur during
development of the proposed development project.
erefore, the Nursery will be working with the Covina
Irrigating Company and the Committee of 9 to divert the
water from the Covina Canal near the San Gabriel River
into a pipe that follows public right-of-way and crosses the
Nursery property toward its original destination.
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Realignment of Existing Water Lines
e realignment of Sierra Madre Avenue will require the
reconstruction of three water lines. e City of Azusa Light
and Water Department owns and operates a 16-inch line that
connects to the Nursery reservoir. is line will be re-routed
and incorporated into the new backbone system serving the
proposed development and the City’s new water reservoirs.

����

e other two water lines in Sierra Madre Avenue serve
facilities beyond the City of Azusa. A 20-inch transmission
main supplies the City of Glendora with water from the
Main San Gabriel Basin. A 30-inch line provides untreated
State Water Project water to the San Gabriel Valley
Municipal Water District. In both cases the water lines will
be realigned consistent with the new alignment of Sierra
Madre Avenue and construction of those facilities will
be coordinated to meet appropriate specifications and to
minimize any service disruptions.
e City of Azusa Light and Water Department has two
other facilities that traverse the southwestern portion of the
Nursery property. Both of these facilities will be realigned
consistent with the location of new public streets in the
proposed development.
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Annexation
Annexation of the proposed development into the City
of Azusa will require reorganization of the water service
boundaries. While the Nursery is primarily served by its
own water treatment facility, it does have potable water
connections to both the City of Azusa and the City of
Glendora. Development of the site will require certain
boundary line reorganization.
Proposed Water Facilities Plan
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Similar to the 830 zone, development of the Nursery
property will be responsible for its fair-share of the costs
associated with increasing the storage capacity in the 1023
pressure zone by 0.8 MG. e City will be responsible for
any further increases in storage capacity consistent with the
City’s Master Plan.
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SEWER FACILITIES

Existing Condition
e City of Azusa owns, operates and maintains the local
sewer lines that collect wastewater generated in the City.
Effluent generated in the City flows through regional trunk
sewer lines operated by the Sanitation Districts of Los
Angeles County to the San Jose Creek Water Reclamation
Plant located adjacent to the City of Industry and the Joint
Water Pollution Control Plant located in the City of Carson.
Currently the project site does not contribute wastewater
to the local sewer lines. e Nursery’s administration and
operations buildings and growing fields are all served by
approximately 60 septic systems located throughout the site.
ese facilities are pumped monthly. A City maintained
sewer line extends from Foothill Boulevard north along Palm
Drive to the Dhammakaya International Meditation Center.
However, the Nursery does not currently use this facility.
e City of Azusa prepared a Sewer Master Plan dated 2001
to analyze the existing and projected demand and capacity
of the City’s wastewater system. e Master Plan assumed
development of 520 acres of Nursery property as 95%
residential and 5% commercial. e Master Plan assumed an
average flow rate of 1,400 gallons per day per acre (gpd/ac)
for residential and 1,000 gpd/ac for commercial use. ese
rates, when applied to the entire 520 acres, generate an
average flow of 1.07 cubic feet per second (cfs) for residential
uses and 0.04 cfs for commercial uses. erefore, the Sewer
Master Plan assumed a total average generation of 717,360
gpd of wastewater from the Nursery property.
Local sewer lines exist adjacent to the Nursery property at
Palm Drive, Ninth Street, Tenth Street, Sierra Madre Avenue
and View Crest Drive. e Sewer Master Plan identifies two
facilities in close proximity to the Nursery for upsizing. e
following table summarizes these proposed improvements.

City of Azusa Sewer Master Plan Ultimate Facilities
Facility “U1”
Street

Segment

Existing facility
(inches)

Ultimate
Facility
(inches)

Ninth Street

Nursery property
to Soldano
Avenue (1,050 ft)

8

15

Soldano
Avenue

Ninth Street to
Foothill Boulevard
(1,750 ft)

8

15

Soldano
Avenue

Foothill Boulevard
south 4,800 ft

8

18

Street

Segment

��

��

��
��

��

Facility “U2”
Existing facility
(inches)

Ultimate
Facility
(inches)

Foothill
Boulevard

Alosta and
Foothill west
1,300 ft

8

15

Cerritos
Avenue

Foothill to Sixth
Street (950 ft.)

8

15

Sixth Street

Cerritos Avenue to
Pasadena Avenue
(900 ft.)

8

15

Pasadena
Avenue

Sixth Street to
Duell Street
(3,850 ft)

8

18
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Proposed Condition
Since Monrovia Nursery currently operates off of a septic
system, development of the Nursery property will increase
the amount of wastewater generated from the project site
compared to the existing condition. e City of Azusa
Sewer Master Plan planned for this increase in wastewater
from the Nursery property. e City’s Master Plan assumed
development of 520 acres of the Nursery property, resulting
in an average flow rate of 1,400 gpd/ac for residential
and 1,000 gpd/ac for commercial uses, for a total average
generation of 717,360 gpd of wastewater.
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Proposed Sewer Facilities Plan
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Projected Average Daily Sewage Generation
Land Use

Gross
Acres

Average
Generation
Factor

Single Family
Residential

173 acres

1500 gpd/acre

259,500 gpd

Multi-Family
Residential

71.6 acres

1750 gpd/acre

125,300 gpd

Commercial/
Transit

5 acres

1700 gpd/acre

8,500 gpd

Institutional

26.7 acres

1200 gpd/acre

32,040 gpd

Open Space/
Recreation

16.4 acres

200 gpd/acre

3,280 gpd

Nursery
Headquarters

3.2 acres

2200 gpd/acre

7,040 gpd

TOTALS

295.9 acres

Estimated
Average Daily
Generation

435,660 gpd

Local sewer lines exist adjacent to the Nursery property
at Palm Drive, Ninth Street, Tenth Street, Sierra Madre
and View Crest. To accommodate the increase in flow, the
proposed development includes connections to each of the
existing City sewer lines adjacent to the project boundary.
Since the topography of the project site falls from north
to south and trends toward the southwest corner of the
property, the majority of the wastewater will flow to the
City’s sewer facility in Ninth Street.
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e Master Plan identified improvements to the City’s sewer
system in Ninth Street to Soldano Avenue and in Foothill
Boulevard to Pasadena Avenue. e Master Plan also
indicates that the City completed ultimate improvements to
the sewer line in Soldano Avenue and Tenth Street. Since the
majority of the wastewater from the proposed development
will flow to the Ninth Street connection, the proposed
development will likely trigger the need to upsize portions of
the downstream sewer facilities. erefore, the development
of the Nursery property will contribute its fair share toward
completing the ultimate improvements identified in the
City’s Sewer Master Plan.
Wastewater generated on the Nursery property flows
through the City’s system and is then conveyed in a 12inch diameter trunk sewer to the San Jose Creek Water
Reclamation Plant located adjacent to the City of Industry.
Both the trunk sewer and the reclamation plant are owned
and operated by the County Sanitation Districts of Los
Angeles. Development of the Monrovia Nursery property
will require annexation into Sanitation District 22.
According to the Sanitation District, the 12-inch trunk
sewer located in Baseline Road at Alameda Avenue has a
design capacity of 2.7 million gallons per day (mgd) and
currently conveys a peak flow of 0.4 mgd. Development of
the Nursery property will add 435,660 gpd or 0.5 mgd to
this trunk sewer. e addition of 0.5 mgd to the existing 0.4
mgd is less than the design capacity of 2.7 mgd, therefore
this trunk sewer has sufficient capacity to accommodate the
development of the Nursery property.
e San Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plant (WRP) has
a design capacity of 100 mgd and currently processes an
average flow of 88.7 mgd. e addition of 0.5 mgd from
the development of the Nursery property will increase the
average flow to the WRP to 89.2 mgd, which is still below
the design capacity of the facility.
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e proposed development of the Nursery property includes
development on approximately 300 acres. e remaining
220 acres are proposed to be dedicated as open space.
Applying similar generation factors used in the Master Plan
to the proposed development plan results in a total average
generation of 435,660 gpd of wastewater. erefore, the
wastewater generated from the proposed development of
the Nursery property is approximately 40 percent less than
the amount assumed in the City’s Sewer Master Plan. e
following table summarizes the estimated daily wastewater
flow for each of the land uses proposed on the Nursery
property.
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HYDROLOGY

Generally, the area north of Sierra Madre Avenue is steep
with slopes exceeding 50 percent in many areas. is steep
terrain can generate debris, in the form of vegetation litter
and sediment flow, during rainfall runoff. If left unchecked,
this debris can clog storm drain inlets. e Los Angeles
County Department of Public Works (LACDPW) has
constructed and maintains three debris control structures.
Two are crib dams located in one of the main canyons and
the third is the Beatty Debris Basin just north of Sierra
Madre Avenue.
South of Sierra Madre Avenue the project site slopes more
gently than the area to the north, with a general gradient
between five and ten percent. e drainage area south of
Sierra Madre Avenue is not considered to be debris producing.
Monrovia Nursery captures irrigation and storm runoff in
an extensive system of channels and pipelines leading to
collection basins. Runoff collected by this system is pumped
to a central treatment facility, treated, and circulated for
irrigation use. If during a storm event the capacity of the
basins is exceeded, provisions are in place to direct the
overflow to existing storm drain inlets.
In some areas, Nursery improvements have altered the
historic drainage boundaries. For purposes of evaluating
the existing runoff compared to the developed runoff, these
diversions have been ignored and the historic boundaries
respected.
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e project site has six major drainage areas.
Area 1: Drainage Area 1 (Node A) incorporates
approximately 68 acres in the southwest corner of the site.
e drainage from this area follows the AT&SF railroad
to the west where it is intercepted at Pasadena Avenue in a
30-inch inlet that joins an existing 81-inch storm drain in
Pasadena Avenue. is facility is part of LACDPW Master
Plan of Drainage Facility 1601. For this report, the 30-inch
inlet structure is referred to as Node A. e following table
summarizes the existing and developed flows at Node A.
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Node A
Existing
Condition
(cfs)
(10 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(NonMitigated)
(10 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(With
Detention)
(10 year)

Existing
Condition
(cfs)
(50 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(NonMitigated)
(50 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(With
Detention)
(50 year)

63

309

51

121

392

60

�

Area 2: Drainage Area 2 (Node B) extends primarily
off site to the east in the City of Glendora. It comprises
approximately 373 acres. e drainage from this area runs
generally north to south starting in the mountains north
of Sierra Madre Avenue. Once the drainage crosses Sierra
Madre Avenue it traverses a portion of Nursery property
before it flows through existing Glendora neighborhoods.
e runoff then crosses more of the Nursery’s property
before it is intercepted in a 78-inch inlet just north of
Foothill Boulevard and Citrus Avenue. is inlet is referred
to as Node B in this report. is facility is part of LACDPW
Master Plan of Drainage Facility 1264.
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A portion of the project drainage area, approximately
127 acres, drains to an existing concrete channel at the
boundary of the City of Glendora, approximately 950 feet
south of Sierra Madre Avenue. e point the flow leaves
the project site is identified as Node D in this report. e
flow from Node D is conveyed to a point of confluence
with the balance of the drainage area to the north. is flow
continues south in an unlined channel through existing
residences and across Nursery property to the existing 78inch inlet mentioned above. e capacity of the unlined
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Proposed Hydrology Conditions Plan
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Existing Condition
As a nursery, the project site has little impervious surface.
e Nursery’s administration, operations, and maintenance
buildings, concrete loading docks, paved roads, and
concrete ditches account for a minor amount of impervious
surface. e majority of the site is native soil with the
steeper mountainous portion to the north covered in native
vegetation and the remainder of the flatter areas covered
with nursery container stock. Portions of the nursery stock
sensitive to direct sunlight are covered under screened
awnings that allow rainfall to pass through and are assumed
to be pervious.
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a Node designation. e facility extends in Palm Drive south
to Little Dalton Wash. In the post-development condition,
runoff from this drainage area is incorporated into the other
surrounding drainage areas and reflected in the statistics for
those areas.

Nodes B and D
Existing
Condition
(cfs)
(10 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(NonMitigated)
(10 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(With
Detention)
(10 year)

Existing
Condition
(cfs)
(50 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(NonMitigated)
(50 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(With
Detention)
(50 year)

662

1050

621

1166

1852

835

95

119

34

180

185

39

Area 3: Drainage Area 3 (Node C) is located south of
Sierra Madre Avenue and adjacent to the westerly project
boundary. Drainage Area 3 comprises approximately 88
acres. e drainage from this area flows south to a point just
north of the Lakeview Terrace Condominiums, also known
as the old Rainbow Angling Club. From this low spot,
which is referred to as Node C in this report, runoff flows
into an existing concrete channel that roughly follows the
westerly boundary of the Lakeview Terrace Condominiums
where it terminates into an inlet at Tenth Street. e water
is conveyed in a 48-inch pipe in Tenth Street to Pasadena
Avenue and is part of LACDWP Facility 1601, known as
1601 Line B. e following table summarizes the existing
and developed flows at Node C.
Node C
Existing
Condition
(cfs)
(10 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(NonMitigated)
(10 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(With
Detention)
(10 year)

Existing
Condition
(cfs)
(50 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(NonMitigated)
(50 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(With
Detention)
(50 year)

119

201

110

211

268

129

Area 4: Drainage Area 4 comprises the center portion
of the project site and extends nearly the entire length of
the Nursery property from north to south. e area totals
approximately 183 acres. e upper reach of Drainage
Area 4 contains the two existing LACDPW crib structures
designed to control debris flows. e upper reach of Drainage
Area 4 crosses under Sierra Madre and is conveyed by open
channel to an existing 30-inch inlet north of the Nursery’s
administration building. e 30-inch storm drain is not a
public facility and therefore not referenced in this report with
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Area 5: Drainage Area 5 (Node E) comprises approximately
199 acres in the northwest corner of the Nursery’s property
and largely consists of steep terrain. Drainage Area 5 is a
tributary to Beatty Basin, which connects to an existing 69inch storm drain at Sierra Madre Avenue. e Beatty Basin
is a Los Angeles County Flood Control Facility (LACFC)
and is known as Node E in this report. e following table
summarizes the existing and developed flows at Node E.
Node E
Existing
Condition
(cfs)
(10 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(NonMitigated)
(10 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(With
Detention)
(10 year)

Existing
Condition
(cfs)
(50 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(NonMitigated)
(50 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(With
Detention)
(50 year)

440

440

NA

805

793

NA

Area 6: Drainage Area 6 (Node F) comprises approximately
18 acres in the most northwesterly corner of the Nursery’s
property. is area drains to an existing riser inlet north of
View Crest Drive then into a 27-inch storm drain running
southwest where it joins the 69-inch storm drain in Sierra
Madre Avenue. e project proposes to connect directly to
the existing 69-inch storm drain in Sierra Madre Avenue. is
point of connection is referred to as Node F in this report.
e following table summarizes the existing and developed
flows at Node F.
Node F
Existing
Condition
(cfs)
(10 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(NonMitigated)
(10 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(With
Detention)
(10 year)

Existing
Condition
(cfs)
(50 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(NonMitigated)
(50 year)

Developed
Condition
(cfs)
(With
Detention)
(50 year)

50

62

49

89

100

61
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Proposed Conditions
e proposed development of the Nursery property includes
development and storm drain improvements within each
of the existing drainage boundaries. No development or
improvements are proposed within the City of Glendora
limits, with the exception of diversion channels leading
to a proposed detention facility near the Dhammakaya
International Meditation Center. Five major drainage areas
remain in the developed condition as shown on Proposed
Hydrology Conditions Exhibit. Also depicted are the
proposed backbone storm drain system, preliminary pipe
sizes, and detention basin locations.
e California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los
Angeles Region, by Order No. 01-182 requires Standard
Urban Stormwater Management Plans (SUSMPs), which
minimize impacts from storm water. To comply with this
regulation, development projects must demonstrate that
(1) storm flows in the developed condition do not exceed
the storm flows in the undeveloped condition; and (2)
storm flows in the developed condition do not exceed the
capacity of the storm drain facility. e comparison of
existing and projected storm flows occurs at the receiving
water body. erefore, post-development flow from one
particular drainage area may exceed the existing flow for
that drainage area provided the post-development flow
does not exceed the capacity of the storm drain facility and
the overall post-development project flow does not exceed
the overall existing flow at the receiving water body. For
the Monrovia Nursery development, the receiving water
body is the San Gabriel River.
e evaluation of rainfall runoff for the existing and
developed conditions was modeled using the Los Angeles
County Flood Control (LACFC) MODRAT program.
Available historic information provided data for runoff
assuming a 10-year storm event on some facilities and
50-year event on others. e project evaluation modeled
both the 10-year and 50-year events with the 50-year event
considered the “Capital Flood,” or the maximum level of
protection required.

m

channel is unknown and area residents have reported
periodic flooding. e following table summarizes the
existing and developed flows at Nodes B and D.
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Review of historic data indicates the 30-inch inlet to Facility
1601 at Pasadena Avenue and the railroad (Node A) has
adequate capacity to convey the existing flows. e project
proposes to mitigate developed flows to this inlet with three
detention basins acting in series along the railroad.
Project studies estimate the existing 10-year flows to Node
B (78-inch line at Citrus Avenue and Foothill Boulevard)
to be 662 cfs. e 10-year flows in the developed condition
(unmitigated) are estimated to be 1050 cfs. erefore, the
proposed development will provide sufficient detention
facilities to reduce the projected flows to a rate equal to or less
than the existing flows of 662 cfs. e detention facility will
be located in the southeast portion of the project adjacent to
the Dhammakaya International Meditation Center.
LACDPW has published varying 50-year flow rates for storm
water tributary to Beatty Basin (Node E). ese values vary
from 760 cfs (clear) to 770 cfs (burned). Project studies have
estimated the 50-year existing flow rate at 805 cfs (clear)
and that of the 50-year developed condition as 793 cfs. e
differences in published studies and project studies can be
attributed to differences in methodology, modeling programs
and the accuracy of watershed topography used. e Beatty
Basin is primarily a debris control facility and is assumed
to have no detention storage. e area tributary to Beatty
Basin is proposed to remain largely undeveloped, therefore
differences in tributary flows are considered insignificant.
Developed runoff to Node D is conveyed off site through
an existing neighborhood by means of an open channel. e
detention basin at Node D has the capacity to mitigate the
developed flow to substantially less than that of existing flows.
Developed runoff to Node F exceeds the existing runoff
by approximately 30 percent. erefore, post-development
flows will be detained in the proposed park north of Sierra
Madre Avenue to reduce post-development flows equal to or
less than the existing condition.
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e other opportunity to possibly reduce the amount of
detention occurs in Drainage Area 2. Previous studies by
LACFC in 1990 indicate an existing 10-year flow rate
of 930 cfs was estimated for Node B, instead of the 662
cfs estimated for this hydrology study. If future studies
determine that the capacity of the 78-inch facility at Node
B was sized to accommodate an existing flow of 930 cfs,
it is possible the proposed development may be able to
reduce the amount of detention on-site, provided Node
B has sufficient design capacity to accommodate the
post-development flow and provided that the overall postdevelopment flow is equal or less than the overall existing
flow, measured at discharge into the San Gabriel River.
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Water Quality
e California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los
Angeles Region, by Order No. 01-182 also regulates the
discharge of urban pollutants in stormwater runoff. ese
pollutants may include pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers,
petroleum products, heavy metals, detergents and sediments.
As rainfall flows over urban areas, these pollutants are picked
up and carried to storm drain inlets. ese pollutants are
most concentrated during periods of low flows. erefore,
new developments are required to treat the first 0.75-inch of
storm events, which is known as the first flush.
Order No. 01-182 permits two types of water quality Best
Management Practices (BMPs): flow based treatment and
volumetric treatment. e proposed development project
incorporates both types of treatments. Flow based treatments
are mechanical devices, such as CDS units, usually placed
in the catch basin inlets to treat the first flush. Volumetric
treatments are water quality basins where low flows from
the storm drain system will be diverted and detained in
a vegetated basin for a minimum of 48 hours before reentering the storm drain system. e proposed detention
basins will serve a dual purpose to not only detain peak flows
but also act as water quality basins. ese basins are shown
on the Proposed Hydrology Conditions Plan. erefore,
for the proposed development, catch basins leading to a
vegetated basin will rely on volumetric treatment. Catch
basins feeding directly into off-site storm drain facilities will
rely on flow based treatments.
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In all cases, the proposed detention basins reduce flows in
the developed condition equal to or less than the existing
condition. However, there are two opportunities to reduce
the size or eliminate proposed detention facilities while
maintaining compliance with the SUSMP conditions. One
opportunity occurs in Drainage Area 6. Development in
the most northwesterly portion of the Nursery property will
increase the flow into an existing 69-inch storm drain facility
in Sierra Madre Avenue. If future studies determine that the
existing 69-inch facility in Sierra Madre Avenue has sufficient
capacity to accommodate the increase in flow from this
development area, and the overall post-development flow to
the San Gabriel River is less than the overall existing flow, no
detention facilities for Drainage Area 6 may be required.
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Existing Conditions
Five dry utilities have been identified on the Monrovia
Nursery site as follows:
•
Azusa Light and Water
•
Southern California Edison
•
Verizon (telephone)
•
e Gas Company
•
Charter Communications (cable television)
Azusa Light and Water
Azusa Light and Water maintains power poles distributed
across a portion of the Nursery property. One line extends
a short distance east along the south side of Sierra Madre
Avenue and supplies power to the water district offices and
the residents along Sierra Madre Avenue. Another Azusa
Light and Water line extends from Ninth Street along
the railroad tracks and splits with one line heading east
to Rockvale Avenue, at which point the line turns south,
crosses the tracks, and continues off-site, and the other
line heading north toward the Nursery’s operational and
administrative buildings.
Southern California Edison
Southern California Edison also has several power lines that
cross the project site. Along the north side of Sierra Madre
Avenue, Edison maintains a pole line that extends from
Azusa into Glendora. is is a feeder line rated at 12,000
volts. Edison also maintains an overhead system north of the
railroad tracks aligned with the future extension of Citrus
Avenue. is line serves the Dhammakaya International
Meditation Center and existing off-site residences, and
extends west past the Nursery’s water treatment facilities to a
pump station on the western boundary.
Verizon
e Nursery and Dhammakaya International Meditation
Center are currently served by a private telephone system
hung on existing power poles. However, Verizon does have
facilities in the area. Verizon maintains a 200 pair cable
system that is attached to the Edison pole lines on Sierra
Madre Avenue and serves the existing homes to the east
of the site. Verizon also has facilities on the City of Azusa
power poles on Ninth Street.
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The Gas Company
e Gas Company serves both the Nursery and the
Dhammakaya International Meditation Center through a 3inch standard distribution line that extends from the terminus
of Tenth Street across the site. A gas line also exists in a
portion of Sierra Madre Avenue and serves the existing homes
on the north side of the road.
Charter Communications
Charter Communications provides cable television service to
the area. A coaxial cable is attached to the Edison pole line
that runs the full length of Sierra Madre Avenue and serves
the homes that front onto the roadway. Charter also maintains
aerial facilities that serve the existing homes on the east side
of the Nursery. Adjacent to the western boundary of the site
in Eighth Street, Ninth Street, and Tenth Street, Charter has
established fiber optic cables.
Developed Conditions
Azusa Light and Water
When the Nursery terminates its operations, the majority
of the existing Azusa Light and Water electrical distribution
system can be removed. However two areas with existing
overhead facilities must be maintained to accommodate
non-nursery uses as follows:
§ A pole line located along the south side of Sierra Madre
Avenue currently serves the existing water district offices
and streetlights. Depending on the planned development
of Sierra Madre Avenue, these poles may be maintained
during construction, or relocated as needed.
§ A pole line located north of the railroad tracks and
south of the proposed development must be maintained
during and after development of the site. is pole
line crosses the railroad and therefore permits may be
required from the railroad. Temporary relocation of the
poles may be possible during construction.
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e pole lines discussed above can be used during construction,
but they are inadequate to supply the proposed development.
e City of Azusa has indicated that the existing sub-station
located off Angeleno Avenue has sufficient capacity to serve
the proposed development. However, new underground
distribution lines must be constructed from the substation to
the Nursery property, which is approximately 3,400 feet.
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Verizon
Verizon, the local telephone provider, has facilities on-site
connected to both the Edison and Azusa Light and Water
lines. Attached to the Edison pole line on Sierra Madre
Avenue, Verizon maintains a 200 pair cable system that
serves homes to the east of the site. is system is intended
to be underground in Sierra Madre Avenue in conjunction
with the undergrounding of the Edison line. However, the
overhead line needs to be maintained until the underground
system is energized. Verizon also has a system connected
to the City of Azusa poles on Ninth Street. e Verizon
system transitions to Edison poles in the Glendora portion
of the Nursery property and serves off-site homes. is
eastern system must be maintained during construction
or temporarily rerouted to maintain service to the existing
homes to the east.
e Nursery is served by a private telephone system
extended from the Verizon demarcation point along the
southern site boundary. is private system also extends
to the Dhammakaya International Meditation Center.
Since Verizon does not have a direct link to Dhammakaya
International Meditation Center, a temporary rerouting
will be necessary. e ultimate telephone service to the
development site will require two fiber optic ‘mini huts’ or
controlled environmental vaults (CEV) to be located on-site.
Each hut or CEV will require approximately 16 feet by 20

5 Community Facilities: Dry Utilities

feet of right-of-way for the vault and working space around
the structure.
The Gas Company
e existing 3-inch Gas Company line extends onto the
Nursery property from Tenth Street at standard distribution
pressure. No high-pressure transmission facilities are located
on-site. e Gas Company will rebuild portions of their
system in adjacent streets to accommodate the increased load
from the proposed development. In conjunction with the
realignment of Sierra Madre Avenue, the Gas Company will
install a pipe the length of the roadway to connect a gap in
existing lines.
e existing gas line from Tenth Street also serves the
Dhammakaya International Meditation Center. During
the civil engineering for the development, this line
should be surveyed and identified on the encumbrance
map to determine if the line can be maintained during
construction. If the line cannot be maintained or relocated,
the Dhammakaya International Meditation Center could
be served by operating on propane or by converting
existing appliances to electric power until the permanent
gas line is constructed.
Charter Communications
Charter Communications provides cable television service
in the area. e existing coaxial cable attached to the Edison
pole line along Sierra Madre Avenue will be underground in
conjunction with the realignment of Sierra Madre Avenue.
Additional aerial facilities exist along the western tract
boundary to serve adjacent off-site homes. ese existing
aerial facilities may require modifications to serve the
proposed development. No cable facilities are located on the
pole line along the railroad. In addition, no cable lines serve
the Nursery or the Dhammakaya International Meditation
Center. Charter Communications has existing fiber optic
cable lines adjacent to the western side of the development site
in Eighth, Ninth and Eleventh Streets. ese cables will be
extended by Charter Communications to establish fiber nodes
within the development. Each node will serve approximately
500 homes.
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Southern California Edison
e primary Edison line on-site is located along the north
side of Sierra Madre Avenue and extends the entire east to
west length of the project site. is line is rated at 12,000
volts and is therefore considered a feeder conductor. During
the proposed rerouting of Sierra Madre Avenue, this feeder
line will be placed underground. Since this line is active,
it must be maintained during construction and cannot
be removed until the underground system is installed and
activated in Sierra Madre Avenue. Edison also maintains an
overhead system north of the railroad tracks that extends
along the western Glendora boundary. is system currently
serves the Dhammakaya International Meditation Center
and existing off-site homes. Depending on proposed grade
changes in this area, the temporary rerouting of this line may
be required.
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PUBLIC SERVICES

Fire Protection
e City of Azusa contracts with the Los Angeles County
Fire Department (LACFD) for fire protection services. e
closest fire station to the project site is Fire Station No. 97,
located adjacent to the eastern boundary of the site at 18546
E. Sierra Madre Avenue. is station houses one engine
company and one patrol unit and is staffed with four fire
personnel. Current equipment and staffing are adequate
to serve existing development within Station No. 97’s
service area. Additional engine companies and paramedics
are located at Station No. 32 in Azusa (605 N. Angeleno
Avenue) and Station No. 151 in Glendora (231 West
Mountain View Avenue).
e portion of the project site located north of the existing
Sierra Madre Avenue alignment is designated as Fire Zone
IV by the LACFD, which is a very high fire hazard area.
e City of Azusa General Plan Seismic Safety/Public
Safety Element designates the brush covered hillside areas
of the project site as either “extreme risk” or “high risk,”
depending on topography and proximity to residential
development. South of Sierra Madre Avenue, the fire hazards
are considered “low risk.”
erefore, the following Fire Safety Standards for the
Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan apply to the high fire hazard
areas north of Sierra Madre Avenue and are designed to
reduce the risk of a significant loss of property in the event an
uncontrolled wildfire was to occur in the area. ese standards
include provisions for the construction period, occupancy
period, and for ongoing maintenance throughout the life of
the project. ese standards are subject to review and approval
of site specific plans for all fire protection components, prior
to construction, by the City of Azusa and LACFD.

Fire Station
LACFD Station No. 97 is the primary station to serve the
proposed Specific Plan development. e LAFCD has
indicated that they have sufficient equipment to serve the
proposed development on the Monrovia Nursery site within
response times acceptable to the Department. However, the
LAFCD has indicated a desire to move Station No. 97 to
meet the following goals.

Road Requirements
e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan roadway system will
be public. Local streets without parking and local streets
with parking on one side measure 28 feet from curb to
curb. Local streets with parking on both sides measure 32
feet from curb to curb. Road grades will not exceed 10
percent and the roads will be designed consistent with City
standards.

•

Prior to recordation of the final tract map, a traffic calming
and roundabout plan will be submitted to the Los Angeles
County Fire Department for approval. e plan will provide
typical cross-sections showing the roundabouts on Sierra
Madre Avenue and Palm Drive.

Buildings

Habitable buildings will have non-combustible address
numbers 4 inches high, 1 inch wide, and not less than 1⁄2
inch in stroke. Numbers will be clearly visible to emergency
equipment for a distance of not less than 100 feet. Numbers
will be either reflective on a contrasting background or
lighted and will be installed between 6 to 8 feet above grade.
Roads

•

•
•

Relocate the fire station outside of the Sierra Madre
Fault Setback Zone.
Improve access to the station thereby eliminating the
need to back equipment in to the station from Sierra
Madre Avenue.
Find a new station location proximate to the existing
station.
Separate the station from new residential uses.

Monrovia Nursery and the LACFD have agreed to enter
into a financial agreement to apply the development
impact fees for the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan toward
the Department’s acquisition and/or construction of a
new station. e location for the new station is proposed
immediately west of existing Station No. 97, northwest of
the proposed traffic circle on Sierra Madre Avenue. e pad
is located outside of the Sierra Madre Fault Setback Zone.
Access to the pad can be taken from both Sierra Madre
Avenue and a small residential roadway, which allows for a
pass-through station design and eliminates the need to back
equipment. Finally, the station is located close to the existing
station so service area boundaries should not be disrupted.
In place of the existing station would be slope and trail
head parking for the Garcia Trail. ere will be residential
development.

Street Radius

No street will have a curvature radius less than 80 feet
measured at centerline, except for knuckles, which measure
41 feet.
Cul-de-sacs

Cul-de-sacs will not exceed 1,200 feet in length. Cul-de-sacs
will be 76 feet in diameter with a minimum 38-foot turning
radius. Fire hydrants will be located at street entrance and
cul-de-sac bulb entrance as well as every 600 feet.
Driveways

Driveways leading from the streets to the structures will be
paved with A.C. or concrete a minimum of 12 feet in width
with a grade no greater than 15 percent and no vegetative
canopy. Driveways over 150 feet in length, as measured from
the curb to the structure, shall be 20 feet wide.
Water Tank Access

Access to the new Beatty Reservoir will be provided by a 12foot-wide minimum paved access road. e gradient of the
access road will not exceed 20 percent.

Street signs will be located at each intersection and will be
clearly visible to emergency vehicles for 100 feet. e signs
will have 4-inch high letters and/or numbers, 1 inch wide,
with at least 1⁄2 inch stroke. e letters and numbers will be
reflective on a contrasting background. e street signs will be
mounted 6 to 8 feet above grade on non-combustible poles.
Fire Protection Water Supply
Two new water reservoirs located north of Sierra Madre
Avenue will provide water storage capacity on the project
site. Preliminary estimates identify a 1.2 million gallon
(MG) water tank, known as the Beatty Reservoir, located
above the development at the 1,023-foot elevation. A second
reservoir, known as the Nursery Expansion Reservoir and
located north of Sierra Madre Avenue, will provide an
estimated 4.0 MG of storage for the 830-foot pressure zone.
e two new reservoirs will be fire resistive, meet National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 22 standards, and have
an approved fire hydrant within 25 feet and located on the
discharge main.
Installation of the two new water reservoirs on the project
site will link and provide access to the remainder of the
City’s water system. erefore, for domestic use and
emergency purposes, the project site has access to maximum
19 MG of stored water at reservoir HWL and 6 active
wells with a production capacity of 21.0 MG per day. e
following list details the available water capacity to serve the
project site.

Road Names

All roads will be designated by names approved by the City
of Azusa and not in conflict with other street names.

5 Community Facilities: Public Services
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All habitable structures will have an address number.
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Capacity

Beatty Reservoir

1.2 mg

Nursery Expansion Reservoir

4.0 mg

Mountain Cove Reservoir

1.0 mg

Heck Reservoir

4.0 mg

Sierra Madre Reservoir

1.5 mg

Dalton Reservoir

2.0 mg

Hilltop Reservoir

0.6 mg

South Reservoir

2.5 mg

North Reservoir

3.0 mg

Total

19.8 mg

e reservoir capacities listed above are at maximum HWL.
e capacities of Beatty Reservoir and Nursery Expansion
Reservoir are proposed, subject to final approval by ALW.
e two new water reservoirs associated with development
of the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan were sized to provide
1,250 gallons per minute (gpm) for two hours at 20 psi for
the single family detached housing and 2,500 gpm for two
hours for single family attached housing.
Water distribution mains for fire protection will be a looped
system, except for those homes located in the 1,300-foot
pressure zone, which will have a closed system. e proposed
main lines will be a minimum of 8-inch diameter and sized
properly to deliver the required fire flow to all portions
of the project at adequate residual pressures to serve fire
hydrants during periods of peak domestic demand (absolute
minimum residual PSI will be 30). A gate valve will be
provided between the main and the hydrant.
§ Dead-end mains have been avoided where possible.
§ Sectional valves will be provided every 500 feet in fire
water mains.
§ e system has been designed to withstand the credible
earthquake and flood.
§ Fire service mains, valves and appurtenances will be UL
listed or FM approved for fire protection.

Hydrants will be spaced 600 feet apart on each street, on
the right side of the expected response route, within 12 to
24 inches from the curb with no parking 15 feet on both
sides. Hydrants will be a minimum 8 feet from native, nonirrigated vegetation. Outlets will be at least 18 inch above
grade. Blue dot markers will be provided in the street to
identify hydrant locations.
Hydrants will be located every 1,000 feet on private roads
without structures, within the project site. Hydrants will be
set on a 3 foot by 3 foot by 1 foot pad to prevent build up of
vegetation. Crash posts will be provided where necessary.
Final location of the hydrants shall be shown on a plan
approved by the LACFD.
Fire Alarms
All habitable structures will have an approved smoke
detection system in compliance with the fire code and NFPA
standards.
Utility Lines
e electrical distribution lines will be installed
underground.
Building Construction
e following building construction standards meet
LACFD Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone (Fire Zone
4) standards, and apply to the structures located adjacent to
wildland areas and the next adjacent structures.
Walls

Structures will be constructed with stucco masonry exterior
walls from the foundation to the underside of the roof
sheathing. ose structures will also contain metal garage
doors and/or solid core doors in order to achieve one-hour
exterior protection in accordance with the UBC.
Glazing

Fire hydrants will comply with the standards of the LACFD
and have at least one 4 inch and one 2 1⁄2 inch connection.
e street connection of the hydrant and the main will be 6
inch. Each fire hydrant will provide 1,250 GPM at least 20
PSI when flowed individually.
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Glazing in windows, doors, and skylights, will be double
pane glass. Sliding glass doors will be tempered. Glazing
directly facing steep slopes, wildland open space areas, and
fuel modification zones will be double paned and tempered.
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Eaves

Structures located adjacent to wildland areas and the
next adjacent structures, will have eaves and overhangs
constructed of the same fire resistive rating for the exterior
walls and enclosed (boxed in), without vents.
Roofing

All roofs on all structures will be rated as Class “A” system.
No wood roofs shall be allowed, notwithstanding rating.
e ends of roofs will be firestopped to preclude entry of
flame or embers.
Trellises, Balconies, Patio Covers, Decks

Trellises, balconies, patio covers, decks, gazebos, etc. must
be of one-hour fire resistive construction, heavy timber, or
noncombustible and cannot overhang slopes. No canvas
awnings will be allowed.
Vents

Structures located adjacent to wildland areas and the next
adjacent structures will not have eave vents, and attic vents
will be located on the side of the structure facing away from
the wildland areas. Vents will not exceed 144 square inches
each and will be covered with one quarter inch mesh metal
screen that is noncombustible and corrosion resistant.
Chimney

Every chimney or vent attached to any solid, liquid,
or liquid fuel burning devise will be equipped with an
approved, properly installed spark arrestor consisting of 12
gauge welded or woven wire mesh screen with openings 1⁄2
inch across. e arrestor will be mounted in a vertical or
near vertical position, visible from grade and not within 10
feet of vegetation or obstructions.
Attics

Combustible kraft-type insulation paper is prohibited in
attics.

areas will provide firefighter access gates and display the
street name and address.
Fuel Management Zones
A specific fuel modification plan will be prepared and
submitted to the LACFD, prior to issuance of building
permits, to implement the concepts set forth in this plan
and to comply with the intent of LACFD Fuel Management
Guidelines, as applicable to the project site. e plan will
identify specific existing conditions and develop specific
strategies to achieve the goals of each zone. ese strategies
will also take into consideration environmental issues and
impacts to sensitive habitat or species. e overall fuel
modification objective is to slow down fire spread and reduce
flame heights while protecting habitat and open space areas,
and preventing erosion.
Defensible Space

All structures will be separated from wildland areas by a 20foot flat area, or as otherwise approved by the LACFD.
Zone A (within 10 feet of all sides of the perimeter
structures adjacent to wildland areas)

is zone is to be maintained by removing and clearing
away the flammable vegetation and combustible growth as
identified in the LACFD Fuel Management Guidelines.
Vegetation should include low profile fire resistive bedding
plants, low shrubs, flowers, and fire resistive groundcover.
Irrigated lawns are permitted.
Zone B (11 feet to 50 feet from all sides of the perimeter
structures adjacent to wildland areas)

is zone is to be maintained by removing and clearing
away the flammable vegetation and combustible growth as
identified in the LACFD Fuel Management Guidelines.
Individual specimens of properly spaced, maintained, and
irrigated trees and ornamental shrubs may be planted.
Vegetation should be spaced to provide 10’ between shrubs
and mature tree canopies. Trees must be kept limbed up.
is should be an irrigated wet zone.

Fences

No wood fences are allowed in Fire Zone IV. Fences will be
masonry or noncombustible. Fencing adjacent to open space

m

Reservoir Site
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individual area must be examined to determine if alternate
fuel modification techniques should be employed to meet
LACFD requirements.

§
§

Zone C: (51 feet to 150 feet from all sides of the perimeter
structures adjacent to wildland areas)

§

e objective is to reduce flame height and slow down fire
spread by thinning, removing, pruning, and crushing, etc.
No chamise or sage will be permitted within any zone. No
manzanita, conifers, eucalyptus, cypress, juniper, palm or
acacia trees may be within any fuel management zones.
inning in slope areas that are greater than 2:1 require
extra care. In these areas special care must be taken to
retain root structures to prevent surface erosion. Each
individual area must be examined to determine if alternate
fuel modification techniques should be employed to meet
LACFD requirements.
Roadside Clearance

All roads adjacent to wildland areas shall have at least 100feet of fuel modification on the perimeter of the road, of
which the first 20 feet must consist of irrigated Zone B.
Project Construction Phase

During the grading and building phase of the project, the
following preventative measures will be adhered to:
§ Control all vehicle access to eliminate non-constructionrelated vehicles on-site.
§ Provide for fire safety inspection and administration
during grading. All vehicle engines and motors used on
the site will have adequate spark arresting devices.
§ Provide and maintain all weather access subject to
LACFD approval during all construction phases.
§ Provide operational fire hydrants and water system
at building sites prior to combustible construction
materials arriving at the construction site. System shall
be to LACFD approval.
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Ongoing Vegetation Management

An approved and legally constituted Homeowner’s
Association or Maintenance District will be established
to maintain all vegetation in fuel management zones and
along roads, on an ongoing basis, to LACFD approval. e
Association or Maintenance District will be sufficiently
funded on a mandatory basis and have the authority to
enforce all Fire Protection standards.
All lots will have restrictive C.C.& R.’s (subject to the
approval of the City of Azusa) which must be accepted
by each lot owner as a condition of title and reflect these
standards and all LACFD requirements.
e LACFD or an authorized Wildland Fire Safety
consultant will perform annual inspections prior to the
fire season to assure ongoing compliance with vegetation
management requirements.
Plans and Inspections
All plans for vegetation management, roads, water systems,
hydrants, fire protection systems, structures, and alarm
systems will be submitted to the LACFD, City of Azusa
Building Department, and other applicable agencies for
review and approval, prior to construction.

Zone B - Thinning Zone
Zone B - Fuel Thinning Zone
Fuel Modification Plan
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is “Fuel inning Zone” zone requires the maintenance of
an additional fuel reduction area extending to 150 feet from
all buildings. Fuel reduction techniques may include removal,
pruning, thinning, multi-cutting, mulching, chipped biomass
and multi-cut biomass as approved by LACFD.

Provide a reliable method for calling 911 on-site.
Install fuel management zones prior to the presence or
storage of combustible materials within 500 feet of the
wildland areas.
Portable fire extinguishers, 5-gallon water can type,
and shovels will be provided at locations approved by
LACFD.
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POLICE SERVICES

Police service is provided by the Azusa Police Department.
e Department operates from the main facility at 725
North Alameda Avenue. e facility was renovated in 1999,
and is considered adequate to accommodate a Citywide
build-out population of approximately 63,500 persons. e
Department has 60 sworn officers, 10 reserve officers, 31
civilian employees, 15 crossing guards, and 8 volunteers. e
sworn population ratio is approximately 1.35 sworn officers
for each 1,000 residents. Response times for priority one
calls are currently averaging 3.03 minutes per call.
Development of the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan will
increase the City’s population by approximately 4,375
residents. To maintain the existing ratio of 1.35 sworn
officers per 1,000 residents, five additional sworn officers
should be added to the Department.

SCHOOLS

e Monrovia Nursery property lies within the jurisdictional
boundaries of the Azusa Unified School District (AUSD).
AUSD provides educational services to grades kindergarten
through 12. Existing AUSD schools that could serve the
Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan include Dalton Elementary,
Lee Elementary, Powell Elementary, Foothill Middle School,
Slauson Middle School, and Azusa High School.
Development of the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan will
increase the number of students attending AUSD schools.
To offset this increase in students, the proposed Specific
Plan includes a 9-acre school site and 5.5-acre joint use park
facility. e Monrovia Nursery Company and AUSD have
entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
that provides details on the size and timing of construction
of the school. e school would be financed entirely by the
proposed development and its new residents.

PARKS AND RECREATION

Section 66477 of the State’s Subdivision Map Act (which is
also known as the Quimby Act) places a limit on the amount
of parkland dedications/in-lieu fees that the City can require
from developers of new subdivisions. is limit is 3-acres per
1,000 population because the City’s current ratio of parkland
to population is below three acres per 1,000 residents. e
City’s “Master Plan of Local Parks” establishes a parkland
standard of 3.5 acres per 1,000 residents. While not an
absolute standard, the City’s “Master Plan of Local Parks”
provides a desirable planning standard.
e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan provides parkland
for a variety of uses. Certain parks are designed for active
recreation, while others are designed as passive view parks.
Several parks are designed to be natural parks and others are
more formal urban parks. By varying the size and type, the
Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan provides formative parkland
to serve a diverse community. e following is a summary
and quantification of the proposed park system.
Community Parks:
5.50 acres
Neighborhood Parks:
6.64 acres
View Park:
0.07 acre
Arroyo Park:
9.13 acres
Trail/Greenbelt:
4.01 acres
Promenade:
1.14 acres
Transit Plaza:
1.00 acre
Private Recreation Center 2.1 acres
Total:
29.59 acres

acres, in excess of both the Quimby Act requirement and the
City’s “Master Plan of Local Parks” planning standard.
In addition to physical parkland, both the Quimby Act
and the City’s “Master Plan of Local Parks” allow for
additional parkland credits. e Quimby Act states “if the
subdivider provides park and recreational improvements to
the dedicated land, the value of the improvements together
with any equipment located thereon shall be a credit against
the payment of fees or dedication of land required by the
ordinance.” e City’s “Master Plan of Local Parks” also
recognizes that partial credit should be provided for public
school facilities.
e 29.6 acres of park and recreation facilities does not include
any credits for the 9.0-acre public school and its play fields, or
the value of improvement costs to all of the parks. e total
amount of parkland credit is understated in comparison to both
State and local standards.

LIBRARY

e current demand for library services has pushed the
City’s existing library beyond its capacity. e City has
recognized the need to expand and modernize its library
and has already addressed this need as part of its General
Plan update process. An approximately 65,000 square
foot, two-story library building is proposed adjacent to the
existing Civic Center.

e latest Department of Finance figures indicate that the
average number of persons per household in Azusa is 3.5.
erefore, based on 1,250 homes, the Monrovia Nursery
Specific Plan will generate 4,375 new residents. In accordance
with the Quimby Act requirement of 3 acres per 1,000
residents, a total of 13.1 acres of parkland is required. In
accordance with the City’s planning standard of 3.5 acres per
1,000 residents, a total of 15.3 acres of parkland is desired.
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e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan provides 29.6 acres of
park and recreation amenities. For purposes of determining
compliance with the Quimby Act, the City assigned credits
for each park and recreation amenity. e total “park credits”
allocated to the Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan is 18.39
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CHAPTER 6
SPECIFIC PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION
e Monrovia Nursery Company intends to sell the
property prior to implementation of the Specific Plan. A
master developer and/or one or more homebuilders are the
likely purchaser(s) of the project site and will be responsible
to implement the Specific Plan. Implementation of the
Specific Plan most likely will be sequenced or phased.
erefore, implementing the Specific Plan over several years
by potentially several different parties requires detailed
coordination among the parties and the City.

6 Specific Plan Implementation
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Prior to the recordation of a subdivision map, except
map(s) for financing purposes only, the owner or master
developer of the property must submit to the Community
Development Director and the City Engineer a
Development and Infrastructure Phasing Plan. e purpose
of this plan is to provide a “roadmap” for the City that
outlines when development will occur; when infrastructure
and plan amenities will be installed; when conditions
or approval will be implemented; and the allocation of
responsibilities among the various parties.
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APPENDIX A

Relationship to Applicable Plans and Policies
e City of Azusa General Plan is the primary policy
planning document that provides the framework for
management and utilization of the City’s physical, economic
and human resources. e General Plan consists of nine
elements: Land Use, Circulation, Scenic Highways,
Housing, Seismic Safety/Public Safety, Conservation,
Open Space, Noise and Community Design Elements.
Each element contains goals, policies and implementation
measures to guide development within the City. e
Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan is consistent with the goals
and policies of the General Plan as amended as discussed in
Appendix B, General Plan Consistency.
e City of Azusa is in the process of updating its entire
General Plan. is Specific Plan was prepared on a parallel
track with the City’s current General Plan Update and is
consistent with the Guiding Principles of the General Plan
Update. Consistency with these Guiding Principles is also
discussed in Appendix B, General Plan Consistency.

Appendix: General Plan Consistency

City of Azusa Zoning Ordinance

e City of Azusa Zoning Ordinance is the primary
implementation tool for the goals and policies of the City’s
General Plan. For this reason, the Zoning Map must be
consistent with the General Plan Land Use Map. e Zoning
Ordinance provides regulations for the logical and orderly
development of the City.
e Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan establishes
comprehensive guidance and regulations for development
for this property. e Specific Plan, upon its adoption by
the City, serves as the zoning standards for development
within the Specific Plan area and supersedes the provisions
of the Zoning Ordinance, except in instances where the
Specific Plan remains silent on a specific issue. e zoning
designation of the Specific Plan area is SP-6.
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California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)

Pursuant to local and State CEQA guidelines, the City of
Azusa prepared an initial study in 2001, which determined
that this project may have significant environmental impacts,
and therefore an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was
warranted. An EIR was prepared which identified potential
project impacts and included recommended mitigation
measures to lessen these impacts. e EIR addresses the
potential environmental impacts associated with the Specific
Plan, and is intended to cover future development projects,
site plans, tentative tract maps, parcel maps, and any other
development processed in conformance with the Monrovia
Nursery Specific Plan. Future development projects that
are consistent with the Specific Plan will require either no
further environmental documentation or, in special cases,
focused environmental analysis and action as determined in
Section 15162 of the CEQA guidelines.

m

City of Azusa General Plan
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Relationship To The General Plan

A Specific Plan must, by law, be in conformance or
consistent with the General Plan for that area. e
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research defines
consistency with a General Plan as “a program or project
that will further the objectives and policies of the General
Plan and not obstruct their attainment.” e Monrovia
Nursery property is currently designated Rural Density
Residential in the City’s General Plan. In conjunction with
the proposed Specific Plan, a General Plan Amendment is
being processed to designate the site SP (Specific Plan).
Two years ago the City of Azusa initiated its General Plan
Update through a series of meetings known as “Citizens
Congress.” In this planning effort, Azusans, local business
owners, and the City’s staff and elected officials have worked
together to determine the core community values and a
vision for the City that will guide its growth and development
for the next 25 years. e Citizens Congress had focused
discussion on the Nursery property and established Guiding
Principles for its development. As described in Section One,
the Specific Plan is consistent with the vision and Guiding
Principles established by the Citizen’s Congress.
As required by state law, the second section provides an
assessment of consistency with the City’s goals and objectives
of the current General Plan. e framework for this
assessment is the list of the City’s goals and objectives drawn
from the Land Use, Circulation, Scenic Highways, Housing,
Seismic Safety/Public Safety, Conservation, Open Space,
Noise, and Community Design and Historic Preservation
Elements of the General Plan. e goals and objectives are
presented in bold type. e discussion following the goals
and objectives (in non-bold print) outlines the Specific Plan’s
conformance to these goals and objectives.
An environmental impact report (EIR) has been prepared to
assess the potential environmental impacts associated with
the proposed Specific Plan. In many cases the EIR contains
mitigation measures that are consistent with the goals and
objectives of the General Plan. Instead of repeating the
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mitigation measures in this chapter of the Specific Plan, the
Specific Plan EIR is referenced as part of this consistency
analysis.

•

Section One-Monrovia Nursery Guiding
Principles
Guiding Principle #1
Natural & Community Environment

Vision: Protect the foothills, preserve natural habitat and
terrain and integrate nature into future development and use.
Enhance the existing fabric of Azusa neighborhoods with new
development integrated into the rest of the community by
open access and compatible neighborhood design:
• Natural and historic flow of water enhances the area
• Historic resources are preserved with the development
• Public and private views are protected and development
is compatible with surrounding neighborhoods and uses,
including the Dhammakaya International Meditation
Center
e Specific Plan celebrates the natural and community
environment.
• e foothills are preserved and the existing biological
resources are protected. e development plan does not
extend beyond existing Nursery operations, ensuring
protection of the foothills by preserving almost 204
acres of natural open space.
• e land plan provides a drainage arroyo in the general
location of the historic canyon that drained the foothills.
e arroyo will convey storm flows, contain natural
riparian habitat, provide bio-filtration to treat urban
pollutants, and include a trail system connecting to the
Garcia Trail.
• e land plan maximizes the number of connections to
the City. Furthermore, the realignment of Sierra Madre
Avenue includes a linear park and trail connecting to the
City and the arroyo trail.
• e romantic bent grid design of the Park
neighborhoods minimizes landform alteration by
incorporating the existing topography into the land
plan. Furthermore, the bent grid causes roof and
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front elevation movement minimizing the view of one
continuous row of homes.
Historic resources, such as the Covina Canal and the
Vosburg House, are being preserved to the extent
feasible. While the potable water in the Covina Canal
will be placed in an underground pipe, the open
channel canal structure will remain and possibly carry
storm runoff. e Vosburg House will remain on
site and continue to function as Monrovia Nursery’s
headquarters. e Specific Plan EIR includes an
assessment and mitigation measures for the cultural
resources on-site.
e Specific Plan is compatible with surrounding land
uses and creates new great neighborhoods that benefit
the entire community. Existing land uses are buffered.
e Dhammakaya International Meditation Center
is buffered on the west by the Vosburg House; on the
south by a roadway and landscaped detention facility;
and on the north and east by a landscaped slope. e
homes backing onto the Nursery in the Nob Hill
neighborhood are buffered by a landscaped drainage
course. e homes in Glendora that back onto the
Nursery are buffered by a park and landscaped slopes.
e homes that currently take access from Sierra Madre
Avenue will be provided with new public access.

•

•

•

Guiding Principle #2
Quality Neighborhoods & Homes

Vision: Maintain Azusa’s family-oriented community
identity by offering a diversity of home ownership
opportunities, reflecting traditional neighborhood patterns:
• Dominant housing type is single-family detached homes
attractive to middle and upper income home buyers
• Architectural styles and features draw on historic
patterns and scale
• High quality construction, home design, and
neighborhood amenities promote well-being and
maintain value

•

•
e Specific Plan has been designed as an extension of
Azusa’s family-oriented traditional neighborhoods.
• e Specific Plan has a number of neighborhoods
each based on planning principles that have held value
over time. e world-renown landscape architect and

m
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planner, Frederick Law Olmstead, pioneered these
principles. e Park neighborhoods are based on a
romantic bent grid network formed around parks. e
Village Core neighborhood is designed as an activity
center focused around the arroyo and private recreation
facility. e Promenade District is patterned after the
great walking streets of the world. Examples of local
communities that were planned around these principles
include Palos Verdes Estates, Beverly Hills. and the Vista
Bonita neighborhood in Azusa.
e Park neighborhoods constitutes 16.9 percent of the
Nursery property while the Village Core neighborhood
and Promenade District constitute 2.1 percent and
7.5 percent respectively. Both the Village Core and the
Garden Court neighborhood in the Promenade District
allow for detached rear-loaded housing.
In the Park neighborhoods, Village Core, and
Promenade District, all streets have parkway separated
sidewalks and street trees, and a majority of the streets
open onto parks. ese amenities are shared by everyone
in the community.
Architecture in all neighborhoods de-emphasizes the
garage. e living portion of the homes are pulled
forward toward the street with outdoor living space
such as porches, stoops, and balconies. is architectural
design encourages neighborhood interaction, a
pedestrian lifestyle, and promotes safety by allowing for
“eyes on the street.”
e architecture in all neighborhoods is based on
heritage architecture from the San Gabriel Valley.
Examples include Spanish Colonial, Craftsman,
European Cottage, American Traditional, Monterey,
and American Farmhouse. e Specific Plan identifies
elements for each style that make the style accurate
and recognizable. e Specific Plan promotes the
“Simple House” concept, which encourages simple plan
forms and elevations that reduce costs while providing
authentic architectural form and massing.
e Specific Plan identifies a variety of housing
products that range in size and price. Furthermore,
the Promenade District has seven different building
typologies. is variety in housing types, sizes, and
prices provides homeownership opportunities for a
variety of people in different stages of homeownership.
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e Specific Plan includes housing products for the
middle to upper income buyer. In the Promenade
District, housing prices are anticipated to range from
the low to high $200,000s. e Village Core may
see housing prices from the mid-$200,000s to over
$300,000. In the Park neighborhoods housing prices are
expected to begin in the low $300,000s and extend well
above $500,000.
Central to all neighborhoods is a landscape plan that
incorporates great landscape design which will improve
the value of the homes within the community.

Guiding Principle # 3
Mobility & Mix of Uses

Vision: Create a walkable business campus adjacent to a
future Gold Line light rail stop, blended and connected
with adjacent residential neighborhoods and the emerging
University District to the south:
• Campus-style office space suitable for high-tech,
corporate or institutional users
• A shared neighborhood core with small-scale retail/
service businesses for transit riders, business park
employees and surrounding residents
• Compatible townhomes and apartments
e Promenade District creates a mixed-use neighborhood
that promotes transit, commerce, and high-quality
residential development.
• e Specific Plan incorporates space near Citrus Avenue
for a future light rail transit station.
• A transit plaza is planned adjacent to the light rail
station as a formal park and inviting gathering place
surrounded by transit-oriented retail.
• Mixed use, live/work, and three-story residential are the
land uses planned around the transit center to create the
community of persons who will embody the vision of a
transit-oriented district.
• e transit plaza anchors the Promenade, which is
a great walking street that connects the plaza to the
residences of the Promenade District.
• e residences in the Promenade District are planned as
for-sale housing only.
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Guiding Principle # 4
Green Spaces & Public Uses

Vision: Build on the green and open character of the natural
setting and history by incorporating passive green space and
active recreational facilities. Incorporate abundant public
and neighborhood-serving facilities such as schools, childcare, and gathering places:
• A system of neighborhood parks to serve local residents
and larger parks as a resource for the entire community
• Comprehensive trail system for walking, hiking, and
biking
• Distinctive landscaping/greenery/greenbelts/trees
• Hillside open space
Azusa’s heritage is tied to the San Gabriel Canyon and
Mountains. e Specific Plan fosters that heritage through
a series of parks, open space, and trail connections that will
incorporate landscape commemorative of the Nursery and
great botanic gardens of the world.
• e arroyo provides a spiritual, visual, and physical
connection through the new community to the
mountains. e arroyo is a natural corridor located in
the general location of a historic drainage canyon. e
arroyo will function has a natural park with riparian
habitat and a trail system connecting to the Garcia
Trail. e trail system will pass underneath Sierra Madre
Avenue.
• Parks were used to form and create the land plan instead
of being an afterthought. e Park neighborhoods
are designed to provide parks within the line of sight
and within a five-minute walk from each home in the
neighborhood.
• e Specific Plan provides for a variety of parks. Some
parks are designed with ballfields and turf area for active
recreation. Other parks are more passive in nature
designed for viewing and sitting. Along Sierra Madre
Avenue a linear park provides both view opportunities
and trail connections between Azusa, the arroyo trail,
and Glendora. e Promenade includes a walkwaystyled park, community gathering opportunities, and
spectacular landscape. In total 27.5 acres of public park
will be dedicated to serve both the existing and new
members of the City of Azusa.
• e trail system is an important part of the land
plan. Every street has parkway-separated sidewalks to
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promote pedestrian activity. e realignment of Sierra
Madre Avenue will include a new linear park and trail
providing a trail connection between the City of Azusa
and Glendora. e arroyo includes a trail providing
north/south access throughout all the neighborhoods.
Furthermore, the Promenade District is designed as a
walking district.
In addition to public parks, the Specific Plan includes
a 2.1-acre private recreation facility. is facility will
provide a community room, pool, and other recreational
amenities.
e Specific Plan celebrates the heritage of the Nursery
by incorporating botanical garden themes and historic
references to Nursery plantings.
A Great Park consisting of an Arroyo, 9.0-acre public
school and 5.5-acre joint use park anchor the system of
parks. e school is designed to accommodate students
from kindergarten through eighth grade.
e Specific Plan does not extend beyond existing
nursery operations and allows for almost 204 acres of
natural open space to be preserved in the foothills.

•

•

•

General Plan Land Use Element

Primary Community-Wide Land Use Goals

1. Provide an orderly, functional, and compatible land use
pattern to guide the future growth and development of
Azusa and its planning area.
2. Ensure that the type, amount, design and pattern of all
land uses throughout the City and planning area serve
to protect and enhance the character and image of Azusa
as a desirable residential urban community.
3. Provide for an orderly pattern of future development
and change throughout the City that will be both
compatible with and beneficial to existing land uses
and which will ensure residents of a desirable urban
environment in which to live, work, shop and play.
4. Allow development in the San Gabriel Mountain’
foothills only when proper consideration has been
shown for all environmental and safety factors.

•

•

Time-honored planning principles of the worldrenown landscape architect and planner, Frederick Law
Olmstead, are the foundation for the neighborhoods.
e Park neighborhoods are based on a romantic bent
grid network formed around parks. e Village Core
neighborhood is designed as an activity center focused
around the arroyo and private recreation facility. e
Promenade District neighborhoods are patterned after
the great walking streets of the world. Examples of
communities that were planned around these principles
include Palos Verdes Estates, Beverly Hills, and the Vista
Bonita neighborhood in Azusa.
e Specific Plan maximizes the number of connections
to the adjoining neighborhoods. Roadway connections
are provided at View Crest Drive, Sierra Madre Avenue,
Tenth Street,* Ninth Street, Palm Drive and Citrus
Avenue. Furthermore, the realignment of Sierra Madre
Avenue includes a linear park and trail connecting the
City to the arroyo trail and the City of Glendora.
Parks were used to form and create the Specific
Plan instead of being an afterthought. e Park
neighborhoods are designed to provide parks within
the line of sight and within a five-minute walk from the
residential neighborhoods.
e Specific Plan provides for a variety of parks. Some
parks are designed with ballfields and turf area for active
recreation. Other parks are more passive in nature
designed for viewing and sitting. Along Sierra Madre
Avenue a linear park provides both view opportunities
and trail connections between Azusa, the arroyo trail,
and Glendora. e Promenade includes a walkwaystyled park, community gathering opportunities, and
spectacular gardens. In total 27.5 acres of public parks
will be dedicated to serve both the existing and new
members of the City of Azusa.
e trail system is an important part of the Specific
Plan. Every street has parkway-separated sidewalks to
promote pedestrian activity. e realignment of Sierra
Madre Avenue will include a new linear park and
trail providing a trail connection between the City of

e Specific Plan includes great neighborhoods designed to
complement and enhance the surrounding neighborhoods
of Azusa.
* The 10th Street extension will be studied further.
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Section Two
Residential Land Use Goals
1. Encourage the maintenance and conservation of
existing single-family homes and the preservation of
existing low-density neighborhoods throughout the
community.
2. Provide for a well-balanced variety of housing
arrangements, opportunities and densities, each
appropriately located with references to topography,
traffic and circulation, community facilities, and
aesthetic consideration.
3. Ensure the development of school, park, and other
necessary public facilities well related to residential
neighborhoods.
4. Encourage only additional residential development that
is necessary to replace older deteriorated housing stock
and to provide for the natural increase in population,
but not to encourage higher densities that will
stimulate population growth.
5. Encourage the assemblage of small lots into larger
parcels to maximize land use efficiency in areas
permitting higher densities.
Supporting Objectives

•

•
•
•

•

•
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To encourage programs or citizens’ efforts that
are directed toward neighborhood or community
beautification and improvement.
To encourage a full range of public improvements and
services to all residential neighborhoods.
To encourage a continuing program of community
preservation and rehabilitation.
To provide for a distribution of population through
the use of a variety of densities and housing types
throughout the City in order to avoid undesirable and
inefficient concentrations of the population in any one
location of the community.
To encourage the development of residences for all
economic segments of the City and to also encourage
the ownership of these units in order to increase
neighborhood stability.
To ensure that all residential development proposals
include an adequate and detailed analysis of the impact
on the entire community and of the community’s
ability to sustain it, in terms of provision of such
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factors as adequate access, off-street parking, reasonable
demands on utilities and public facilities, and others
that might affect residential or community quality.
To ensure that all new development is compatible with
the Circulation Element and existing street system and
that the system will adequately handle the expected
traffic increase.

e Specific Plan provides a variety of new housing types,
sizes, and prices formed around public open space and parks.
• e Specific Plan identifies a variety of housing products
throughout the community that range in size and price.
Furthermore, the Promenade District has seven different
building typologies. is variety in housing types, sizes,
and prices provides homeownership opportunities for a
variety of people in different stages of homeownership.
• e higher density housing types surround the
transit station to create a bustling, walkable transit
neighborhood. e transit neighborhood is located
in the southeast portion of the site adjacent to
Citrus Avenue. e topography is more conducive
to a pedestrian friendly district and a commuter rail
stop in this location but would not preclude rail
stops in downtown Azusa and downtown Glendora.
Furthermore, this location would promote transit use
by Citrus College and Azusa Pacific University students.
e transit neighborhood is linked to the rest of the
Promenade District by a formal linear park that serves as
a gathering spot and pedestrian way.
• e Specific Plan includes housing products for the
middle to upper income buyer. In the Promenade
District, housing prices are anticipated to range from
the low to high $200,000s. e Village Core may
see housing prices from the mid-$200,000s to over
$300,000. In the Park neighborhoods housing prices are
expected to begin in the low $300,000s and extend well
above $500,000.
• Parks were used to form and create the land plan instead
of being an afterthought. e Park neighborhoods are
designed to provide parks within line of sight and within
a five-minute walk from the residential neighborhoods.
• e Specific Plan provides for a variety of parks. Some
parks are designed with ballfields and turf area for active
recreation. Other parks are more passive in nature
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Azusa and the City of Glendora. e arroyo includes
a trail providing north/south access through the entire
community. Furthermore, the Promenade District is
designed as a walking district.
e foothills are preserved and the existing biological
resources are protected. e Specific Plan does not
extend beyond existing Nursery operations, ensuring
protection of the foothills by preserving more than 173
acres of natural open space.
e Specific Plan includes housing products for the
middle to upper income buyer. In the Promenade
District, housing prices are anticipated to range from
the low to high $200,000s. e Village Core may
see housing prices from the mid-$200,000s to over
$300,000. In the Park neighborhoods, housing prices
are expected to begin in the low $300,000s and extend
well above $500,000.
Central to all neighborhoods is a landscape plan that
incorporates great landscape design which will improve
the value of the homes within the community.
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designed for viewing and sitting. Along Sierra Madre
Avenue a linear park provides both view opportunities
and trail connections between Azusa, the arroyo
trail, and Glendora. e Promenade includes a linear
formal park that offers views, community gathering
opportunities, and spectacular landscape. In total 27.5
acre of public parks will be dedicated to serve both the
existing and new members of the City of Azusa.
e two-story design of the proposed residences
enhances the value of one-story designs in the City,
instead of directly competing against the City’s existing
housing stock.
A Great Park consisting of an arroyo, 9.0-acre public
school and 5.5-acre joint use park, anchor the park
system. e school is designed to accommodate students
from kindergarten through eighth grade.
e Specific Plan provides a drainage arroyo in the
general location of the historic canyon that drained the
foothills. e arroyo will convey storm flows, contain
natural riparian habitat, provide bio-filtration to treat
urban pollutants, and include a trail system connecting
to the Garcia Trail.
e architecture and street scene in all neighborhoods
de-emphasizes the garage. Each neighborhood has
parkway-separated sidewalks with street trees. e living
portion of the homes are pulled forward toward the
street with outdoor living space such as porches, stoops,
and balconies. Garages are pushed back away from
the street and de-emphasized so that each home has a
recognizable front instead of a series of garage doors.
is architectural design encourages neighborhood
interaction, a pedestrian lifestyle, and promotes safety by
allowing for “eyes on the street.”
A Homeowner’s Association (HOA) will govern
the new development by enforcing specific codes
and covenants designed to promote community
consistency, maintenance and value. e HOA will also
include community programs to encourage neighbor
participation.
e Specific Plan contributes substantial monies toward
community infrastructure improvements, such as
improvements to the street system, water system, and
sewer system.
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e Specific Plan EIR assessed potential impacts of the
proposed development on the surrounding community.
Topics such as traffic, air quality, noise, hydrology,
geology, biology, and hazards were analyzed in detail.
Where the proposed development caused adverse impacts,
mitigation measures were incorporated into the plan.

Commercial Land Use Goals
1. Promote the development of commercial facilities
which are convenient to residents and which provide
the widest possible selection of goods and services,
in keeping with sound economic principles of retail
locations.
2. Ensure an economically strong and balanced
commercial sector of the community that is easily
accessible, attractive, and meets the commercial needs
of the market area.
3. Encourage the revitalization of the central downtown
business district.
Supporting Objectives

•

•
•

•

•

To encourage the clustering of businesses, landscaping,
development of small commercial centers with shared
parking, and other development techniques that will
improve the visual appearance and efficiency of existing
”strip” commercial development along arterial streets.
To achieve strong investment and consumer support
for the commercial sector of the community.
To preserve the integrity of commercial areas
by prohibiting the mixture of incompatible
noncommercial uses within these areas.
To ensure adequate parking, attractive landscape and
architectural design, and good access to the commercial
area from its service area.
To undertake a study of the central downtown business
district followed by effective revitalization efforts.

e Specific Plan proposes minimal commercial
opportunities to serve the new development without
competing with established commercial centers in the City.
• A modest amount (30,000 to 50,000 square feet) of
transit oriented commercial uses are permitted in the
transit village.
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Live/work is a building typology permitted in most
of the Promenade District, allowing the owner of the
residence to also have an office on the first floor, but the
design functions equally as well as pure residential.

•

Community Facility Land Use Goals
1. Provide for a land use configuration in Azusa that
provides adequate, easily accessible and appropriate
community facilities and utilities while minimizing
taxes and operations to within reasonable levels.
Supporting Objectives

•

•

•

•

To provide for a community-wide balance of
community facilities that will not create excessive
demands on facilities and utilities, especially in areas of
development concentration.
To encourage the use of alternative energy sources,
such as solar energy, and energy-related environmental
criteria in the design, construction and lot orientation
of new or proposed buildings.
To explore the feasibility and potential for the
multiple-use of existing public or quasi-public rightsof-way for recreational purposes.
To provide for adequate park and recreation facilities to
meet the demands of present and future Azusa citizens.

e Specific Plan was designed to minimize impacts on the
City’s community and utility facilities.
• Development of the Monrovia Nursery property will
require substantially less water use than the existing
Monrovia Nursery operations.
• Development of the Monrovia Nursery property will
require substantially less electricity use than the existing
Monrovia Nursery operations.
• e Specific Plan provides the largest contiguous open
space in the City by connecting the Great Park with
the arroyo nature park to the wilderness park in the
mountains.
• Parks were used to form and create the land plan instead
of being an afterthought. e Park neighborhoods
are designed to provide parks within the line of sight
and within a five-minute walk from the residential
neighborhoods.
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e Specific Plan provides for a variety of parks. Some
parks are designed with ballfields and turf area for active
recreation. Other parks are more passive in nature
designed for viewing and sitting. Along Sierra Madre
Avenue a linear park provides both view opportunities
and trail connections between Azusa, the arroyo
trail, and Glendora. e Promenade includes a linear
formal park that offers views, community gathering
opportunities, and spectacular landscape. In total 27.5
acres of public parks will be dedicated to serve both the
existing and new members of the City of Azusa.
A Great Park consisting of an Arroyo, 9.0-acre public
school and 5.5-acre joint use park anchor the system of
parks. e school is designed to accommodate students
from kindergarten through eighth grade.
e Specific Plan includes a 2.1-acre private recreation
facility open to the new residents of the Monrovia
Nursery development. e private recreation facility will
include a pool and other recreation amenities.
e new development will include a Community
Facilities District and Homeowner’s Association to
provide financial opportunities for construction and
maintenance of the proposed community facilities.
e City has prepared a fiscal impact analysis to
determine the long-term financial implications of the
proposed development for the City.

Circulation/Transportation Land Use Goals
1. Provide for a land use configuration that is compatible
with the transportation and circulation systems that
currently exist and with those that are planned by the
City, County and State.
2. Provide for land uses that encourage efficient use of
the circulation systems that exist, while avoiding land
use concentration or locations that might result in
unnecessary and undesirable congestion.
Supporting Objectives

•

m
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To provide for adequate access into residential areas
by local or collector streets, avoiding congestion
and hazardous conditions that are often caused by
direct access onto arterial streets from local streets or
residences.
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To provide for alternative modes of transportation such
as bicycles, pedestrian facilities, etc., as well as access to
major regional transportation systems.
To adequately buffer the more sensitive land uses from
the adverse effects of freeways, major arterials, railroad
and other circulation components.
To encourage the development of clustered commercial
uses, especially along arterial streets, that make more
efficient use of parking and land utilization while
maximizing safe pedestrian circulation.

e land uses and circulation patterns in the Specific
Plan promote efficient pedestrian, vehicular, and transit
circulation.
• e higher density housing types surround the transit
station to create a bustling, walkable transit village.
e transit village is located in the southeast portion
of the site adjacent to Citrus Avenue. e topography
is more conducive to a pedestrian friendly district and
a commuter rail stop in this location but would not
preclude rail stops in downtown Azusa and downtown
Glendora. Furthermore, this location would promote
transit use by Citrus College and Azusa Pacific
University students. e transit village is linked to the
rest of the Promenade District by a formal linear park
that serves as a gathering spot and pedestrian way.
• Parks were used to form and create the land plan instead
of being an afterthought. e Park neighborhoods are
designed to provide parks within line of sight and within
a five-minute walk from the residential neighborhoods.
• All possible street connections have been incorporated
into the land plan. Connections occur at View Crest
Drive, Sierra Madre Avenue, Tenth Street,* Ninth Street,
Palm Drive and Citrus Avenue.
• e Specific Plan proposes to realign Sierra Madre
Avenue to slow traffic and change the character of the
street. Roundabouts are designed at the east and west
ends of Sierra Madre Avenue to indicate that a change in
roadway character is about to occur.

* The 10th Street extension will be studied further.
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Along Sierra Madre Avenue is a linear park with a multipurpose trail that connects Azusa to the arroyo trail and
the City of Glendora.
e Specific Plan does not provide a connection of
Citrus Avenue between Sierra Madre Avenue and
Foothill Boulevard in order to avoid creating a new
arterial roadway through the middle of the development.
e Park neighborhoods rely on a romantic bent grid
roadway pattern, which creates a series of interconnected
streets allowing traffic to disperse into a variety of
directions.
e Specific Plan includes a transit station to
accommodate future commuter rail traffic on the
extension of the Gold Line from Pasadena to Claremont.
e Specific Plan encourages alternative forms of
transportation by the Sierra Madre trail, arroyo trail,
Promenade linear park, parkway separated sidewalks,
and a street network that disperses traffic to create
pedestrian friendly roadways.

Circulation Element
Goals

1. Provide for a transportation system which supports
planned land use and improve the quality of life.
2. Promote the safe and effective movement of all
segments of the population and the efficient transport
of goods.
3. Make efficient use of existing transportation facilities.
4. Protect environmental quality and promote the wise
and equitable use of economic and natural resources.
Supporting Objectives

•

•

•

To encourage State, regional, and local governments
and agencies to achieve a coordinated and balanced
regional transportation system, consistent with the
City’s social, economic and environmental needs and
goals.
To develop transportation planning, services, and
facilities that are coordinated with and support the
land use plan.
To develop a balanced system of circulation which
incorporates motor vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles and
other private and public transportation modes with
greater safety and increased energy efficiency.
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To encourage the continuance of a public
transportation system that will (1) provide a
viable alternative to the automobile, (2) satisfy the
transportation needs of commuters, the economically
disadvantaged, the aged, the young, and the
handicapped, and (3) promote service at a reasonable
and equitable cost to both the users and the general
community.

e Specific Plan promotes alternative forms of
transportation and a circulation system that avoids impacts
to the surrounding community.
• e Specific Plan includes a transit station to
accommodate future commuter rail traffic on the
extension of the Gold Line from Pasadena to Claremont.
• All possible street connections have been incorporated
into the land plan. Connections occur at View Crest
Drive, Sierra Madre Avenue, Tenth Street*, Ninth Street,
Palm Drive and Citrus Avenue.
• e Specific Plan proposes to realign Sierra Madre
Avenue to slow traffic and change the character of the
street. Roundabouts are designed at the east and west
ends of Sierra Madre Avenue to indicate a change in
roadway character is about to occur.
• Along Sierra Madre Avenue is a linear park with a multipurpose trail that connects Azusa to the arroyo trail and
the City of Glendora.
• e Specific Plan does not provide a connection of
Citrus Avenue between Sierra Madre Avenue and
Foothill Boulevard in order to avoid creating a new
arterial roadway through the middle of the development.
• e Park neighborhood rely on a romantic bent grid
roadway pattern, which creates a series of interconnected
streets allowing traffic to disperse into a variety of
directions.
• e Specific Plan encourages alternative forms of
transportation by the Sierra Madre trail, arroyo trail,
Promenade linear park, parkway separated sidewalks,
and a street network that disperses traffic to create
pedestrian friendly roadways.
• e Specific Plan EIR provides a complete assessment,
including mitigation measures, of potential traffic
impacts on the surrounding streets.
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Scenic Highways Element
Goals

1. Provide a scenic road system serving a variety of
transportation modes.
2. Provide enhanced recreational and commercial
opportunities served by a system of scenic roadways.
3. Preserve and enhance the aesthetic resources within
scenic corridors.
Supporting Objectives

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
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•

To establish a city wide scenic roadway system.
To encourage utilization of appropriate existing goals.
To protect and enhance aesthetic resources within
corridors of designated scenic roadways.
To establish and maintain urban scenic highways to
provide access to interesting and aesthetic man-made
features, historical and cultural sites, and urban open
space areas.
To provide a comprehensive Scenic Roadway
Program which safely accommodates various forms of
transportation compatible with scenic highway criteria
and standards.
To develop and apply standards to regulate the quality
of development within corridors of designated scenic
roadways.
To improve the aesthetic qualities of scenic roadway
corridors through the rehabilitation, renovation, and
redevelopment of deteriorating areas along these
routes.
To remove visual pollution from designated scenic
highway corridors.
To encourage the development and use of
aesthetic design standards for road construction or
reconstruction for all designated scenic roadways.
To increase governmental commitment to the
designation of scenic highways and protection of scenic
corridors.
To encourage the fair distribution of social and
economic costs and benefits associated with scenic
highways.
To promote the use and awareness of scenic highway
amenities for all segments of the population.

SPECIFIC PLAN

e Specific Plan enhances Sierra Madre Avenue’s status as a
Scenic Highway.
• e Specific Plan proposes to realign Sierra Madre
Avenue to slow traffic and change the character of the
street. Roundabouts are designed at the east and west
ends of Sierra Madre Avenue to indicate a change in
roadway character is about to occur.
• e north side of Sierra Madre Avenue will be primarily
landscaped slope. In the Village Core, homes will front
onto Sierra Madre Avenue.
• e south side of Sierra Madre Avenue will have a
linear park and multi-purpose trail. Landscaping will
dominate the linear park while also respecting the view
opportunities from the roadway and trail.
• e proposed recreation facility and Village Core
housing will front onto the south side of Sierra Madre
Avenue creating a point of arrival at an activity center.
• A bridge on Sierra Madre Avenue will cross the arroyo
and arroyo trail.
• e narrow cross-section of Sierra Madre Avenue is
designed to slow traffic but maintain roadway capacity
to accommodate commuter traffic.

Housing Element
Goals

1. Conserve and improve the condition of the existing
affordable housing stock.
2. Assist in the development of adequate housing to meet
the needs of low-and moderate-income households.
3. Identify adequate housing sites which will be made
available through appropriate zoning and development
standards and with public services and facilities needed
to facilitate and encourage the development of a variety
of types of housing for all income groups.
4. Address and, where appropriate and legally possible,
remove governmental constraints to the maintenance,
improvement, and development of housing.
5. Promote housing opportunities for all persons
regardless of race, religion, sex, marital status,
ancestry, national origin or color.
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•
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•

•

•

To conserve affordable housing available through
the existing rental housing supply and mobile home
dwellings (N=389).
To achieve the rehabilitation of 100 housing units
during the time frame of mid-1984 through mid-1989.
To meet the rental housing assistance in existing
housing units of 150 lower income households during
the next five years.
To meet the owner housing assistance needs of
first time buyers of moderate income in 100 newly
constructed housing units.
To achieve the production of 80 new rental housing
units within the financial means of low- and moderateincome households.

e Specific Plan creates new housing opportunities for a
variety of people at different homeownership stages in their
life.
• e Specific Plan identifies a variety of housing
products that range in size and price. Furthermore,
the Promenade District has seven different building
typologies. is variety in housing types, sizes, and
prices provides homeownership opportunities for a
variety of people in different stages of homeownership.
• e Specific Plan includes housing products for the
middle to upper income buyer. In the Promenade
District, housing prices are anticipated to range from
the low to high $200,000s. e Village Core may
see housing prices from the mid-$200,000s to over
$300,000. In the Park neighborhoods housing prices are
expected to begin in the low $300,000s and extend well
above $500,000.
• e proposed housing products are for-sale residences
only.

Seismic Safety/public Safety Element
Goals

1. Prevention of serious injury and loss of life.
2. Prevention of serious structural damage to critical
facilities and structures where large numbers of people
are apt to congregate at one time.
3. Insure the continuity of vital services and functions.
4. Education of the Community.

Appendix: General Plan Consistency

Supporting Objectives

•

•

•
•

To reduce loss of life, injuries, and damage to
property caused by seismic events and seismic-related
conditions.
To reduce loss of life, injuries, and damage to property,
and loss of natural resources caused by wildland and
urban fires.
To protect life and property in the event of a natural
disaster.
To prevent injury or loss of life and damage to property
due [to] flood hazards.

e Specific Plan used extensive geotechnical investigations
to determine the appropriate locations for development that
minimize risks to life and property.
• A setback zone for the Sierra Madre Fault was identified
and no houses are located within the setback zone.
• Sierra Madre Avenue was aligned along an unnamed
fault to provide appropriate setbacks for housing.
• A setback zone for a second unnamed fault on the west
side of the property north of Tenth Street prohibits the
construction of habitable structures.
• Geologists and geotechnical engineers conducted a
liquefaction hazard analysis and determined that dirt
in the lower portion of the property must be removed
approximately 20 to 25 feet deep and recompacted to
minimize potential liquefaction hazards.
• e Specific Plan EIR contains an extensive geologic and
geotechnical investigation, with appropriate mitigation
measures to minimize risks to life and property.

Conservation Element
Goals And Objectives

1. To protect, conserve, and manage the natural and
scenic resources of the Azusa Planning Area.
2. To ensure an adequate supply of high quality water for
local and regional needs by preventing the accelerated
water loss due to high runoff and loss of groundwater
recharge areas, and pollution, while protecting life and
property with appropriate flood protection measures.
3. Conserve soils as a water-regulating medium as well
as for the production of natural or other hillside
vegetation.
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4. To promote the retention of native or other vegetation
wherever feasible for maximum water yield, air, and
water quality, and flood hazard reduction.
5. To preserve adequate expanses of all major habitat
types so as to maintain ecosystems in a natural balance
for recreation, scientific, economic, educational and
scenic purposes.
6. To secure a safe, healthful, and wholesome
environment through careful planning for the
preservation and utilization of natural resources and
natural resource lands.
e Specific Plan promotes conservation of natural
resources.
• Development of the Nursery property does not extend
beyond existing nursery operations allowing for almost
204 acres of natural open space to be preserved.
• e arroyo provides a spiritual, visual, and physical
connection through the new community to the
mountains. e arroyo is a natural corridor located
generally over a historic drainage canyon. e arroyo will
function has a natural park with riparian habitat and a
trail system connecting to the Garcia Trail. e trail will
pass underneath Sierra Madre Avenue.
• e arroyo provides a series of water quality basins
planted with riparian habitat designed to foster
groundwater recharge and biofiltration to remove urban
pollutants from the storm runoff.
• Development of the Monrovia Nursery property will
require substantially less water use than the existing
Monrovia Nursery operations.
• Development of the Monrovia Nursery property will
require substantially less electricity use than the existing
Monrovia Nursery operations.
• Development of the Monrovia Nursery property will
reduce the amount of Particulate Matter 10 microns
(PM10) currently released from the Nursery site. e
South Coast Air Basin is currently designated as a nonattainment area for PM10 because of noncompliance
with the State and Federal Clean Air Acts. erefore,
development of the Monrovia Nursery property will
improve air quality. e Specific Plan EIR contains an
extensive air quality analysis.

m

Quantitative Objectives
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e Specific Plan includes a series of detention basins
to minimize impacts from flooding. e EIR includes
an extensive hydrology analysis that documents how the
proposed development reduces the risk of flooding to
surrounding properties.

Open Space Element
Goals

1. To secure a safe, healthful, and wholesome
environment through careful planning and
preservation of open space resources.
2. To maintain the continued existence of valuable
amenities which provide beauty, identity, and form
to the community and to neighborhoods within the
community.
3. To preserve or conserve valuable natural and cultural
resources that have scientific, educational, economic
and cultural value.
4. To contribute to the attainment of the State
Legislature’s open space planning goals and objectives
and fulfill the responsibility that Azusa has to the
geographic region it is located.
Supporting Objectives

•

•

•

To protect examples of wildlife habitat by acquisition
of as much open space land as economically possible
and by prohibiting its development with incompatible
uses.
To preserve the hillside topography and natural
vegetation through land use regulations, which
encourage the retention of the natural topography and
control the degree of ground coverage by structures
both on the hillside and in the arroyos and canyon
bottom.
To promote the study, adoption and review of
regulations designed to assure appropriate and safe
development in hazardous development areas. ese
regulations should include control of elimination
of mass grading, limitation on the intensity and
density of land use, and prohibitions against any
development projects except those which are designed
for mountainous or irregular topography.
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•

e Specific Plan provides 27.5 acres of park and
recreation facilities, substantially more than the 13.1
acres of parkland required by State planning law.

Noise Element
Goal

1. e principal goal of the City is to prohibit
unnecessary and annoying noise from all sources in the
community through the identification, control, and
abatement of noise pollutants.

3. Enhance the economic stability of the community’s
commercial and industrial businesses and encourage
the attraction of new enterprises.
•
Supporting Objectives

•
•
•

Supporting Objectives

•

•

•

•

To continue present programs which prohibit
unnecessary, excessive and annoying noise from sources
which are subject to the police power of the City.
To use existing and future regulatory controls such as
noise ordinances, zoning restrictions, conditional use
permits, environmental impact reports and precise
plans for the identification, control, and abatement of
noise.
To coordinate with Federal, State, County and
other governmental agencies in dealing with noise
abatement.
To provide information to the public regarding the
potential impact of various noise sources and methods
for abatement.

e Specific Plan is designed consistent with the City’s noise
standards.
• e Specific Plan EIR includes an extensive analysis of
construction and operational noise impacts, including
mitigation measures.

Community Design Element
Goals

1. Provide guidelines for design treatments of public and
private buildings which are aesthetic yet economically
practical.
2. Promote community identity through the upgrading
of existing landscaping, redesign of existing buildings
and design treatments for new buildings, which are in
keeping with community character.
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•

•

•

•

To foster community identity and pride through design
treatment.
To protect and enhance economic value of properties
and encourage commercial business growth.
To ensure the proposed development will be properly
related to its site and to surrounding sites and
structures; to prevent the erection of structures, which
are inharmonious with their surroundings.
To ensure that sites, projects and structures are
developed with due regard for the aesthetic qualities of
the natural terrain and landscape, and that trees and
shrubs are not indiscriminately destroyed.
To ensure that the design and exterior architecture
of proposed structures will not be so at variance
with either the design or exterior architecture of the
structure already constructed or being constructed in
the immediate neighborhood as to cause a substantial
depreciation of property values in the neighborhood.
To ensure that open spaces, parking areas, and
landscaping are designed to enhance the visual and
physical use of the property and to screen deleterious
uses.
To develop design criteria for all commercial and
industrial development, as well as residential projects
of nine or more dwelling units.

e Specific Plan includes community design criteria and
architectural standards that celebrate Azusa’s heritage and
promote lasting value.
• e Specific Plan has three neighborhoods based on
planning principles that have held value over time.
e world-renown landscape architect and planner,
Frederick Law Olmstead, pioneered these principles.
e Park neighborhoods are based on a romantic bent
grid network formed around parks. e Village Core
neighborhood is designed as an activity center focused
around the arroyo and private recreation facility. e
Promenade District is patterned after the great walking
streets of the world. Examples of local communities

m

e Specific Plan designates over 61 percent of the Nursery
property for open space, park, cultural, and recreation
amenities.
• Parks were used to form and create the land plan instead
of being an afterthought. e Park Neighborhood
is designed to provide parks within the line of sight
and within a five-minute walk from the residential
neighborhoods.
• Development of the Nursery property does not extend
beyond existing nursery operations allowing for almost
204 acres of natural open space to be preserved in the
foothills.
• e Specific Plan provides for a variety of parks. Some
parks are designed with ballfields and turf area for active
recreation. Other parks are more passive in nature
designed for viewing and sitting. Along Sierra Madre
Avenue a linear park provides both view opportunities
and trail connections between Azusa, the arroyo
trail, and Glendora. e Promenade includes a linear
formal park that offers views, community gathering
opportunities, and spectacular landscapes. In total 27.5
acres of public parks will be dedicated to serve both the
existing and new members of the City of Azusa.
• A trail system is an important part of the Specific
Plan. Every street has parkway-separated sidewalks to
promote pedestrian activity. e realignment of Sierra
Madre Avenue will include a new linear park and
trail providing a trail connection between the City of
Azusa and the City of Glendora. e arroyo includes
a trail providing north/south access throughout all the
neighborhoods. Furthermore, the Promenade District is
designed as a walking district.
• In addition to public parks, the Specific Plan includes
a 2.1-acre private recreation facility open to the new
residents of the Monrovia Nursery Development. is
facility will provide a community room, pool, and other
recreational amenities.
• e Specific Plan celebrates the heritage of the Nursery
by incorporating botanical garden themes and historic
references to Nursery plantings.
• A Great Park consisting of an Arroyo, 9.0-acre public
school and 5.5-acre joint use park anchor the system of
parks. e school is designed to accommodate students
from kindergarten through eighth grade.

SPECIFIC PLAN
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•
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that were planned around these principles include Palos
Verdes Estates, Beverly Hills, and the Vista Bonita
neighborhood of Azusa.
In the Park neighborhoods, Village Core, and
Promenade District all streets have parkway separated
sidewalks and street trees, and a majority of the streets
open onto parks. ese amenities are shared by everyone
in the community.
Architecture in all the neighborhoods de-emphasizes
the garage. e living portion of the homes are pulled
forward toward the street with outdoor living space such
as porches, stoops, and balconies. is architectural
design encourages neighborhood interaction, a
pedestrian lifestyle, and promotes safety by allowing for
“eyes on the street.”
e architecture in all three neighborhoods is based
on heritage architecture from the San Gabriel Valley.
Examples include Spanish Colonial, Craftsman,
European Cottage, American Traditional, Monterey,
and American Farmhouse. e Specific Plan identifies
elements for each style that make the style accurate
and recognizable. e Specific Plan promotes the
“Simple House” concept, which encourages simple plan
forms and elevations that reduce costs while providing
authentic architectural form and massing.
e Specific Plan includes a landscape vision that
celebrates the heritage of the Nursery. Incorporating
botanical garden themes and historic references to
Nursery plantings, the landscaping will be distinct and
spectacular.

Historic Preservation Element
Health And Welfare
Goal

To provide for and maintain a safe, attractive and desirable
living environment and to insure optimum health and wellbeing for all residents of Azusa.
Supporting Objective

e aforementioned is the overall prime goal which
establishes the justification for a Historic Preservation
Element and all of the following objectives should be
viewed as implementing this goal.
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Preservation

Restoration And Enhancement

•

To preserve valuable natural and man-made resources that
have scientific, educational, economic and cultural value.

To restore and enhance historical, cultural and other manmade features.

•

Supporting Objectives

Supporting Objectives

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Evaluate buildings to determine if they can be restored
and brought up to Fire, Health, and Building Code
standards.
Develop zoning bonus and development incentives
which will serve preservation.
Develop an owner awareness program to inform
property owners of tax programs and other
preservation techniques.
Utilize Community Development Block Grants
(CDBG) for low interest loans for preservation.
Pursue inclusion of sites on the National and State
Registries of Historic Sites.
Conduct a community-wide survey to determine
appropriate sites for preservation.
Develop a priority ranking to identify high, medium
and low priority for preservation activities.
Evaluate capital improvement programs and public
services which can be directed to historic preservation.
Pursue innovative techniques for historic site
preservation such as architectural easements,
conservation districts and development rights transfer.
Pursue federal and state grants-in-aid for site purchase
and enhancement.
Investigate the feasibility of Bond Financing to finance
purchase and enhancement of historical sites.
Continue to implement provisions in the California
Environment Quality Act (CEQA) requiring
investigation and evaluation prior to development of all
archaeological, paleontological, cultural and historical
features.
Monitor proposed state and federal legislation relating
to historic preservation; officially support same when
appropriate.
Pursue private funding sources and programs as highest
priority for site preservation.
Coordination with, and utilization of, the Community
Redevelopment Agency as a vehicle for preservation
activity.

Appendix: General Plan Consistency

Goal

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Evaluate buildings to determine if they can be restored
and brought up to Fire, Health and Building Code
Standards.
Utilize CDBG for low interest loans for restoration.
Evaluate Building, Fire and Health Codes to determine
where they can be relaxed as an incentive to historic
site restoration.
Evaluate capital improvement programs and public
services which can be directed to historic site
restoration and enhancement.
Pursue federal and state grants-in-aid for site purchase
and enhancement.
Investigate the feasibility of Bond Financing for
purchase and enhancement of historical sites.
Continue to implement CEQA to identify historical
sites and mitigation measures for preservation and
enhancement.
Pursue private funding sources and programs as highest
priority for site restoration and enhancement.

Community Identity
Goal

Education
Goal

To encourage the educational and cultural enrichment of
the residents of Azusa.

•

e Specific Plan is compatible with surrounding land
uses and creates new great neighborhoods that benefit
the entire community. Existing land uses are buffered.
e Dhammakaya International Meditation Center
is buffered on the west by the Vosburg House; on the
south by a roadway and landscaped detention facility,
and on the north and east by a landscaped slope. e
homes backing onto the Nursery in the Nob Hill
neighborhood are buffered by a landscaped drainage
course. e homes in Glendora that back onto the
Nursery are buffered by a park and landscaped slopes.
e homes that currently take access from Sierra Madre
Avenue will be provided with new public access.

Supporting Objectives

•

•

Develop public awareness programs (literature, work
shops, lecture series, etc.), to make citizens aware of
landmarks and preservation programs.
Utilizing CEQA and the public hearing process,
educate and notify the public of development activities
and potential impacts upon historic sites.

Planning Consistency
Goal

To foster consistency between the various general plan
elements and the Historic Preservation Element.
Supporting Objectives

•

To promote community identification and visual quality.

Evaluate the various general plan elements and zoning
for possible inconsistencies with historic sites and
preservation; amend the general plan where necessary.

Supporting Objectives

•

Identify and preserve sites which are significant in the
past development and economy of the community and
which foster the public’s awareness of the cultural makeup of the community.

Community Involvement
Goal

To encourage opportunities for community involvement
and participation.
Supporting Objectives

M O NR O VIA® Nursery

e Specific Plan includes measures designed to preserve and
celebrate the Nursery’s heritage and cultural resources to the
maximum extent practical.
• Historic resources, such as the Covina Canal and the
Vosburg House, will be preserved to the extent feasible.
While the potable water in the Covina Canal will be
placed in an underground pipe, a portion of the open
channel canal structure will remain and possibly used
for storm drain purposes. e Vosburg House will
remain on site and continue to function as Monrovia
Nursery’s headquarters. e Specific Plan EIR includes
an assessment and mitigation measures for the cultural
resources on-site.

m

Goal

Develop educational and information programs to
make the public aware of historic sites and preservation
activities.
New development should be related to existing
development and historical/cultural resources in
scale, material and character in order to maintain
community, neighborhood and block identity.

SPECIFIC PLAN
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APPENDIX C
Phasing Plan

Grading and site preparation activities will prevent Monrovia
Nursery from continuing to operate a commercial nursery
during the construction phase. erefore, assuming
project approval, Monrovia Nursery will move its plant
materials and nursery infrastructure from the site over
an approximately one-year period. Grading operations
and infrastructure improvements are likely to take place
throughout the project site, instead of localized in one
area. erefore, site preparation could be characterized
as one phase, lasting twelve to eighteen months. e
preliminary plan is to complete initial water and storm drain
improvements, realign Sierra Madre Avenue, and begin
construction near the recreation center as the start of the
first construction phase. e Construction Phasing Plan
graphically displays a conceptual construction phasing plan.
Each construction phase is not necessarily independent
and construction phases may overlap depending on market
conditions.
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Phasing Plan
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APPENDIX D
Maintenance Responsibilities

In order to ensure that all infrastructure improvements,
common areas and public facilities are well-maintained, this
section sets forth the long-term maintenance responsibilities
of the various private and public facilities contemplated
within the Monrovia Specific Plan area. e landowner will
be held responsible for the maintenance of all areas and
facilities listed below until such time as they are accepted by
the appropriate entity.
e transfer of ownership, liability agreements, and
maintenance responsibility for the areas and facilities listed
will be implemented in accordance with the conditions
of approval on the Tentative Maps and Precise Plan of
Design approved by the City. e City shall determine the
standards for design and construction of all facilities. If it
is determined by the City at the time of the Tentative Map
approval that an entity other than the one listed below
should assume responsibility, the conditions of approval
should so specify. e City has the sole discretion to make
such a determination.

Maintenance Responsibility Matrix
Maintenance Area

City

GLCA

CFD/HOA/
MD/LLMD

Azusa L&W

PUC

PARKS

X
X
X
X

Community
Neighborhood
Pocket Parks
View Parks
OPEN SPACE
Natural (North)

X

Fuel Modification

X
X

Arroyo

X

Community Gardens

X

Natural (West)

TRAILS

X
X
X

Sierra Madre
Promenade
Private
PUBLIC STREETS
Improvements
Drainage

X
X
X

Lights
Signs
Sidewalks
Parkways
Medians

X
X
X
X

X

X

PRIVATE STREETS
DRAINAGE FACILITIES

X
X

Detention
Storm Drains

X

RECREATION CENTER
TRANSIT STATION

X

UTILITIES

X
X

Electricity
Water
Gas
Telephone
Cable

Appendix: Maintenance Responsibilities

City - City of Azusa
GLCA - Gold Line Phase II Construction Authority
CFD – Community Facilities District
HOA – Home Owner Association
MD – Maintenance District
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LEGEND

X
X
X

LLMD – Landscaping & Lighting
Maintenance District
Azusa L&W – Azusa Light & Water
PUC – Private Utility Company
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